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1 Curtain Raiser

Karl Barry, actor, teacher and once manager of Manchester's International
Centre, first contacts the Spirit of Theatre project in April 2013. He is ringing after reading a
letter in The Stage newspaper, from a second year student from the Department of English at
Manchester Metropolitan University, Dean Ashton, himself an ex-Coronation Street actor,
asking for readers to share their memories of Manchester's Library Theatre Company. On the
phone, Karl tells me, “I was a member of Intimate Theatre; the pre-cursor to the Library
Theatre Company.” The son of a Russian Jewish refugee, who gave up her own acting
ambition to become a bespoke tailoress, Karl was in his late teens and working in his uncle's
shop in Manchester at the outbreak of war in 1939. He volunteered to serve in the Merchant
Navy and despite coming under attack on several occasions, he survived the war without
injury. When he was de-mobbed in 1947, Karl joined Andre Van Gyseghem's company in the
basement of Manchester's Central Library, as an unpaid member of the student company.
Later Karl went on to paid work in the professional company, playing in Treasure Island, The
Beaux Stratagem and other productions. The actor offers us a link to the beginning of a
sustained, publicly subsidised tradition of professional theatre in Manchester, presenting
serious theatre at affordable prices, supported by what was then the Corporation; now
Manchester City Council. The Arts Council itself was new, and the nature and social function
of a subsidised regional theatre system was being debated and formed.
Before the First World War, tea industry heiress and theatre patron Annie
Horniman applied her experience of setting up the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, in order to
establish the first Repertory Theatre in England at the Gaiety Theatre in Manchester.
Horniman made a radical contribution to English drama, through her productions of work by
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local playwrights2 including Harold Brighouse, Allan Monkhouse and Stanley Houghton; this
is well documented, while her promotion of women's writing including plays by Elizabeth
Baker, Gertrude Robbins and Antonia Williams, was less influential, arguably due to the
dismissive reaction of critics, including historians of the Gaiety company's programme.3 The
privately supported company closed in the early nineteen twenties.
By the time the Library Theatre was opened after the Second World War, the
way in which theatre was made, the people who made it and its social function were radically
changed. Van Gyseghem and the first Library Company artistic director David Scase were
both participants in a vigorous popular participatory movement of amateur and workers’
theatre, much of it with radical socialist and communist political intent, that drew on
propagandist theatre styles learnt in the Soviet Union, from Bertolt Brecht, Ernst Toller and
German Expressionism, and from American playwrights, chief amongst them, Clifford Odets;
but always with an emphasis on new writing and working class engagement. Van Gyseghem
worked closely with Unity Theatre; David Scase had been a member of Joan Littlewood's
Theatre Workshop, and had played in two or three short seasons at the Library Theatre,
before he took up the job of running the new, permanent company there. Their professional
work grew out of a movement in which amateur theatre groups thrived on the fringes of
official labour movement organisations, in nationally organised Co-operative drama groups
and as offshoots of workers' educational activities. The passion for drama was not all
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Rex Pogson Miss Horniman and the Gaiety Theatre Manchester (London: Rockliff Publishing, 1952). Pogson
quotes a letter Annie Horniman writes to a local paper about the new theatrical venture: ‘One thing I want to
do is to encourage young English playwrights. I want to find English dramatists who will write better than
the Irish. We ought to be ashamed of ourselves. If Lancashire playwrights will send their plays to me I shall
pledge myself to read them through. Let them write not as one dramatist does, about countesses and
duchesses and society existing in imagination, but about their friends and enemies – about real life’. pp 36 –
7.
3
Pogson approvingly quotes the following review of Antonia Williams' play The Street, a controlled, angry and
poetic drama in which the heroine is forced into exchanging sex for the rent in an attempt to keep her mother
and sister housed. ‘...a powerfully realistic play by Miss A.L Williams...it had sincerity and provided Clare
Greet with another admirable cockney study and Mona Limerick with an intense characterisation much
praised by Allan Monkhouse, but it failed to rise above a rather drab photograph of the surface of ordinary
events.’ p. 33.
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political; one of the contributors to our research is still an active member of Bolton's Little
Theatre; an amateur company founded in 1931, which joined the avowedly non-political
Little Theatre Guild in 1947 (an organisation which rejected an approach for membership by
Unity).
Colin Chambers records Unity Theatre's key role in making the argument for
state funding of the Arts. The year before Karl Barry joined Intimate Theatre, Unity
organised a national conference on 'Theatre and the People'. 4 Chambers notes how

Unity worked for a publicly subsidised theatre accessible to everyone and for
drama to be taken seriously at all levels of education as an essential
component of local, regional and national cultures.5

It is worth noting that the Library Theatre was supported from the beginning
by elected local politicians spending local taxes; and the context was the expansion of the
Arts Council, which doubled the number of organisations it funded between 1945 and 1955.
The debate about what sort of artistic activities should be funded, and the relative influence of
the regions and London, happened within the boundaries of a shared belief in the value of the
Arts in civic life. Unity’s contribution to this debate is not a vision of state subsidy as a
means of propaganda for Stalinism or even communism; nor is it a notion of provision of
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A Unity-organised conference in March 1946 on 'Theatre and the People' was addressed by a wide range of
representatives – from the Arts Council Actors' Equity, the British Drama League, and the Co-operative
Drama Association - and by leading performers such as Sybil Thorndike, Claire Luce, Edith Evans and
Herbert Lom. Julius Jacobs said that trade unions would be interested in theatre if theatre were interested in
trade unions and the conference spoke for many in its hopes for a post-war cultural renovation continuing the
upsurge in interest and activity of the war years.
The conference argued for increased direct state funding at local and central level, cultural education at all
levels from primary school to university, and the establishment of a network of local repertory theatres that
could exchange visits, and it stressed the role of the amateur theatre in stimulating new and experimental
work (much of this predating developments in the Arts Council that took off under the first Arts Minister
Jennie Lee and recommendations of the later Arts Council-sponsored Cork Report in the 1980's). Colin
Chambers The Story of Unity Theatre (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1989) p. 279.
5
Chambers, C (1989) p.398.
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culture to a passive set of recipients, but instead makes a connection between dramatic
argument, articulated in new plays by new kinds of writers, and a different way of living; and
it is salutary in its ambition and optimism, not only in relation to the arts, but as a way of
constructing a self-reflecting and egalitarian society.
Karl Barry's account of his life as an actor illustrates how porous was the
boundary between professional and amateur theatrical activity, and how tenuous and
frustrating his access to a creative working life. He turned down Joan Littlewood's offer of
two pounds a week, although it is hard to say whether it was the lack of any reasonable
expectation of a realistic wage, or the company's move to Stratford in the East End of London,
which was the more important factor in his decision to stay in Salford. The Theatre
Workshop Company, with its experimental working methods and overtly political programme,
was not invited, nor apparently considered, to take up residence in the basement of the
Central Library. Neither the Unity model, conflating political action and play-making, nor
Theatre Workshop's aesthetic experiments gained traction with the newly formed Arts
Council, where the emphasis was on access to ‘high’ culture and the provision of artistic
excellence to the masses. Nevertheless, it seems clear that these ways of working continued
to influence actual theatrical practice, and were more or less acknowledged in the later
flowering of alternative non-building based experimental, political and community theatre,
and Theatre in Education from the late sixties to the early eighties.
From its establishment in 1952 the Library Company played a key part in the
cultural life of the North West, evidenced in the personal accounts of our contributors; its
history and programme documented in the Library Theatre's online archives6. Less well
recorded are the continuing connections between non-professional theatre and the work of the
company in terms of audience attendance, influence on programming, and personnel; an area
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<www.librarytheatre.co.uk> [accessed 11 November 2013]
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of investigation which lies outside the scope of the Spirit of Theatre project.7 We did,
however, include a question about non-professional participation in theatre in our
questionnaire, and the continued flow between spectatorship and participation is further
evidenced in our in-depth interviews.
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Dr Jane Tonge has written a study of four competitor Amateur Dramatic societies in Greater Manchester. Her
present-day economic evaluation of amateur drama indicates the scale of the participatory activity in relation
to professional theatre. The study does not include analysis of programming or production methods but does
give us a sense of the wider cultural field of interest of theatre-going audiences. Analysis of our Mother
Courage audience questionnaire returns indicates significant participation in making as well as watching
theatre. She writes: ‘In 2002, NODA (National Operatic and Dramatic Association), the main representative
body for amateur theatre. the UK, had a membership of some 2500 amateur/community theatre groups. It
calculated that 7.3 million people attended 25,760 performances by NODA members with a nationwide box
office take of £34 million - of which £2.3 million was donated to charities. However, NODA estimates that
only 20-25% of all amateur groups belong to its organisation, believing there could be at least 12,500-15,000
groups in the UK (Elkin 2006). If the amateur sector is indeed at least 6 times as large as the NODA
membership, this implies the income generated and thus the economic impact is significantly higher than the
£34 million identified to date. Greater Manchester is one of the many provincial areas in the UK that has
seen growth in the subsidised arts with the highest density of theatre seats per head of the population outside
London (Hemisphere, 2000). The exact numbers of amateur theatres are unknown, but there are 43 members
of the Greater Manchester Drama Federation.’
Jane Tonge,. ‘Marketing strategies in the arts – a study on amateur theatre.’ Conference Paper, Academy of
Marketing Conference, Arts and Heritage Marketing Track, Coventry Business School, July 2010
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2 The Spirit of Theatre project
[ON THE PHONE]
Interviewer:

What is the spirit's reason for demanding attention of the living?

Respondent:

Because it's got...a thing about the audience…It's demanding that the
audience engages in [the play]. And stop analysing it or sitting back...
And this ghost walks round the play whilst it's on and says to the
audience, 'Work harder! The players have done all the work that needs
to be done’, and the audience would be astonished to see what's
involved, and it's saying, 'We've done our work. Do your bit!' As I said,
'Do your bit', then, I stabbed my finger into the air. As if to say, 'Get on
with it! Take this seriously!' You know Sarah Kane...alright, you're
killing a child on stage...Live with it! It's not inconsequential tosh!
You've got me going now...

2.1 Background to the project

In 2010, the Library Theatre Company, after several years of planning and searching
for a new home, moved out of the infamously cramped but much-loved basement theatre in
the Central Library in St. Peter's Square, Manchester. The provisions of the Disability
Discrimination Act had obliged the City Council further to improve access to all its buildings;
the alterations would have cost a 312 seat auditorium a further thirty or so seats, further
compromising the theatre's economic viability. The Library Company, then under the artistic
direction of Chris Honer, was unique in England in being funded entirely by the local
authority and box office receipts. Chris Honer had set up a Consultation Panel to act as a
7

sounding board and further point of contact with its audiences, during the period of transition.
The panel was and continues to be made up of around twelve contributors, including local
writers and actors, audience members, and participants in the Company's youth and
community outreach activities, combining in its discussions an awareness of the Company's
history in the city with enthusiasm for some of the artistic possibilities flowing from the
opportunity to design a new theatre. The Panel members contributed at meetings and in
email consultation to the design and content of the Spirit of Theatre research.
The research derives partly from the coincidence of timing between discussions of
the Library Theatre’s Community Panel, chaired by Julie Wilkinson,8 and the work of the
British Theatre Consortium9 (BTC) on spectatorship and audience engagement. A BTC
seminar on this subject is described in more detail in part 2 of this report, about the theory
behind the design of the project.
Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU) funded the work through a Knowledge
Exchange Scheme grant, which is intended to support collaborations between the university
and industry including professional arts organisations. The Library Theatre Company agreed
to lend practical support and invest time to develop and deliver this project.
Julie gathered a team of interested academic colleagues at Manchester Metropolitan
University, from the Art and History Departments and the Business School, whose members
went on to make various contributions to the project, under the overall guidance of BTC.
8

Julie is a playwright and Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing in the Department of English at Manchester
Metropolitan University.
9

The British Theatre Consortium is a co-operative of academics and playwrights, then representing five
Universities; Warwick, Birmingham, MMU, Royal Holloway University of London and the University of East
Anglia. When the project began the members were David Edgar (Playwright and President of the Writers’ Guild
of Great Britain), Steve Waters, Professor Dan Rebellato, Professor Janelle Reinelt and Julie Wilkinson. The
organisation acts as a forum in which theatre makers, administrators, students and academics can come together
to share views on all issues concerning contemporary theatre and performance in Britain, from playwriting to
live art, regional theatre to international touring, site-specific theatre to Shakespearean revivals, politics and art,
subsidy and creativity. We organise the British Theatre Conference series, conduct and publish research, and act
as consultants and advocates for British theatre in all its forms.
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Some of the techniques we used in Community Consultation Panel meetings, to share and
develop ideas about the future of the theatre, fed directly into the creative elements of the
project; particularly the idea of asking interviewees to invent an imaginary spirit that might
belong in the new theatre. We tested out a creative workshop with panel members; and
modified both this and the idea of the Theatre Ghost itself in response to panel feedback.
At the time when the Library Theatre Company moved out of the basement,
its destination was still unsure. Two other possible future homes had been investigated; in
each case the City Council was working in partnership with commercial developers. The
most serious possibility, the old Theatre Royal on Peter Street, had not proved financially
viable. The final decision was to bring Cornerhouse, Manchester's independent cinema and
visual arts venue, together with the Library Theatre Company to form a new organisation,
Greater Manchester Arts Centre Limited. The collaborative venture will be housed in a new
building serving theatre, film, visual arts and cross-art form activities, at First Street, close to
Oxford Road Station, and adjacent to the new Council offices. 'Home' is to include two
theatres - the main one offering 500 seats, five cinemas, a gallery, a cafe, education spaces,
offices and much improved back stage facilities. It is part of a development plan for the
whole site including an hotel, and funded by the City Council in partnership with a
commercial developer. The size of the theatre at 500 seats, and its end-on design maintains
the position of the Library Theatre in relation to other venues in the region; the increase in
size from the old 312 seat auditorium aims to improve the company's potential box office
take while maintaining the characteristic intimacy of the basement theatre. During the
process of design, theatre architects Charcoal Blue, working within the overall plans drawn
up by Ernst Ter Horst of Meccanoo, worked to bring the main theatre's audience close to the
stage, and to maximise each audience member's experience of connection with the actors. In
an interview with the author, Ernst described the brief for the design of the new theatre.
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The key thing for Chris and the Library Theatre is this level of intimacy and
getting as close to the actors as possible; and you can hear the actors
breathe…every seat was a good seat and [it] felt very inclusive…within the
audience, but also that the actors and the audience could really feel together in
this experience.

Manchester City Council's investment in re-housing of the Library Theatre
results from commitments made before the 2008 financial crash, and before the full effects on
Local Authority budgets of Government funding cuts began to impact on the public.
However, it is nonetheless a remarkable demonstration of the value attributed to the Arts by
an elected authority, which contrasts directly with proposed cuts to local arts budgets by two
other Labour-run city councils, Newcastle and Derby. In the context of a search for objective
evidence of the value a community attributes to the arts, Manchester's democratically elected
representatives offer an assertive and studied use of strategic public investment in what we
have come to call the creative industries. The recognition of the economic importance of the
arts to the region has provided a basis for local and regional planning for at least the last two
decades and is reinforced by the arrival of the BBC at Salford Quays. In our sample of
Library Theatre audiences we have a snapshot too of the significance of the size of the
University sector in the North West. Even in an audience choosing to see a play by Bertolt
Brecht, it is remarkable that nearly half the respondents have post-graduate qualifications;
and many contributors report either working in Universities now, or having come to the
region to go to University and stayed. Although this study will investigate how a particular
audience constructs value, it is important to remember that individuals do this in the context
of a political articulation of a shared perception of a community's sense of value and direction,
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without which, of course, there may finally be nothing to judge.

2.2 Aims of The Spirit of Theatre

In the original pitch to the Library Theatre Company and Cornerhouse, on
October 1st 2012, we summarised the project as follows:

The Theatre Ghost is a collaborative practice-as-research project which aims
to explore the legacy of Manchester’s Library Theatre, to investigate how
spectators construe the value of performance and to engage the public in
imagining the future of civic theatre by devising spirits which might inhabit
the Library Company’s new home.
Our aims were:
1. To investigate, record and analyze the nature and effect of the work of
the Library Theatre in Manchester, within living memory and in the
present day, using oral history and creative research techniques.
2. To engage the local community in an evaluation of the role of Theatre
in public and in private life, and to bring this awareness into play in a
creative exercise exploring the aspirations of participants for the role
and spirit of the new performance spaces as they are built at First
Street, by inventing prospective Theatre Ghosts.
3. To devise, test and evaluate a distinctive creative research method.
4. To display our Theatre Ghosts and other reflections in Manchester, and
to share both creative outcomes and research findings with academic
and theatre practitioners.
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We proposed


to train second year students in the Department of English at
Manchester Metropolitan University in interview techniques



to interview audience members and theatre workers about their
memories, knowledge and experience of the work of the Library
Theatre Company



to distribute a questionnaire to the audiences for one show in the
company’s season, at three points; before the play, a week after, and a
month after the performance.

At the beginning of the project we proposed in addition both an on-line interactive blog and a
further open public survey which would prompt memories by supplying information and
imagery relating to the history of the Library Theatre in Manchester.
These two ideas were later combined, in the design of our interactive website at
www.spiritoftheatre.org

We also planned to test out creative writing workshop with four client groups; MMU students,
a Manchester school sixth-form class; the community panel and volunteers who responded to
our invitation issued via the Library Theatre Company’s mailing list.
We proposed an exhibition of our findings, and a final report.

The project has a dual function. It is an investigation. It also proposes to
animate a new sort of engagement between audiences and professional theatre company.
We decided that the best way to conduct the investigation was by carrying out
12

an inductive study of responses to one production, which we would then develop further
using semi-structured interviews with some audience members to explore how they might
represent their experience of the theatre company’s history. The notion of inventing
characters, ghosts, gave us an alternative way of capturing reactions to the company’s work.

The change of title, from The Theatre Ghost to The Spirit of Theatre
reflects a very important shift in emphasis from early in the project. When we tried to put the
idea of conjuring a Theatre Ghost for the new building into practice it became clear that this
did not serve the concerns of the new management of the combined Library Theatre and
Cornerhouse, to attract new audiences and emphasise the novelty of the new collaboration
and building. There was a danger of our becoming a focus for concerns about the loss of the
old space, rather than a celebration of the legacy of the Library Theatre Company as it moved
into a new home and became part of a new and different organisation. As we were working,
the partners and their advisors were devising and recording the management structure of the
new company, Greater Manchester Arts Centre Limited.
The Spirit of Theatre, a more light-hearted pun on the idea of theatrical
‘ghosting’, was agreed with the Artistic Director of the Library Company, Chris Honer.
Theoretical writing on the significance of theatrical practice as a way of expressing a
community’s sense of itself, including its relationship with the past, continued to underpin
our investigation into how audiences relate to the work of the Library Theatre Company, and
how the company responds to the city. The idea of the Theatre Ghost was retained in a
question in our face-to-face and telephone interviews.

2.3 Recruiting participants and gathering responses
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We had next to consider how to contact audience members, how to gain
their consent for the project, and how to ensure the anonymity and privacy of their replies.
We set up a separate mail address to which only project staff had access. We asked the
Library Theatre to send out an invitation email to audience members who had signed up for
news and information from the company. The email indicated that audience members should
respond by replying to our separate address, telling us how they wanted to be involved, and
giving us their permission for us to contact them for set purposes, to do with the project, and
including the time limits of the projects. The questionnaires which were distributed in hard
copy also included a statement about what we were asking of the participants, and that their
replies would be anonymous.
When we received replies we logged the name of the correspondent on an
electronic spreadsheet, coded the replies, anonymised the questionnaires, and kept these
separately from the names of the participants. Once the questionnaires had been received and
logged, copies were deleted except for those on an MMU computer, which was password
protected. Hard copies were not quite so easy to anonymise. Data from these was entered
onto one main excel spreadsheet by Chris Bridgman, again using codes so that names were
not used during the analysis, except for in the analysis of the interviews, when those
respondents’ questionnaire replies were compared with interview transcripts of their
responses. Interviewees were reminded the beginning of their interviews how we intended to
use their responses, and where and how they would be published; and asked to confirm their
continued assent. Interviews with students were recorded and transcribed; then recordings
were saved to secure computer and all student copies were destroyed. Phone interviews were
recorded in note form, and written up straight after the interview. Transcriptions were sent to
Julie at the University and copies deleted.
The idea of the three-part questionnaire came about because interviewing
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audience members at the theatre on the night of the performance was not practicable. The
show was long, and finished late; and we could not guarantee that our student interviewers
would be able to get home safely from the venue, which is relatively difficult to reach. We
realized that we needed to ask for audience members’ responses as soon after the show as we
could in order to compare very fresh and immediate reactions with more considered feelings
later on. The gap of one week was practicable and judged more likely to persuade
contributors to engage with all three parts of the questionnaire. In the first questionnaire we
encouraged people to fill in the second as soon after the show as possible, by midnight of the
same day.
A complication arose when it came to contacting people buying tickets who
were not already on the Library Company’s data base. The Company was resident at the
Lowry Theatre and no longer running their own box office. The Lowry did not agree to send
out our invitation to participate in the research to people booking for Mother Courage due to
concerns about issues of data protection. The email invitations to people already on the
Library’s mailing lists went out about a week before the show opened and then again during
the run. The theatre also advertised the project on their website. All together this produced
53 responses. We also went to the Lowry and distributed hard copies of the questionnaires
with stamped addressed envelopes attached. Students helped with this distribution. We
canvassed five evening performances of the show spread through the run, and one matinee.
This produced 68 responses.
Originally we had intended to produce an on-line questionnaire, but we could
not find an efficient way electronically to link three separate surveys due to be filled out at
different times, to the same contributor. Our hard copies were coded using a date stamp, on
each page and on the envelope.
Once the first email questionnaire was returned we sent out the second on
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the day on which the respondent told us that they were attending the show; we then sent out
reminders to return the second email the next day. When the second reply was logged as
being received, we sent out the third on the day before it was due to be completed. We had
no control over the return of the hard copy questionnaires but relied on the audience members
to fill them in at the appropriate intervals. The evidence of the pattern of return suggests that
respondents were waiting the full week to fill in the third questionnaire. We cannot be certain
that the second questionnaire was completed promptly after seeing the show with either set of
questionnaires although again the pattern of return suggested that they were. Questionnaires
were returned by email to our project address or by post.
Participants were recruited for face-to-face interviews and for the creative workshops in the
email invitations, and via the hard copies of questionnaires.

2.4 Contributors
MMU Art Department Head John Hyatt recruited postgraduate Arts students Simon Woolham,
who produced drawings for and helped design the website, and Sarbjit Kaur, who produced
original drawings and research material as visual stimuli. Historian Dr. Faye Simpson
advised on methodology and analysis, and Oral History expert and PhD student Fiona Cosson
contributed to the design of the questionnaires and interview scripts, and trained the student
interviewers. Dr Jane Tonge from MMUs Business School advised on methodology,
contributed her research on amateur theatre in Manchester and co-wrote a working paper with
Julie Wilkinson, The Theatre Ghost: Marketing Manchester’s Library Theatre, which we
presented at the Academy of Arts Marketing Conference in July 2013.
Chris Bridgman, ex-Director of North West Playwrights was project manager on behalf of the
British Theatre Consortium. Sophia Hatfield, a graduate of the School of Theatre at MMU,
and experienced arts marketing interviewer conducted telephone interviews with audience
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members, helped with transcripts and administration. Jill Bridgman also helped with
transcription. Students from the Department of English helped to test out questionnaire and
interview scripts, conducted and transcribed face-to-face interviews and participated in a
creative workshop associated with the project. MMU student Dean Ashton advertised for
actors to contribute through The Stage and the Equity Journal, which led to Karl Barry
contacting the project. Second year MMU student Georgia Hornby began the huge task of
writing an annotated summary of all plays produced by the Library Theatre Company since
1952, a job which was then completed by Lancaster University graduate Ellie Silver. This
resource has underpinned the information in the report relating to the Library Theatre
Company’s programme.
Our interactive website is still running; therefore, we have not included
website comments in the evaluation of audience response in this report. The website was
designed by Simon Woolham and Julie Wilkinson, with original drawings by Simon and
engineered by groupof.10
The Spirit of Theatre Exhibition, which coincided with the opening of the first
show in the Library Theatre’s autumn season, took place between September 27th and
October 20th 2013 in the Quays Bar of the Lowry Theatre. The Exhibition was written by
Julie Wilkinson with drawings by Simon Woolham and designed by Johnny Clifford.

10

The website went live on 18th June 2013 and will run until June 2014. Simon's drawings of theatre spaces
form a background to comments posted onto the site by anyone keen to share memories of the Library Theatre.
Most of the comments on the site so far have been posted by actors who have worked at the old Library Theatre.
Web address: www.spiritoftheatre.org Copyright in the website belongs to Simon Woolham, Julie Wilkinson
and groupof.
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3 Theory and Method

3.1 Starting points
In March 2012 the British Theatre Consortium organised a symposium
called From Spectatorship to Engagement with and at the Royal Society of Arts, bringing
together arts practitioners from theatre, visual and performance art, museums and opera with
experts in cultural economics, arts for health, and neuro-science. At the two-day meeting,
which was conducted under Chatham House rules11, we began to shape a research trajectory,
which The Spirit of Theatre picks up and develops.
The meeting considered the post-war history of arts funding in terms of the
relative influence of intrinsic and instrumental accounts of the value of the Arts, with one
contributor characterising the contemporary arts world's alleged resistance to calls for its
accountability as an irrational fear of a 'phantom army of bean counters'. The principle of
public subsidy for the arts, as for all public services, is facing a challenge from market
populism, at the same time that the costs of systemic economic and political failures are being
charged to the public purse, through policies of austerity and privatisation. Nevertheless arts
practitioners are urged to give an evidenced, comparable and coherent account of the value of
our activities, in the name of democratic accountability, for example in Hasan Bakshi's
keynote conference address, in March 201212 in which he argues that limited economic
research indicates a lack of leadership in cultural fields.
Contributors to the symposium gave detailed and full accounts of a wide
11

Chatham House rules allow a meeting to be 'on the record' but stipulate that individual contributions and their
affiliations should be unattributable to facilitate free discussion.

12

Hasan Bakshi, Measuring Cultural Value Keynote speech given at Culture conference, Sydney, Australia,
March 2012. Nesta
<http://www.nesta.org.uk/areas_of_work/creative_economy/assets/features/measuring_cultural_value>
[accessed 15/11/13]
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range of strategies to extend engagement and participation, and we looked at studies which
deployed new ways of tracking the real benefits of artistic activity for civic engagement,
social tolerance, personal relationships and personal development, health and well-being.
We considered the example of environmentalists' quantification of use
values, and its codification in the Treasury's Green Book13, but heard nothing at these
particular meetings of political objections to these strategies from 'Deep Greens' and others.
We tussled with the relationship between measurement and metrics, with
one contributor saying that everything can be measured and another group pleading for an
end to metrics for no good purpose.
Another unresolved tension related to theories of the relationship between
brain and mind, with many contributors sceptical of the relevance of scientific evidence of
the precise materiality of mechanisms of consciousness – something which does have
consequences for its measurability.
While there is a danger in proposing the unquantifiable nature of an
activity which can only be funded in competition with other public goods, the arts are
concerned above all with the limits of markets; a conundrum which suggests the need to
declare our notion of 'the good' and to identify the 'hidden wealth', which lies between state
and market in civil society.
In conclusion, it was agreed that new research was needed, tailored to
particular art forms, to inform our understanding of how value is construed by spectators and
whether this changes over time for the individuals involved.

13

Hasan Baskhi explains: The Green book is the British Government’s guide to cost-benefit analysis – as in
Environment and Health, where public value, as in the arts, is not only value which can be mediated through
markets. Bakshi, H., (2012).
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3.2 Culture and Spectatorship
In her 1997 defence of the contribution of liberal education in American
Universities, Martha Nussbaum argues for the role of the Arts in enabling active, positive
citizenship not only of a particular jurisdiction, but of the world.

[The] narrative imagination is an essential preparation for moral interaction.
Habits of empathy and conjecture conduce to a certain type of citizenship and
a certain form of community; one that cultivates a sympathetic responsiveness
to another’s needs, and understands the way circumstances shape those needs,
while respecting separateness and privacy. 14

In this fluent articulation of a humanist approach, the nature of the meaning that is produced
in the reception of the artistic object or event is in no danger of disrupting its positive effects.
Nussbaum's link between the Arts and citizenship is well demonstrated by way of existing
instrumental evidence for the efficacy of both spectatorship and participation. However, it is
less clear whether empathy is a crucial condition for such benefit – a notion Bertolt Brecht's
plays seek to challenge. Neither does the description give us any account of the function of
conjecture, personally or socially; only its by-products.
A very different analysis of culture is articulated by the sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu, who represents cultural institutions and systems as a kind of virtual machinery for
sorting populations into groups, reinforcing class and other distinctions which are no less
exploitative for being desired. Bourdieu's analysis suggests that a key function of art is
distinction itself, and that those who choose to participate in or valorise a cultural practice,
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thereby also place or position themselves.15 These arguments form the basis of many cultural
investigations and I need not rehearse them in detail here, save to note that we are guided in
our study by Bourdieu's interest in the formation and influence of taste; in how its boundaries
are defined and maintained; and in the existence of underlying codes and habitual responses,
which we make it our business to detect through the repetitions and collective lacunae in our
contributors' answers. In particular we are aware of the role of aspiration in the production of
cultural value.
Towards the end of his life – Bourdieu died in 2002 – he complicated and
changed his account of culture, arguing strongly against contemporary challenges to artistic
freedom and independence from both religious and political censorship, and against growing
pressures for artistic and scientific work to turn a profit.
However the most significant revision of Bourdieu's account of cultural
transmission and reception for our thinking comes from Jacques Rancière, in particular in The
Emancipated Spectator. Rancière challenges the notion that the spectator must be and is
passive, and locates meaning in the transaction between spectator and stimulus. The
discussion is rooted in a critical interpretation of the teaching relationship, which Rancière
proposed to change.
It is in this power of associating and dissociating that the emancipation of the
spectator consists – that is to say, the emancipation of each of us as a spectator.
Being a spectator is not some passive condition that we should transform into
activity. It is our normal situation. We also learn and teach, act and know, as
spectators who all the time link what we see to what we have seen and said,
15
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done and dreamed.16

At the same time that we were designing our research into audience
responses to Manchester's Library Theatre, Andrew Miles of Manchester University and his
colleagues had begun the Understanding Everyday Participation17 project, which proposes to
challenge the definition of cultural participation based on institutions and practices already
funded by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport; and published a literature review
which informed our own reading for the Spirit of Theatre. In a discussion with the author,
Andrew Miles explained how this project begins by opposing the deficit model which
suggests that working class communities lack culture, and aimed to look in depth at the role
of place in the nature of cultural participation in two communities north of Manchester city
centre, Cheetham Hill and Broughton.
In the Spirit of Theatre project we attempt to hold in mind both the
relevance of the Library Theatre Company's work for a sense of belonging and identity, and
the role of theatre in providing imaginative routes into other communities and places. In Dan
Rebellato’s Theatre and Globalization,18 the author makes a link between what he sees as the
theatre’s particular role in promoting ‘the ethical imagination’, and its challenge to localism;
a point we find echoed frequently in what our respondents tell us about what they value in
watching theatre, as they describe how their theatre-going gives them access to different
worlds; what one of our interviewees calls 'an adventure for the mind'.
The Spirit of Theatre questions follow Rancière's lead to attempt to trace
16
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the allocation of significance through apperception, by building up a picture of responses to
one performance, of Mother Courage, in relation to the respondents’ memories of both this
and earlier theatrical experience, especially at the Library Theatre, and the network of
associations, personal and shared, which each might command in making sense of the play.
We were interested to discover what the audience expects of the programme of a local theatre
and how this fits with the notion of civic identity. We explore this in the questionnaires by
gathering evidence of memories and association evoked by the performance at different
stages, along with information about the respondent's connection with the region, allowing us
to locate patterns of theatre-going and explore the contribution of place to the articulation of
value; we deepen the investigation with the interviews; and we attempt other ways to
discover further resonances, and knowledge which might not immediately be apparent to the
respondent herself, through the creative exercises, such as the prompt to invent a ghost or
spirit which might haunt the new theatre, or through creative workshops.
Rancière writes,

There is no more a privileged form than there is a privileged starting point.
Everywhere there are starting points, intersections and junctions that enable us
to learn something new if we refuse, firstly, radical distance, secondly the
distribution of roles, and thirdly the boundaries between territories. We do not
have to transform spectators into actors, and ignoramuses into scholars. We
have to recognise the knowledge at work in the ignoramus and the activity
peculiar to the spectator. Every spectator is already an actor in her story;
every actor, every man of action, is the spectator of the same story. 19
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One of the aims of the Spirit of Theatre investigation was to provide an
opportunity for audience members both to characterise their experience of the role of the
Library Company in the city and to engage in the shaping of its future role.

3.3 Theatre, repetition and ghosts
We needed also to outline a theoretical framework for our project in
relation to theatricality.
Joseph Roach defines culture as 'the social processes of memory and
forgetting'. He puts theatre into the context of performance including religious ceremonies,
carnival, and, as in the subject of the Everyday Participation study, 'the invisible rituals of
everyday life'.20 Roach's historical account depicts how through performance, the history of
the Atlantic slave trade and the social and legal relations on which it depended are rehearsed,
acted out, re-invented and learnt. The history of the North West of England and indeed the
wealth which allows for the flourishing of a specialised, professionally mediated regional
culture, similarly originates in centuries of profit from trading in and exploiting the labour of
African slaves, and other colonised peoples, especially in the sub-continent. The Spirit of
Theatre project offers the opportunity to look at to what extent Library Theatre audiences
expect the theatre to represent them, their history, and the ways in which knowledge of the
past, including the recent past, might also be forgotten. We have one unusually direct
example of audience resistance to what is 'memorialised' on stage in the response to the
Library Theatre Company's staging of a documentary re-creation of the enquiry into mass
murder committed by local GP, Harold Shipman, as documented in the later interview with
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Chris Honer; a dramatic representation of contemporary local history which very few people
supported. For the most part the potential audience stayed away. These events were not part
of the story of the city which local theatre-goers wanted to see represented, at least in the way
that the artists involved proposed.
Marvin Carlson, in The Haunted Stage: The Theatre as Memory Machine,
gives us an account of how these processes operate through theatrical convention. He points
out that repetition in theatre is more than a matter of actors learning lines, and repeating the
same play text many times, but also implicates the audience in the process of pretending to be
someone else and taking part in a vicarious imaginary life. Like Joseph Roach, Carlson sees
theatrical performance as disinterment of the past, and connects acting with the idea of the
ghost – a being brought back to life through a consensual act of imagination.

All theatre...is as a cultural activity deeply involved with memory and haunted
by repetition. Moreover as an ongoing social institution, it almost invariably
reinforces the involvement and haunting by bringing together on repeated
occasions and in the same spaces the same bodies (onstage and in the
audience) and the same physical material. 21

The term ‘doubleness’, which connects with the idea of haunting - an
uncanny sort of repetition - is used by critics of performance and theatre in different ways, in
relation to both the content and the occasion of performance.
Dan Rebellato quotes Una Chaudhari, who describes the re-presentation of
an existing text as productive of ‘inherent displacement and temporalisation’. Chaudhari
21
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discusses several texts and performances that reflect a real world experience of migration.
Echoing Nussbaum’s characterisation of the spectator as experiencing a state of inner exile,
Chaudhari seems to cast the spectator in a virtual diaspora of displacement, implying the
possibility of an imaginative global citizenship created as an act of resistance to alienation,
and loss of identity. Here the theatre is
A space of creative re-inscription, a space where meaning, like
deterritorialized identity, is not merely made but re-made, negotiated out of
silence, stasis and incomprehension.22

Rebellato himself discusses the dual structure of the play in performance in
terms of the spectator's critical awareness: ‘we both watch what we see and imagine it
differently’.23
Peter M. Boenisch, in Acts of Spectating, a paper published on the Critical
Stages website in December 2012, describes the position of the audience in ‘the classic
theatrical dramaturgy’ in terms of Lacan’s psychoanalytic category of ‘the other’; the
spectator as receiver.24 Doubleness in this account figures the theatrical performance as a
representation of an inner mental stage. All theatre replicates the gap between the self and
the idea of the self, which allows, implicitly, for change; although Boenisch warns against
trying to reconcile different categories of experience, ‘materiality and semiocity’, real and
22
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pretend, when theatre itself blurs these boundaries.

To enable, or even assert spectating as an ‘act’ in the Lacanian sense, or
‘emancipation’ in the Rancièrian terminology, this peculiar ‘double experience’
needs to be acknowledged in its ultimate incompatibility.

We need to be particularly alert then, to the ways in which our respondents frame the
connections they make between pretence and experience, and to be aware of the role of
dramatic irony, in the construction of value.
By contrast, Mark Pizzato attempts to reconcile biological with
psychoanalytical ways of looking at self-consciousness. He quotes extensively from his own
email interview with neuroscientist Bernard Baars, exploring the implications of Baars’s
analogy of the brain to a stage. According to this account, ghosts are by-products of the
internal ‘messaging’ between different parts of the brain that is the mechanism of
awareness.25 Pizzato interpolates Lacanian concepts into Baars’ metaphor in order to
demonstrate links between brain and mind, and to map underlying mental structures and
relations that produce consciousness. However, Baars’ image of the brain as theatre does
become increasingly complicated, until it is furnished with an entire staff of imagined stage
hands and a hierarchical method of production, which begins to seem strained. It may be that
metaphors have limited value in scientific description, since they tend to fix what is in fact,
rapidly developing understanding within a narrative framework that requires its own internal
consistency; Science will not serve the story. Nevertheless, if our representations of the
world are, as some neuroscientists suggest, in dynamic relationship with the biology of
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consciousness, this tends to supports the view that exposure to culture is a necessary precondition for the development of beneficial human communities; and that poverty or other
inequity of access to cultural expression is harmful to human society in a direct material
sense.
Marvin Carlson, in his exploration of theatre as the stamping ground of
ghosts, goes on to represent theatre buildings as repositories for memory.

...theatre spaces, like dramatic texts and acting bodies, are deeply involved
with the preservation and configuration of cultural memory, and so they also
are invariably haunted in one way or another and the haunting of the space of
performance makes its own important contribution to the overall reception of
the dramatic event.26

Carlson and Roach's work in particular, prompted the notion of engaging
Library Theatre audiences in the deliberate devising of a ghost, a spirit for the new theatre, in
an attempt to bring this process of the creation of cultural memory into conscious awareness.
The idea of inventing ghosts was playful, but was also intended as a way of opening up the
field of shared meanings, and offering our research participants an active role in the ways in
which this group represents its memories of and ideas about the Library Theatre. This is the
reason why the research interviews still include the invitation to devise ghosts.
In practice the idea had to be modified, as described earlier, since the
theatre company were concerned about being burdened with what might have become an
ossified embodiment of the past, which would be as likely to serve as a focus for a sense of
loss of the old venue, as a marketing tool for the new. The Library Theatre Company
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operates on the basis of a combination of subsidy and box office income, and as the later
interview with Chris Honer shows, programming is a balancing act between existing taste,
financial consideration and the need to introduce new material to stretch the boundaries of
taste and satisfy the audience's desire for novelty and innovation; indicating a mutually
reinforcing relationship between audience and producers. After early negotiations with the
artistic director, the emphasis of this project changed, from focussing on theatre ghosts, to the
more flexible notion of The Spirit of Theatre.
This encounter with the commercial facts of life points to a very important
aspect of the context of this study. While theories of kinaesthetic empathy offer a description
of how spectators might learn from the combination of sensory and intellectual experience
which theatre offers, through empathic re-creation in the mind of what happens to bodies on
stage, the commercial application of the affective power of performance is ubiquitous in other
contemporary settings in which spectators are not expected to operate anything like the
critical judgement which Brecht aims to mobilise in the mind of a spectator of Mother
Courage and her Children. In a recent paper delivered at the Academy of Marking
Conference in July 2013 which analyses what the conventions of modelling serve to create in
the minds of spectators, Paddy Lonergan, Maurice Patterson and Maria Lichou argue that the
aesthetic labour of the advertising model operates to create desire in the spectator, at the same
time as rendering the body ‘a key site of affective investment for the realisation of profit.’27

The conception of an affective economy arose due to the increasing
dominance of the service sector in post-industrial capitalist society as the
'enlivening, capacitating and modulating effect' (Wissinger 2007) became core
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processes through which value was produced.28

What is valued or not in theatre, is defined in the context of other dominant
and often internalised contemporary narratives. Advertising functions through affective
strategies of mass marketing, in which the content, the object of desire, is arbitrary except
insofar as it can generate profit; what Lonergan et al demonstrate is that an important product
of this circular process is the amnesiac spectator/consumer herself. So we can see that
Rancière's and indeed Nussbaum's ideal critical, active spectator operates in contested
territory. Many people still want cars, and some even watch Top Gear, although the
consumption of fossil fuels threatens the future of the planet; it is still possible to make
money from selling cigarettes, which cause disease, and so on. Financial value, far from
being a credible substitute for non-use values, is an extremely arbitrary stand-in for what we
might agree to be worthwhile. In this research project, we can expect to find in our results
some resistance to the notion that the spectator might have an active role in the construction
of value.

3.4 Methodology
When designing the Spirit of Theatre research, we drew inspiration from
creative techniques of investigation pioneered by Matthew Reason, in separate projects with
spectators of Dance and audiences for childrens' theatre.
Matthew Reason was one of the collaborators on a research project lead by Dee Reynolds
28
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between 2008 to 2011 called Watching Dance: Kinesthetic Empathy29, funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council, which investigated how spectators react to dance
performances. Dee Reynolds and Matthew Reason participated with others, to produce a
book of essays reporting on this research.30 The investigators in this project present evidence
not only that people who themselves dance skilfully, particularly appreciate watching Dance.
They were also able to show that experienced spectators appreciate Dance more, irrespective
of the form and tradition concerned; and that they learn the patterns of dance, by increasing
the awareness of the skill in measurable reactions in the brain and body, through vicarious
participation. This prompted us to record the level of participation and experience of theatregoing in our questionnaires in order to interrelate vicarious experience, knowledge of
theatrical conventions and the attribution of value, in the related art form of theatre.
In a separate report on a project assessing children's responses to two
plays in Scotland in 2007, Matthew Reason argues strongly for the relationship between the
understanding of the conventions of dramatic form and the ability both to enjoy and fully
engage with the drama.

[the] ability to use specialist knowledge given [sic] children (and indeed
adults) a particular kind of pleasure and therefore enhances both their
investment in the experience and the experience itself.31
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In his research, Reason uses drawing and later creative writing workshops,
done immediately after and then again a day after seeing a dance performance, in order to try
to recreate the nature of the experience of watching, with something of its emotional weight.
My colleague at Manchester Metropolitan University, the novelist and teacher Sherry
Ashworth, ran Creative Writing workshops for this project, asking audience members to
respond to performances by Ballet Rambert. In both sorts of workshops, using writing and
drawing, Reason emphasizes the value of reflection on the drawing or writing by its author.
He records these reflections either by taping the discussions in sessions, or by asking for
written reflections. The aim was to allow respondents, including children, to represent ‘lived
experiences in their own terms’. Reason discusses the interpretation and presentation of the
research material, once it is collected, and offers, speculatively, a set of ‘mind map’ graphics
for the presentation of findings. The project also ran an open blog, for reflections on work
from various practitioners.
This work informed strategies in The Spirit of Theatre to elicit creative
responses to both individual performances and the history of the theatre; and to make sure
that creative contributions would be accompanied by reflection and discussion.

The Spirit of Theatre project studies a particular Theatre Company in a
particular place, and explores how local people characterise the role of theatre in the city; and
what part the theatrical traditions of the area play in our respondents' sense of identity and
community. Again we were able to consult existing research to inform our approach to place,
in particular a sociological study of ‘cultural consumption’ in four Manchester areas,
Wilmslow, Cheadle, Chorlton and Ramsbottom, entitled Globalisation and Belonging.32
Following Arjun Appadurai, Walter Benjamin, and Doreen Massey, this 2005 study of middle
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class cultural lifestyles considers how Bourdieu’s social theory might be extended to
understand how people feel they belong. The research was carried out in the late nineties. It
establishes that a sense of belonging is a matter of choice, often mediated by the routines of
children’s lives, and influenced by the local politics of schooling.
Networks of 'the cultural imaginary' are not fully global; these groups of
Greater Manchester residents rarely thought beyond the British Isles and their most common
connections abroad were with an ex-colonial diaspora. Perception of identity related to
visualisation of special sites and their roles as centres of high culture.33 People's social and
work lives were quite distinct and separate.

We also looked closely at Willmar Sauter's study of 500 theatre-goers in
Stockholm in the summer of 1980, considering both methodology and findings. The report of
this work was published in English in 2000. Chapter 10 of The Theatrical Event, entitled
‘Theatre Talks: How to Find Out What the Spectator Thinks’, records a process which aims to
find out ‘what spectators think and feel when confronted by the stage images of a
performance.’34
This study faced the same difficulty we encountered, which is that it is not
practical to interview audience members straight after a show. Here ‘Theatre Talks’ were
arranged; meetings of seven audience members at a time, who belonged to the same
workplace. The groups saw six shows and met in the evening, after seeing each one. A
moderator for the group intervened only to encourage people who weren’t contributing and
33
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discourage anyone from dominating the discussion. Sauter gathered discursive material and
free comments, and regretted later not including long quotes in his report of the research,
something we have been able to do given the relative size of our sample.
Sauter's team considered the problem that people might not say what they
truly felt and decided to assume contributors meant what they said. The study distinguishes
between artistic aspects of the performance and responses to the fiction which it produces,
and levels of intensity of expression.

We were more interested in general tendencies ...all conclusions were
concerned with relative values (i.e. compared to other terms or other groups of
participants or other performances).35

Findings relevant to The Spirit of Theatre were:


Respondents’ attitudes, preferences, habits and experience with theatre, map onto
sociocultural patterns in society, but do not influence the actual experience of
performances to the degree that might be expected. For example, women did not
empathise with or report feelings about stage characters more than men.



Difference of gender was the least significant predictor in relation to participants’
experience of theatre.



Younger people were significantly more interested in the fictional story. Differences
of taste before and after the age of twenty were very marked.



Older spectators judge more and value acting and performance more.



It was very rare for experienced theatre-goers to disagree substantially with the
predominant critical view of the show expressed in reviews. Only the younger or the
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inexperienced dissented from a consensus about what constituted quality.


Only one factor was crucial in audience's sense of value: no matter what performance
the spectator saw or what their background was, what mattered above script, directing,
set, costumes, or combinations of these was the quality of the acting.



The evaluation of the actor was always slightly higher than the grade give to the
whole performance.



If the acting quality was considered poor, then the spectators were not prepared to
discuss the content of the play; only when they enjoy the acting will there also be an
interest in the play's content.

This research project was very important for the design of The Spirit of Theatre, since it
sought to discover what an audience got from a theatre visit. Sauter devised his Theatre Talks
method, in order to stay as close as possible to what the audience would normally do. He
does not take account of the normative function of group discussion, nor does he investigate
to what extent the dynamic of these participants’ workplaces might affect the form and
content of the conversation about the play.
Our project assumes that there is nothing that re-enacts the reception of a
particular play in a particular space; all forms of reporting are acts of memory and therefore
reinterpretations.
Sauter does use demographic information to contextualize his later
qualitative analysis. In addition to the evidence of our interviews, the Spirit of Theatre
questionnaires also contained several ‘free text’ prompts which required thematic analysis.

3.5 Creative Workshops
Rationale
35

Any investigation of responses to watching a play which is conducted at a
remove from the experience involves the spectator as well as the investigator in a process of
interpreting that experience. This is true of our questionnaires and interviews for example.
Matthew Reason's use of 'free writing' exercises to capture responses to dance was an attempt
to find ways for audience members to remember a kinaesthetic experience including its
sensual and emotional affect, in order to enhance his account of the value and nature of that
experience. By its nature, the description of dance involves a translation from a physical
medium into the medium of language. This is why Reason calls his interpretation of this
research material, 'ekphrasis' – because he in turn interprets the creative writing he prompts,
acknowledging his own role in receiving the writers' attempts to recreate their experience as
spectator.
Theatre is a medium which also operates on a kinaesthetic level; the fact that
aspects of the experience of watching a play are linguistic – the lines and dialogue of a play,
does not mean that its lexis alone can give us a definitive account of the effect of the
experience of watching, or its later influence. For our respondents too, there is an act of
translation involved in answering questions in the formal framework of the questionnaire.
Since we are interested in what participants make of the experience, through association with,
as Rancière lists, words, acts and dreams, then using sampling methods which engage the
imagination is an attempt to catch the respondent in the act of deploying the stimulus of the
performance. Our aim was to access the process which the spectator engages in, when
synthesizing personal associations with their experience of watching the play. This technique
did give us some valuable material in the answers to the 'ghost' question which formed part of
the face-to-face and phone interviews.
In the creative workshops we were looking for ways to use imaginative
methods which were sufficiently controlled and consistent to serve as credible evidence,
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when we might need to compare one response to another, and sets of responses between
different audiences. The workshops for this project allowed us to see what the problems were
in devising comparable creative exercises; but we did not succeed in producing comparable
material. The common element in all four workshops was the invention of imaginary
dramatic characters. However the evidence gathered in the four workshops reflects radical
differences in the methods tried in each case, as well as practical difficulties which prevented
the use of consistent techniques. For example, the class of Manchester Metropolitan
University students had not all been to see the play; the class of Parrs Wood School sixth
form students had, but needed longer than the students to recall plot, characters and events
and time with this group was limited. In the workshop with volunteers from the Mother
Courage audience, Simon Woolham and Julie Wilkinson worked together to devise a method
combining artistic with creative writing techniques, using drawing as an equivalent to free
writing. As a result, responses to these workshops, while interesting in themselves, are not
comparable with each other or with the data gathered in the questionnaires and interviews.
We have therefore not included what participants invented in the workshops as part of the
overall interpretation of how audiences valued their experience of seeing Mother Courage.
However these trials of method have now fed into the British Theatre Consortium's
subsequent project on Theatre Spectatorship and Value Attribution, where we have now been
able to devise techniques of imaginative investigation that have consistency across the project.

3.6 Workshop participants.
Workshops were conducted with second year students at MMU, who went on to write stories
of ghosts/theatres (22); members of the Library Theatre's community consultation panel (5);
AS Level Drama students (first year 6th form) from Parrs Wood High School (11); volunteers
from the audience for the LTC Mother Courage (5).
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Manchester Metropolitan University student workshop
MMU students mostly invented stories of characters outside or retired from
theatres, excluded from theatres, angry about the rich people who went to the theatre, or
trying to get into theatres. What they wrote seemed consistent with their wider relationship to
theatrical culture. A minority of this group goes to the theatre in their spare time. It may be
that for this group cultural distinction operates on an internalised level, so that both theatre
and literature continue to be experienced as alien or 'other', but this hypothesis remains to be
tested.

Parrs Wood School workshop
The school workshop began with discussion to discover what the students
had understood of Mother Courage, and functioned as a verbal version of the questionnaire.
As the group were drama students, they needed to improvise characters, presenting these
physically – a technique which was not feasible to use with our Mother Courage audience
members, or the MMU literature students; so this was another variation of technique. The
school students were studying Brecht. Some of the group reported waiting for Eiliff to reappear at the end of the play, because they hadn't understood that when he was taken offstage to be shot, he was in fact killed. They only understood a character to be dead when
they saw a death or the dead body on stage. The set was also more important to their
understanding of the action than for any other respondents.

Consultation Panel workshop
In the workshop with the consultation panel contributors were concerned
about the gap between their inventions and character they actually wanted to see on the stage
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of the new theatre; the session served to clarify the need to separate the roles of research
participant and friend to the Theatre.

Library Theatre audience workshop
The participants in the last workshop (volunteers who had answered the
invitation sent via the Library Theatre's database) reported enjoying using their inventions as
a way of allowing deeper discussion. At least two of these participants are writers themselves,
with some experience of writing for audiences. They had all been to the Library Theatre but
not all had seen Mother Courage. They did not know each other. Themes which emerged
included how theatrical character can function as both social expiation and social challenge;
'the pretence in the offer of the modern world'; 'laying pain to rest'; 'theatre as ceremony;
ceremony versus private revenge'. In fact, several of these themes also later emerge in both
questionnaires and interviews.

3.6 Conclusions about using creative workshops as research



in order to serve project research aims, we need to devise standard and
comparable ways of selecting participants



in interpreting individual interviews it is important to consider how the
respondent positions him or herself; in the case of group work, analysis
should also include consideration of how the group positions itself in
relation to theatre-going



inventions on their own do not provide material which is useful for
research; the person who invents needs to be involved in the interpretation
of what they produce
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using creative work as anything but itself is tricky as it is inherently
divergent; we had added another layer of complexity to our process by
introducing the idea of the Theatre Ghost. However, some sort of prompt
based on theoretical assumptions, as in the idea that the actor 'ghosts'
experience, for example, is helpful.



thematic prompts used for creative workshops should be taken from the
particular play our participants have in common



participants reported that the workshop definitely adds to the experience
of theatre-going; if the set-up is right, this does seem to be a way to
engage respondents in the process of reaching some shared ideas about the
function of theatre, as a way of articulating cultural value



we need to find standard ways to both record and then assess what groups
produce.

The Spirit of Theatre project is not a sociological study of the culture of
theatre; although there is a local historical value to our record of responses to the Library
Theatre Company. We do not make any comparison between people who go to the theatre
and those who do not. We follow Sauter in collecting demographic information to allow
some comparison with his findings and to create a context for our own; but avoid taking
Sauter's approach of sampling opinion via group discussion, which introduces an incentive to
produce a consensus view that our imaginative exercises hope to disrupt. Talking to the
audience for only one play limited our access to other tastes across the Library Theatre's
programme and we were not able to consider black and minority ethnic participation except
in relation to the Theatre's programming of work by black writers, the response to that work,
and one positive audience comment on racial diversity in the Library’s casting policy.
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In order to carry out our investigation into the nature and effect of the Library
Theatre Company, we focussed on the nature of the imaginative activity involved in theatre
spectatorship. We were interested in how audience members process and use the vicarious
experience offered by the actors performing a play. We investigated how the theatre defines
its role and whether this is consistent with how spectators engage in theatrical practice.
To analyse the results from the questionnaire, we completed an excel spread
sheet, which allowed me to group questions together and correlate this with demographic
information; and to compare some sets of responses at the three points of the study; before,
straight after, and one week after seeing the show. From these comparisons I categorised
responses thematically; and it is these themes which form the basis of the next two parts of
this report. Sauter cautions against claiming statistical significance for qualitative, inductive
analysis of this type; we follow his example in concentrating on the relationship between one
set of responses and another. For example, I have compared plays remembered from all
theatre trips with plays remembered from Library Theatre shows; and I have compared what
people most remember about the play, both straight after the performance (or thereabouts)
and one week later. In that second example, there was a distribution of memories which
reflected Pareto’s law, so that a limited number of responses were repeated by the majority of
the contributors. Most people were struck by one or two main things; and after that there is a
tail of other memories, which in scientific analysis, are ‘noise’ – random effects. But in a
qualitative exercise in interpretation, such as this study, although such a pattern suggests
dominant conventions or tastes, other responses also allow us to see how memory responds to
dramatic structure, and to sensuous material; colour, sound, and prized objects. While such
memories may be statistically insignificant, in a qualitative study these elements are
instructive, especially when combined with other elements in the evidence we gathered.
Finally, we draw some conclusions relating to the original aims of the research.
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4 Questionnaires

Percentages are given to one decimal place.
4.1 Returns
Total number of returns: 97
Of which 27 are part 1 only, and 5 are parts 1 and 2 but no part 3.
All three parts returned: 64
There is one part 2 only which has been excluded as we do not have the demographic
information to put this return into context.
For the purposes of analysis we consider 96 returns.

Of the total number of returns:
60 were from women = 62.5%
36 were from men = 37.5%

Of the 27 part 1 only returns:
17 were from women = 63%
10 were from men = 37%
11 were in the 16 – 25 age range, of which 9 were students and 2 actors.

Of the parts 1 and 2 only returns:
3 were from women
2 were from men 36
36

. Figures from the latest Arts Council Taking Part survey for the fourth quarter of 2013 show:
78.4 per cent of adults had engaged in the arts in the last year, a significant increase reported since 2005/06
(76.3%) and 2010/11 (76.2%). It was however a similar rate to 2011/12 (78.2%). The survey indicates that more
women engage in the arts than men. In the year up to March 2013 81.6% of women and 75.1% of men
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4.2 Age group and gender of respondents

total

%

female

male

16 - 25

22

23.%

15

7

26 – 35

7

7.0%

5

2

36 – 45

12

12.5%

8

4

46 - 55

18

19.0%

14

4

56 – 65

19

20.0%

11

8

65 plus

18

19.0%

7

11

4.3 Occupations
The 'retired' band below includes respondents who simply wrote that they were retired, and
those who told us that they had retired from various professions. The 'teachers' category
includes 4 retired people; Admin(management), 3; among the clinicians, who include a
doctor and nurses, pharmacists and optometrists, there are 3 retired people. 2 of the students
are post-graduates and 2 are school students.
'Skilled manual' includes a landscape gardener, a surveyor, a telephone engineer and a
programmer. The administrators are mostly public sector workers; Local Government and
Health Service employ or did employ 8 out 12 of people in the Admin (Management)
category.

'engaged' with the arts.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/taking-part-201213-quarter-4-statistical-release--2
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Spirit of Theatre

Students
University Lecturers
Teachers
Clergyman
Landlord
Bookseller
Clinicians
Actors
Skilled Manual
Banking and Accounting
Admin:(Management)
Admin:(Hands On)
Retired
0

2

4

6

44

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

4.4 Travel to theatre
Area/town
City centre

including
Hulme and Victoria Park, University

respondents
7

Salford

Old Trafford, Swinton and Worsley, Media City

7

East Manchester

New Moston, Gorton, Hayfield and Denton

4

North Manchester

Prestwich and Whitefield

4

Stockport

Offerton

8

South Manchester

Fallowfield, Chorlton, Withington, Levenshulme,
Burnage, Didsbury and Wythenshawe

17

Cheadle

Gatley

4

Macclesfield

1

Buxton

1

Cheshire

Sale, Timperley, Knutsford, Wilmslow, Congleton, 10
Nantwich, and Northwich

Wigan
Lancashire

2
Oldham, Burnley, Rochdale, Nelson, Burscough,
Darwen, Lytham St. Anne's, Blackpool,
Skelmersdale, Ormskirk and Lancaster

11

Bolton

3

Liverpool

1

Anglesey

1

West Yorkshire

Leeds, Sheffield, Slaithwaite (Huddersfield)

Newcastle

4
1
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4.5 Highest qualification

None

Totals

%

Notes

2

2.0%

1 school student, and 1 landscape gardener
retired

GCSE

9

9.4%

7 students, 1 x theatre House Manager,
1 x programmer

A level

14

14.6%

Degree

22

23.0%

Professional

7

7.3%

41

43.0%

7 students

Qualification
Post-graduate

4.6 By attendance at the theatre

Number of theatre attendances per year
0 to 1

3

1 to 6

22

7 to 12

22

12

20

More than 12

21
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4.7 Memories of Shows seen at the Library Theatre:
From Questionnaires:
7 x Waiting for Godot – Samuel Beckett
3 x Good Soul of Szechan – Berthold Brecht (2 positive 1
negative)
3 x Arturo Ui - Brecht
2 x Mother Courage and her Children - Brecht
2 x The Life of Galileo - Brecht
The Crucible – Arthur Miller
2 x All My Sons - Miller
2 x Death of a Salesman Arthur Miller
Rock and Roll – Tom Stoppard
Hard Work - Stoppard
2 x Rosentcrantz and Gildenstern Are Dead - Stoppard
Arcadia - Stoppard
2 x Dancing at Lughnasa - Brian Friel
Translations – Brian Friel
Macbeth – William Shakespeare
Measure for Measure - Shakespeare
2 x Manchester Lines – Jackie Kay
Rita, Sue and Bob Too/ Estate Affair – Andrea Dunbar
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf – Edward Albee
Importance of Being Ernest – Oscar Wilde
Desperate to Be Doris – Sue Ryding and Maggie Fox
Larkin's Women – Ben Brown
The Glass Menagerie - TenneseeWilliams
Shades of Brown – Rani Moorthy
Pygmalion – George Bernard Shaw
Sergeant Musgrave's Dance – John Arden
The Heretic - Richard Bean
Tom's Midnight Garden – David Wood
Wind in the Willows – ad. Alan Bennet
Adaptation of Dickens (?)
Sondheim Musicals
Final Gala performance at the Library
Goodnight Mr Tom – Michelle Magorian
Oh What a Lovely War - Theatre Workshop
The Memory of Water - Shelagh Stephenson

Oh What a Lovely War
Our Country's Good – Timberlake Wertenbaker
Re-play (JB Shorts): Can We Stop It There - Suthers
From Interviews:
Talking to Terrorists – Robin Soans
East – Steven Birkoff
Fashion – Doug Lucie
Soap (?) - Dave Simpson
Glen Garry Glen Ross – David Mamet
The Heretic Bean – Richard Bean (1 x negative)
Our Country's Good - Wertenbaker
and
The Recruiting Officer- Farquhar
Hard Times – Charlie Way
Memories of Shows seen at other theatres (summary)
2 x Long Day's Journey Into Night – O'Neill, different
productions
2 x Orpheus Descending - Tennesee Williams
The Glass Menagerie - Williams
2 x Angels in America – Tony Kushner, different
productions
All Brecht 6
All Miller 9
All Beckett 2
Contemporary revivals: (eg Albee, Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf): 9
New plays: 18
Shakespeare 17 out of 137 plays mentioned
Renaissance plays: 2
Women writers: 2 – Jackie Kay, Gita Sowerby (Rutherford
and Sons)
American writers: (not including Bouccicault) 20
references.
Musicals: 10 (including 2 x War Horse)
Opera: 1
Devised shows: 1
Total number of productions mentioned: 137

Part 1 only:
'An Arthur Miller'
The Cherry Orchard – Anton Chekhov
Caucasian Chalk Circle - Brecht
Lip Service
Neil Simon (several)

Total number of theatres mentioned: 59
In the North West: 71%
All regional theatre: 75%
London including West End: 8.5%
RSC Stratford: 10%
Abroad: (2 x USA, I Italy, 1 Australia) 7%
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Notes on 'Memories of Library and other shows'



We asked our respondents to tell us about the most striking or memorable plays from
the Library Theatre's programme, and from all theatres they had attended. The list is
long and varied, although there is a strong emphasis on 20th and 21st century American
playwrights – Miller, Tennessee Williams, O'Neill, Kushner and Albee (in order of
frequency).



43 different Library Theatre productions were mentioned, dating back several decades
– but many of the more recent productions also made the lists.



The Library Theatre Company favourites include more British and Irish writers, and
more new plays than the general list.



The most noted individual Library Theatre production, by this audience, is Chris
Honer's 2008 Waiting for Godot.



Waiting for Godot, in this and other productions is also the most frequently mentioned
play either at the Library or elsewhere.



The respondents are keen on Brecht's plays, mentioning 11 productions.



Miller, Stoppard and Friel are the next most frequently cited authors in the Library
Company list; Jackie Kay, Lip Service (Sue Ryding and Maggie Fox), and Timberlake
Wertenbaker are all also mentioned twice.



With one exception, Gita Sowerby's Rutherford and Sons at the Royal Exchange, the
Library Theatre programme prompts all references to women's writing and to all
references to living women writers: Kay, Moorthy, Lip Service (Ryding and Fox),
Dunbar, Stephenson, Wertenbaker and Magorian.



With the exception of Dunbar, all the above have been staged at the Library since
1986.
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Rani Moorthy and Sue Ryding and Maggie Fox have their own Arts Council funded
production companies and have had work staged at the Library in co-productions;
(Moorthy was also commissioned).



Kay and Moorthy represent the only non-white writers mentioned in the lists of
memorable shows cited by our respondents either at the Library Theatre or elsewhere.



Those audience members who only filled out part one of our questionnaire were more
likely to cite musicals as their strongest memories.



These theatre-goers place three quarters of their strongest theatrical memories at
subsidised theatres in the North West, indicating the extent of and interest in of our
regional theatrical culture.



The Royal Shakespeare Company at Stratford on Avon accounts for 10% of the rest of
the references.



34 living writers were cited, counting devised pieces and adaptations; and 24 of the
plays referred to (including two musicals) were new plays.

4.7 Participation in amateur drama, youth theatre or school drama

35 of 96 respondents, 36% of our sample reported participating in 54 different
companies, and named 51 companies. See list below. Several participants listed a number of
different companies, of which they were a member, or had been a member in the past. The
majority of these companies are in Greater Manchester and surrounding towns; the list also
includes companies in Yorkshire, North Wales, Derby and Middlesborough as well as others
which are not within a day's travel of Manchester, such as Guildford, Sussex and Inverness.
This gives us a picture of extensive connections, often over the lifetimes of our respondents,
of participation in theatre- making which is closely connected to theatre-going, and is an
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important indicator that professional theatre operates within a context of active audience
engagement in performance.
Dr Jane Tonge's recent research into four Greater Manchester Amateur
companies, also quoted in the 'Curtain Raiser' section of this report, does point to the
difficulty those companies have in recruiting younger members, and not all of the societies
and groups listed below are still operating. However, in our sample, in the 16 – 25 year old
age range, 11 out of 22 respondents, half of the number of young people who came to see
Mother Courage and then answered our questionnaires, were actively participating in Youth,
Amateur or School drama groups.

Accrington Theatre Group
Act One Drama School
Bacup Amateur Operatic Society
Bolton Little Theatre
Bradford MIND drama group
Brookdale Drama Society
Burnley Youth Theatre
Burnley Garrick
Burnley Gilbert and Sullivan Society
Bury Light Opera
CHADS (Cheadle Hulme) (x2)
CHADS Youth Theatre
Chester Amateur Dramatic Society
Colne Operatic
Derby Theatre in the Round
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Didsbury Course of Education Drama Society
Eden Court Theatre, Inverness
Freelance Society
Halifax Savoyards
Heywood Amateur Operatic Society
Hyde Little Theatre
ICI Drama Group (workplace group)
Lees Street Amateur Dramatic Society (Openshaw) (x2)
The Mask
Middlesborough Little Theatre (x2)
NK Theatre Arts
onr Liverpool (?)
On Ya Bike, Wythenshawe
Plaza Youth Theatre, Stockport
Poynton Gilbert and Sullivan Society
Prince of Wales Theater, Colwyn Bay
Rochdale Curtain Theatre
Rochdale Amateur Operatic Society
Royal Exchange Theatre Young Company
St. Thomas Moore Amateur Operatic Society, Oldham
Southampton (name forgotten)
Southport Dramatic Club
Southport Little Theatre
Stage Coach
Stockport Garrick (x3)
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Theatr Fach, Llangefhi, Anglesey
Todmorden Operatic Society
University of Manchester Drama Society
West Sussex County Youth Theatre
Windlesham, Surrey (no name)
Wigan Community Theatre (x2)
Wigan Little Theatre
Wilmslow Green Room
Wythenshaw Youth Theatre
YNC (?)
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre (Guildford)

(question marks indicate unclear entries on questionnaire)
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4.8. Stand-out moments 68 respondents replied (65 x parts 1 – 3; 3 x parts 1 and 2 only)
Some contributors recorded more than one stand-out moment.
Moment recalled
Kattrin banging drum

Mentions
15

Kattrin’s death
Mother Courage’ cradles’ dead Kattrin

6
3

(total:Kattrin’s sacrifice)
Mother Courage pulling cart alone at end of
play

23
15

Mother Courage denies dead son
The repetitive movement of the cart

4
4

Opening of play

3

‘treadwheel of life’
‘treadmill of capitalism’
‘as women do – all help from children gone’
‘women persisting no matter what’
‘Dogged persistence’
‘survival instinct’
‘a real survivor’
‘inbuilt attitude of carrying on, accepting life, making
the best of it’
endless effort to eek out existence
‘recurrent cycle’
Mother Courage pulling cart with children throughout
play
Opening song
Start of Act 1
Cheerfulness of MC and her three children
contrasting with rest of play
‘and girl singing off stage’

Mother Courage and Kattrin pulling the cart 3
Kattrin and the red shoes
2
Great Capitulation Song
2
Mother Courage and the chicken

1

Moment when MC pleased that war begins
again
Mother Courages smoking pipe
Kattrin (mute) trying to alert MC to danger to
her brother
Kattrin leaving after conversation about Inn
Impact of set/staging

1

Hearing gun fire off stage; Swiss Cheese’s
death
The sneeze
Scouse soldier parody
Mother Courage decides not to complain to
General

Comments
‘though it might mean her death’
felt powerful, defiant, brave
‘general chaos of soldiers’ after her death
MC ‘shakes out white sheet’; ‘the tenderness and
humanity’

understood for first time
pivot of whole play-interplay little person and
historical forces
‘she seemed more maternal over a dead animal than
her own children’
It’s usually the other way round

1
1

MC’s ‘pithy comments’

1
1
1

‘courage of child, not mother’
‘shattered buildings on stage’; revolving stage as
metaphor
Mother Courage’s negotiation fails

1
1
1

? (accident in performance)
Active dislike – regarded as stereotype
Message re pragmatism of survival
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4.8 Memories of the show: immediately afterwards and one week later

Table 4.8 above shows the answers to the first question in the second
questionnaire which we asked people to complete straight after the show.
In Mother Courage and her Children, the image of Mother Courage pulling
the cart on her own, having lost all her children and failed in what she tried to achieve, is of
course, the final moment of the play. However Kattrin's climactic act of courage and selfsacrifice, when she bangs the drum to save the sleeping town to warn them of the impending
surprise military attack and her subsequent death was the most striking image left in the mind
straight after seeing the show, for the largest group. Although these are strong moments
which capture the attention of nearly half the respondents, the rest remember a whole range
of moments, most of which are key plot points. Some report moments with strong sensory
features: a gun shot, the red shoes, the 'shattered buildings on stage', the white sheet which
forms Kattrin's shroud. One person is struck by an accidental event - a sneeze, and another
by what that respondent saw as an insulting parody of people from Liverpool.

A week later, 63 people answered the question 'What comes to mind now
about the performance?' As with the table above, several respondents register more than one
answer. These two questions are not precisely comparable in that the first concentrates on
striking moments and the second is more open-ended, asking only what comes to mind. I
have also drawn on what respondents said that they valued most about the theatrical
experience before seeing the show. These answers include judgements about the play, or
sometimes the overall impression respondents are left with. The sorts of comments people
made, changed, so the categories I have chosen also changed.
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Of the directly evaluative comments, 2 say that they enjoyed the show more
than they expected to, and 11 make positive comments; 1 reports being left with questions.
Four comments record levels of dissatisfaction; one says that it was not worth the travel and
another that the seats were too uncomfortable.
So, of those who record judgements, rather than comments about content and
style, 13 are positive and 4 negative. One person reports no change in response. The cart, or
Mother Courage with the cart gets the most mentions (18), slightly more than straight after
the show.
Kattrin and her death are only mentioned 4 times, in contrast with the stand
out moments straight after the show.
A sense of the mood of the play impresses many respondents, with 9
respondents commenting on 'sadness' (the most common response), futility, grimness,
arduous, darkness, despair. In the pre-show account of what is most valued, mood and style
are not significant criteria. 8 respondents talk about the show making them think or mention
subject matter directly. One mentions a conversation with another audience member
(daughter), another mentions the comparison between the character of Mother Courage and
his grandmother.
The songs are contentious, here as elsewhere, with 5 positive comments and 2
negative. One of the respondents who is negative about the music didn't like the electronic
titles either.
2 mention the anti-war message of the play; 3 others mention the depiction of
war as something that people can survive, including war being 'more romantic then', and
bringing out the best and the worst in people.
There are 6 mentions of the quality of the central performance by Eve
Polycarpou who played Mother Courage, and 3 of the overall quality of the acting from the
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whole company. Before the show, in response to the question about what the respondents
value most about theatre, only one person specifically mentioned the quality of the acting as
the factor most valued in their theatre experience. The set and staging are mentioned 5 times
and costumes twice.
There are 8 comments on style indicting how these audience members set
their experience into the context of their wider experience of theatre. They mention: humour,
epic nature of play, concern that the production does not show sufficient Brechtian
alienation/estrangement, the fact that it positively does demonstrate estrangement from
characters yet maintain the interest of the respondent, comparison with another production,
quality of writing and production, the quality of the translation, the play's timelessness.
Other images which are mentioned: Mother Courage and the chicken,
Kattrin's red shoes, Yvette threading her hat with ribbons (the only one not mentioned in the
earlier answers), the soldier hacking at Mother Courage's cart after Kattrin's death.

4.9 Patterns of recall

The difference between responses immediately after the show and a week
later are suggestive of the possibility of a process of settling the experience, firstly into a
feeling about the mood and atmosphere of the show, and secondly into patterns of response
which seem to follow more conventional structures, of review. It's almost as if there is a
framework for audience reaction to which audience members may come to conform.
Immediately after the show, our respondents had a much stronger sense of Kattrin’s heroism ,
and were less struck, at that point, by Mother Courage as a character. Following Sauter's
research, in the eighties in Sweden (see section on theoretical framework) we might have
expected a much stronger emphasis from the beginning on the quality of performance from
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actors, which emerges strongly from that research as a key criterion, without which the
respondent will not invest in the performance. Our respondents report a much wider range of
criteria for judgement of a production in advance, and it is only later that the performance of
the main actor is reported as particularly coming to mind.
It is clear that Eve Polycarpou's performance grew in people's minds,
something for which she should have credit. One contributor comments that the play was

very well done (especially Mother Courage herself who was on stage most of
the time)

Hers was certainly an interpretation of the character that had a claim to real
originality, particularly in the character's humour and pride in her appearance, and an
unexpected enjoyment of self-decoration, in a costume suggestive of that of a Romany
traveller.37 Nor did she downplay or avoid the monstrous quality of the actions that Courage
takes. One contributor notes the way in which her playing of the moment when she leaves
Kattrin to be buried by the peasants in order to follow the war seems bathetic and interprets
this as a flaw or fault – something that could have been improved in the production.

There was something amiss with Kattrin's death scene. Not the death itself
but Mother Courage's leave-taking. Don't know what but it was a little flat.

The leave-taking is the last action of the play before Courage harnesses
herself alone to the cart and struggles on to keep up with the marching army on which she
37

In Scene 7 of the 1949 edition of the play, Brecht indicates Mother Courage’s financial prosperity through ‘new
wares’ hanging from the cart, and Mother Courage’s ‘necklace of silver coins’. Mother Courage and her
Children, trans. by John Willett, ed. by John Willett and Ralph Mannheim (London: Eyre Methuen, 1980) p 59.
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feeds. War strips Courage even of grief; and the dramatic construction denies this to the
audience too. The scene begins with a time limit; the Peasant family warn Courage that there
is only one more regiment to march through, and she must leave. Courage sings a
fragmentary lament, unable at first to accept that her child is dead. Her mourning cut short,
the ritual seems shockingly haphazard and peremptory; a travesty of the full military pomp
and holiday atmosphere of the earlier military funeral of General Tilly. We experience the
most intensely cruel dramatic irony of the play, as Courage tells the Peasant Woman that she
has one son left – Eilif, whom we know to be dead. In Polycarpou’s performance, she
seemed to pass over the coins to pay for Kattrin’s burial with the mechanical quality of long
habit; and Courage is silenced at the end, finally unable to sing along with the marching
soldiers. It is not clear why our respondent found the ending flat. For this contributor the
story of the play was

about the indomitable human spirit responding in different ways for most
characters, to the material and ideological demands of the existing
distribution of power.

This idea of the celebration of the human spirit is important to this contributor, as to others.

I loved the portrayal of how the characters responded to their
situations. They each created spaces of liberty for themselves…the sheer
variety of human responses, the sheer bloody-mindedness of people is a
source of hope.

Possibly if one were looking for hope from the last scene of Mother Courage,
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it might well seem disappointing. Certainly some of the contradictory or puzzled responses
to the play do speak to the power of expectation to form its interpretation, in the minds of
audience members. Settling on a judgment may well involve reconciling responses which do
not at first seem to fit into a familiar critical framework; the operation of expectation in
retrospect.

4.10 Value

A comparison between our two questions about what the respondents value
indicates a clear consensus across the whole group, with very little variation in the terms or
dissent from a shared vocabulary; and the same elements recurring frequently both before and
after seeing the show. There is no significant change in how the respondents describe the
value of the experience between the first and the third questionnaire. Although these values
are shared there are also some apparent contradictions within them. I picked out the
following themes; Being there; Shared experience; Crossing the boundaries; Music;
Broadening horizons; Food for thought, and ‘An adventure for the mind’.

Being there

The most frequently mentioned quality is the live aspect of the performance,
often in comparison with film and television: 23 respondents mention the liveness of
theatrical performance.

The interaction between actors and audience is something which cinema and
T.V cannot match.
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I do not think that a film version of this would have had the same emotional
impact on me.

One effect is to create a sense of being part of the experience.

So much more challenging and interesting than the cinema. More chance to
be involved.

Experiencing live drama, being part of it.

It was valuable in the way that it was intimate and live which has the ability to
connect with its audience more so than watching it on a screen.

The live performance which is so very different to watching a film. The
characters are there with you, not far, far away in 'television land'.

And the immediacy and unique quality of the event are consequent on this.

No pause or rewind; having to live and listen to the moment or lose it.

Live, unpredictable, never sure what you might see/experience. A unique
experience.

The physical arrangement of the auditorium is important in that it allows a very direct sense
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of proximity to and contact with the actors; something which in interviews and other
comments is clearly something the Library Theatre audience prizes highly.

The proximity of the performance and hence the occasional eye contact with
the actors/characters.

I love the immediacy of live performance, sitting on the front row to intensify
the experience...

There is nothing better than the live interaction between actors and audiences.

This is not only a question of the intensity of being 'in the moment', but also
creates the sense of being present at a demonstration which has direct relevance to the
observation of the world outside the theatre and suggests the influence of a Brechtian
aesthetic.

The communication from the actors to the audience of point I would normally
have missed in life.

Shared experience
Being part of an audience is the second most frequently mentioned term of
value; 16 refer to the social aspect of the experience, even though elsewhere in the
questionnaire the majority of respondents say that they are not influenced by discussion with
others after the show, suggesting that it is being with the rest of the audience as a group,
which is most important.
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...different to other socialising.

I value the fact that theatre is a live, communal event, which can be extremely
relevant and responsive to its audience.

Being engulfed in a new reality and sharing the experience with a united
audience.

The sense of being part of a shared and collective experience.

The audience.

Only a couple of respondents enjoyed the chance to discuss the play with
friends or family.

It had led to several discussions between my husband and myself about war in
the present day.

For a few respondents, simply getting out is important. For others, what's
valuable about theatre is being with friends. One respondent is clear that there is a sense of
connection with like-minded people and so indicates the extent to which the activity
implicitly does confirm and reinforce an imagined community of interest.

Yes, I felt it was a shared experience, that I was with people who had similar
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concerns to myself.

For some of the teachers and lecturers in the audience the performance offers
material for teaching, and is recognised directly as a way of introducing younger people to
theatre in general and Brecht in particular, and in one case as an antidote to technology.

Always is and introducing it to a younger generation.

As someone who tries to teach students about Brechtian techniques – valuable
in...how powerful songs can be and how much they are needed in a Brechtian
play – but that not all of the techniques have to be used all of the time.

This respondent seems only too aware of the extent of the separation between music and
'serious' drama in her pupils' expectations of theatre.

I think it's important to watch live performances in this era of technology. It
was good to see a variety of age groups in the audience.

For this respondent, the local accents enhanced the experience of watching the
show; something which the rest of the respondents simply take for granted, except in one case
where it provoked offence. One 'stand out moment' from the production, criticises the
representation of the hot-headed soldier who is determined to demand his rights from the
General, as a Liverpudlian.

The Scouse soldier parody. I felt it was an unfair stereotype.
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Crossing the boundaries

One of the clearest demonstrations of the boundaries of taste are those
occasions when they are crossed Mostly this production thoroughly satisfied the audience
members who filled in our questionnaires. There are two examples of entirely negative
comments from respondents. The first is a response from an audience member who reports
his reason for choosing to see the show, that he got roped in.

Normally I'd say even bad experiences might teach you something. Not in
this case. I didn't like this show.

This exception too is interesting. The respondent is a man in the least
represented 26 – 35 year old age bracket whose favourite leisure activity is watching
television, who is from Yorkshire, goes to the theatre about once a year and was visiting a
friend in Manchester. He is also in one of the least representative 'skilled manual' professions.
He quotes as his most vivid memory of theatre, Beckett's Waiting for Godot. He was perhaps
the most critical of all respondents about the inclusion of music in the play, not seeing the
reason for it, and saying that the singing compromised the quality of the acting. To improve
the experience he wanted

better lighting, better air conditioning, better actors, not just singers.

He is not the only respondent who criticises the use of music in the show.
(See section on Music below).
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The second negative response was to do with the physical experience of the
auditorium.

How hot and cramp [sic] sitting in the stalls was ridiculous. Myself and a
friend were tempted to leave a number of times. However only stayed through
sheer force of will & if paying ticket price was worth it.

Music
7 respondents mentioned the music positively including use of band to weave
the story, and one specifically approved of the use of actor musicians.

The use of original music and on-stage musicians also playing some of the
roles enhanced the performance.

Was not expecting the songs and the music...

In response to a later question about what might enhance the experience of
seeing the show, a contributor whose response is positive overall, also questions the casting
of actor/musicians, and its effect on the quality of performance.

Yes - less music and song. Some weak acting on the part of the musicians...

This question of the use of music in the production is one which does seem to
mark a boundary of acceptable taste, and is the clearest indicator of the way in which going to
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see this play functions to reinforce a social distinction, just as Pierre Bourdieu outlines.38
This set of audience members draws a conventional boundary between serious drama, and the
stage musical which associates the latter with less thought-provoking entertainment.
Categories of 'high-brow' and 'middle-brow' art are less easily delineated than in the early
seventies, but we can see from this example that audience members for the Library Theatre's
programme show a sense of the importance of differentiation from popular (and outdated)
artistic forms associated with the working class.

Live music on the stage plus the use of microphones – that broke the spell for
me and made parts of the show feel like a variety performance.

It does not require very much study of Brecht, as one of the teachers in the
audience indicates, before one comes across the fact that music is a key element in Brecht's
dramaturgy. What is surprising is that so many of our respondents were not expecting there
to be songs in the show, even though for most of these it was a pleasant surprise. Several of
those who respond positively indicate that they feel that the inclusion of music tests their
open-mindedness.

I see so much theatre that it takes a lot to surprise me! But some of the music
surprised me, especially the Chaplain’s song. I knew it would happen because
38

For example: in an essay, first published in 1971, Bourdieu discusses an opposition between 'art for arts'
sake', in which aesthetic system it is understood that artists will avoid comment on the social and the
political; and middle-brow art. ‘What is important is that these two fields of production, opposed as they are,
coexist and that their products owe their very unequal symbolic and material values on the market to their
unequal consecration, which in turn, stems from their very unequal power of distinction. The various kinds
of cultural competence encountered in a class society derive their social value from the specifically cultural
rarity conferred on them by their position in the system of cultural competencies. This system is more or
less integrated according to the social formation in question, but it is always hierarchized.’.Pierre Bourdieu,
'The Market of Symbolic Goods' trans. by R.Swyer, in The Field of Cultural Production (Oxford, Polity
Press: 1993) pg. 128-9.
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of the morning’s workshop, but it still came as a complete surprise, and yet
was very effective and managed to ‘fit in.’

Given how experienced in theatre this audience is, this may indicate how few producing
companies, particularly in the North West region mix 'serious' drama with live music which
reflects a decline in production resources, over more than a decade.

However it may also be the continuation in modern taste of English theatrical
history in particular, in which from the time of Henry Fielding in the eighteenth century until
the reform of theatre censorship in the mid nineteenth century, melodrama was legally
differentiated from serious drama presented in licensed theatres. This question is discussed
further in the section on interviews, and in the author's interview with Artistic Director Chris
Honer.

Broadening horizons

It has broadened my outlook. What could be more valuable to me?

This group of respondents who go to the theatre so frequently, value highly
the opportunity to 'detect' and assess the interpretation of the play, and to compare it with
other productions of the same or different texts. 15 respondents mentioned this aspect,
putting their critical engagement with the production on a par with the content of the play.

Yes, in seeing how a different director interprets the play and chooses to stage
it.
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Yes, I enjoyed the whole experience. I enjoyed the 'construction' of the
production ie intelligent use of sparse scenery and use of the band to weave
the story.

To see how other people interpret the plays.

There is a thread throughout the responses of actively collecting, storing,
sorting and then sharing theatre experiences.

I go to the theatre a lot and see a wide variety of shows, classics, Shakespeare,
new plays. I enjoy being made to think, evaluate.

And from the pre-show questionnaire:

Knowing that every now and then, although I wish it were more often,
something will make me cry, not from sadness, but because I have just
experienced brilliance. e.g. Imelda Staunton in Guys N Dolls at the National.

All theatre experiences are valuable to me. It gives me an insight to other
creative minds and visions.

6 respondents said that part of the value of the experience of going to Mother
Courage was seeing a play new to them; and 7 referred appreciating the chance to see another
play by Brecht.
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...it's a play I didn't know and I like seeing Brecht now and again.

Its rarity enhances the value of the experience.

Valuable in that it's a rarely performed play and was very well done.

I always feel Theatre is a valuable experience. This was no different. Play
which I have not seen before with a strong cast.

This activity has a socially bonding function.

Valuable in the sense that I can now talk about the play if anyone asks me
about it.

Yes I can recommend to the others.

...lots to talk about.

Social occasion – good for mental health.

The experience is also seen as valuable in extending respondents' knowledge of theatrical
style and practice.

I have never seen a Brecht play before and this has opened my mind to plays
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that span time and bring an epic, sprawling story onto the stage.

Yes, I enjoyed it it showed me my first proper Brechtian performances of a
Brecht play.

...Brecht can be very funny and poignant.

And more generally improving the mind.

Broadening the mind and experience.

The respondents value all aspects of production, including the quality of performances,
casting, ingenuity and inventiveness of set design and staging, costumes, music, the quality of
the writing and the translation. (Two respondents in different parts of the questionnaires
mention approvingly the intensity and shock value of the amount of swearing in Tony
Kushner's translation.)

...the translation and performances made the issues resonate and come
alive ...

Yes. For the expert direction and staging and the driven nature of the plot.

...enjoy scenery and costume design...

...always like to see how things are staged.
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And from the questions which the respondents were left with after the show:

Did Brecht's alienation effects fail in this play to distance the audience as in
every production I have seen it evokes an emotional response from the
audience. Is Mother Courage really mean to come over as a sympathetic
character?

Audience was a bit unresponsive...the impact of the LED information screens,
initially quite effective, fizzled out as the play went on.

Is there a similarity with Gone with the Wind?

Several audience members express their confidence that they can rely on the Library Theatre
Company to offer consistent quality.

The act of going to the theatre to experience something outside of the home
and perhaps outside of the usual is always uplifting. At least is is with the
Library Company. I have never walked out of a Library Theatre production.

One respondent, asked in the first questionnaire about memories of plays seen at the Library
Theatre comments instead:

The theatre itself – quality productions.
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'Food for thought'

Equally important in this taxonomy of value is the intellectual challenge
offered by the production. Thought-provoking is the most frequently used adjective to
describe both expectation and response to seeing the show; and in response to the questions
about value, 16 respondents mention thinking, refection, or new or changed ideas. Two
respondents value simply having the time to reflect while watching the play.

I love nothing more than going to see a play, and coming from it reflecting
about current issues from a different perspective.

...exposure to different points of view or aspects of other people's
lives...different political views; mental stimulus.

Prompted me to think about the place of art in my period of study – useful for
my work.

A good play like this one does encourage thought, reflection on inequality.

Many of the respondents shared thoughts about the subject matter of the play.
The comments below include extracts from other questions relating to memories of the
production.

The nature and history of war:
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It reminded me of the futility of war.

Very valuable – it caused me to reflect on my own views about governments,
Brecht's political bias, the cyclical nature of life & war, profiteering...

..the idea that it was a polemic against capitalism exploiting war I found
ridiculous; if Mother Courage had been an arms manufacturer, maybe so, but
selling a few shirts, bread and buckets? I don't think so.

War brings no political, historical or moral solutions...just DEPRIVATION...39

It brought the ugliest side of war to the forefront – profiteering from it.

Why can't dictators see that innocent people will suffer because of what they
are trying to gain?

The play was so rich in its observations on the war and its effects on ordinary
people that it's left me wanting to read it and to explore it in more depth. Also
made me think about 30 Years War and what that was about.

When exactly did the 30 Years War take place? Was the character of Mother
Courage based on a real person?

39

This comment is close to Brecht’s own, in the ‘model book’ for the play, published in 1956. See following
discussion of Brecht’s response to the reactions to Mother Courage and her children.
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It's not about war. It's not about peace. It's about our little lives.

The causes of war:

The play captures the reality of the human condition – war and conflict is
natural, people chase to profit from misfortune, humans are naturally selfish
and in a hierarchy of need put themselves and their kin's survival first. - why
then are we so surprised that this is how the world behaves and try to present
the human race as better than this?

As long as there's greed we will always have conflict.

Is war is an inevitable state for man? How can it be right for men to feed off
war economically and to gain power?

Why haven't we learnt that war is maintained by business (or capitalism) and
business is maintained by war?

Is Mother Courage a symbol of the decline of altruism and showing us the
real state of humanity?

Contemporary relevance:
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Will anyone support the UK forces again if the USA goes bust & leaves us to
stand alone after bombing several middle east countries & North Africa
LIBYA.

How do we halt the process of compromise, a process that generates not only
war but other evils too? How do we prevent the dehumanisation that produces
us, such damaged creatures?

What will happen when there is no money left for welfare benefits for people?
Sorry but that’s what I have been thinking. The characters were timeless and
really the struggle depicted was with one’s inner resources. 'Courage'. But I
can’t help see it on a superficial level as a story of physical survival.

I have wondered about how England as a country sells arms to other nations
only to fight with the same nations later.

What will happen when there is no money left for welfare benefits for people?
We just plod on like Mother Courage and the rest of them...

Could be today in Somalia, Syria or Mali.

I started to compare it to the war in Afghanistan with the underlying rumours
that it was all about the commodity of oil.

Have we lost the spirit of 45 – collectivism, optimism, the sense that through
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struggle we can overcome the challenges that life throws at us; or are we
again condemned to face these difficulties on our own in an atomised and
hostile world?

The character of Mother Courage and of her daughter Kattrin.

That chicken... Mother courage seemed to have more maternal feeling for a
dead animal than for her own children. Do I have sympathy for Courage? Or
do I dislike her character?

a resilient woman who learned to adapt and cope through war time...

I'm still trying to work out how the audience should respond to Kattrin and
her attempts to warn her mother about what might happen, and how this
character fits into ideas about trauma.

What are the choices for a mother who wants to feed her children?

I found it difficult to grasp how Mother Courage could continue along a path
that led to her children’s destruction.

Some people, ironically, need war to survive.

The sheer bloody-mindedness of people is a source of hope.
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Survival is everything: do what you need to do.

The play was much more complex than I'd expected. I thought it was about
Mother Courage protecting her children; I didn't expect it to be about her
'using' the 30 Year War to survive – and perhaps greedily. But I like complex
female characters!

In 1954, after the first productions of the play, including his own in Berlin,
Brecht writes,
I do not believe, and I did not believe at the time, that the people of Berlin –
or of any other city where the play was shown – understood the play. They
were all convinced that they had learned something from the war; what they
failed to grasp was that, in the playwright’s view, Mother Courage was meant
to have learned nothing from her war. They did not see what the playwright
was driving at: that war teaches people nothing. 40

After the play was first performed in Zurich in 1941, Brecht had made
changes to the text in order to challenge sympathetic responses, which he believed
compromised the audiences’ understanding of the meaning of the play. For example in the
original Scene Seven, when the chaplain comes to the cart to get help for some peasants lying
wounded nearby, Mother Courage reluctantly tears up shirts for bandages. In Brecht’s rewritten version, she refuses to tear up good shirts to staunch the blood and Kattrin attacks her
as a result. In the play’s ‘model book’, where he elaborates on the text and its performance,
published in 1954, Brecht writes about how by misunderstanding the representation of
40

Bertolt Brecht, From GW Schriften zum Theater, p.1147 in Willett, J. p 146-7.
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Mother Courage, audiences avoid their own complicity in an economic system that
perpetuates war.41
Library Theatre audiences responded to the contradictions in the play:
some saw Mother Courage as a strong survivor, other as a servant of war; some as both –
what Brecht calls ‘a great living contradiction’.42 Several respondents blame human greed
for economic failure and war. Some reject Brecht’s notion of the relationship between war
and capitalism; that the latter is the engine of the former. Or they believe that even if this is
so, Brecht does not make the case in the person of Mother Courage. Almost all write in terms
that re-enact the tensions in the play, even when they are out of sympathy with Brecht's class
analysis.

I read a couple of reviews afterwards and am still not sure to what extent
Mother Courage looked after or betrayed her children.

This is a mark of the extent to which Brecht’s artistic method has become
integrated into the framework of critical reception, at least for these respondents, many of
whom know his work; and also something of the limits of its influence in the re-instatement
of the central importance of a leading actor, a week after the show.

41

‘ To judge by press reviews and statements of spectators, the original production in Zurich, for example, though
artistically on a high level, merely pictured war as a natural catastrophe and ineluctable fate, confirming the
belief of the petit-bourgeois members of the audience in their own indestructability and power to survive. But
even for the equally petit-bourgeois Mother Courage, the decision whether or not to join in was left open
throughout the play. It follows that the production must have represented Courage’s business activity, her desire
to get her cut and her willingness to take risks, as perfectly natural and ‘eternally human’ phenomena, so that
there was no way out….probably no performance of the play can give a petit bourgeois anything more than a
real horror of war and a certain insight into the fact that the big business deals which constitute war are not made
by the little people.’ Bertolt Brecht Collected Plays vol.5 part 2.trans. John Willett, ed. John Willett and Ralph
Mannheim (London: Eyre Methuen, 1980) p.143
42

Brecht, B. ed.Willett and Mannheim p.145
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The responses to the play, however, are not reducible to attempts on the part
of audience members to reinforce social position or cultural identity. Instead we see the
respondents using the production as both provocation and model for engagement with the
questions of what sort of society we have, and what sort of future we might want.
Other respondents connect themes, characters or relationships in the play directly to their own
lives.

In addition to drawing on replies relating to value, the following quotations
are also taken from answers to the question we asked straight after the play, about whether
respondents recognised any problems of their own, similar to those faced by the characters.
They offer a wide range of associations and connections, which the respondents made
between watching the play and their personal experience.

Easy distraction from events that may later prove important.

Mother Courage reminded me very deeply of my courageous Grandmother.
She was a single parent to my father...(who) was well cared-for by her
working like a man in the World's Largest Scrap Yard of Thom. W. Ward Ltd.
Dad discovered when he applied for a birth certificate to get married that she
was not his elder sister but his mother! Grandma worked with heavy metal
loads with an Elephant in 1914-18. (All the horses had been taken for the
trenches.) The Elephant she fed a bit daily of her own snap and followed it
home, near to where she lived.

Doing everything you can as a mother to protect your children.
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Not mine but that of my parents.. The constant trying to make ends meet.

The need to just get on with life – to keep on keeping on – despite great
difficulties, in my case chronic illness.

A mother protects her children as much as she can and will take their side
against people from outside the family because they come and go. When
Mother Courage wouldn’t leave Kattrin to go off with the cook even though
the life he offered may have been easier for her.

Luckily, any problems I’ve had pale into insignificance. But there have
certainly been times when I’ve been unable to understand people trying to
communicate things, as with Katrin and her brother.

I recognise the feeling of being scarred and how this can change your outlook
on life. The struggle to accept that what in the past may have been taken for
granted is now gone and the regret of not making the most of it when you
could have. We never truly know how Kattrin feels about this initially as she is
unable to voice this. Is she truly upset by it or is it the judgement and
comments made by others that shape what she feels?

A feeling of powerlessness, of having to bow to outside forces and to accept
compromise.
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Post-war childhood in Germany.

Conflict, need to make a living, worry about your children.

Uncertainty and abandonment.

I have experienced what it is like to suffer, and see my family suffer, as a result
of events over which we have no control.

When I came out to my Mother to tell her I was gay. Originally she gave me
the choice of leaving home, even though I had nowhere to go and would have
found it difficult because my job was not well paid. We reached a compromise
that I could remain in the family home provided I did not have any
relationships. I was 19 and didn’t finally leave home until I was 30. I did
what I needed to do at the time, but this has had a considerable impact on the
rest of my life.

Squaring principles/morals for the common good that may not be for the
personal good.

HIDDEN POLITICAL PERCEPTIONS. I value my own self-taught
perceptions of life, culture & politics from an outside position. I wrote to
George Galloway & told him to get away from Glasgow area, he came to
England & he just took his own selected constituency, just a few minutes’ walk
from House-of-Commons! Lost it then I worked solo for 8/9 days in a
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Bradford constituency (MANNINGHAM) for him & WON!! it & they are all
still scratching heads! HOW IT WAS DONE! NOT BY education, money, &
culture; BY DETERMINATION & MATURITY. ME at 76YRS! As per
MOTHER COURAGE!

All artistic experiences are invaluable in developing self. I suppose I can
sometimes question my own (self) perceived hard-heartedness & to see /hear
hard-hearted characters have many emotional dimensions is reassuring.

Would I recognise the times when I have lived off other people’s hardship?
Could I make the sacrifice the daughter made with her life?

As in the case of the political content of the play, we can see respondents
using the imaginative material of the story, themes and relationships, to construct analogies
which might sometimes appear tenuous to the outside observer; but which nevertheless
explain, contextualise or even transform crucial, often decisive personal experiences. It is as
if the respondents borrow the virtual experience of watching the play as a template for
interpreting, even resolving their own. The potential for resonance of the story seems to
allow for a flexibility of interpretation, 'food for thought', which is in turn a criterion for the
attribution of value.

'An adventure for the mind'

In recording their sense of the value of a theatrical experience, our
respondents use some apparently contradictory albeit familiar terms, sometimes in the same
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sentence. One respondent values being able to lose oneself in a performance and to connect
emotionally with the audience and the actors. Another talks of the sense of losing oneself, and
another, Being transported to another time/world for a couple of hours and entertained with
challenging words and sense.
The list of terms which imply being carried away by an uncontrollable
force demonstrates the articulacy and imaginative energy of our respondents. They are
immersed, lifted out of the normal or real world, transported to another world, entertained,
absorbed, engaged, inspired, amused, lost in the moment of the play; they sense wonder, they
escape reality, witness magic and willingly suspend disbelief; at the same time as valuing,
above all, what is thought-provoking and relevant. We can see from the nature of the
comments that it is important to these respondents fully to engage in sophisticated and
thoughtful critical analysis of the play and the subject matter it suggests.
In the language of critical reaction, our respondents offer us competing
narratives of passivity and critical awareness, which tends to test the conventional vocabulary
of spectatorship to the point of self-contradiction. Conventionally, spectatorship is figured as
passive; watching something you enjoy is supposed to involve getting carried away; but this
is not what our respondents mostly tell us happened when they watched Mother Courage, nor
is it what Brecht imagined should happen.
Some respondents do clearly have a very different sense of the value from
that implied by Brecht in Mother Courage. One of our interviewees, a writer, is very clear
about how the narrative and musical techniques 'broke the spell' of the show, which spoiled
that respondent's enjoyment. But there are many others in our sample who respond by
making trenchant connections between the real world, their lives and the play, but still see no
contradiction with the conventional descriptions of the experience of spectatorship as a sort
of celestial bus ticket.
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This is partly because the value of the experience emotionally, clearly
depends on active, playful attention. One of the respondents makes a neat job of balancing
the competing elements of acceptance and contribution, which combines a forensic approach
to the story and characterisation, with permission to co-invent. Readers will notice the
rhetorical balance here between passive and active moods, as the writer moves to and fro
between the two states.

Suspending my everyday life. Being lost in the moment of the play.
Experiencing snapshots of other lives + stories. Letting my imagination play
along, filling in gaps, working things out. Being challenged + made to think,
but also being entertained.

Another positions the actor as proxy for the spectator.

Seeing anew through others' eyes. That involves vision across time, gender,
class, ideological, cultural, etc., gulfs.

It is not necessarily an escape from reality, that the respondents value. It can be an escape
from mass-market commercial artistic product.

Being involved in the production; being enlivened; escaping from TV world;
enjoying the language; re-acquainting myself with the literary experience;
something I can relive + goes into my 'private box'.

Respondents do also value the permission both to feel and to express emotion
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which the experience of watching the play offers.

I knew nothing of the play initially before seeing it but looked up some brief
details (avoiding reading any plot synopsis) I learnt that it was written by
Brecht a German in 1939. Given this was a play about war it influenced my
expectations. This made me want to sit up and listen as from this it seemed
that it wasn’t a play written purely for entertainment purposes but a man with
strong views he wished to convey. I was surprised when watching the play to
hear a variety of accents and what I think was some quite modern language.
I’m unsure whether this is true to the original script but felt it worked really
well in keeping the play contemporary. I didn’t talk to anyone until
immediately after the play after I got a lift home. This prolonged the
experience of the play for me as I described it. I wouldn’t say I get very
emotional generally but was choked up describing the last scene and the effect
it had on me.

The confident expectation of the Library Theatre Company, from these
respondents, is that it will open(s) up experiences, other worlds, times, people etc...

It is important to remember that this is a self-selecting sample of theatre-goers
coming to see a play by Bertolt Brecht, and to note that the total number of tickets sold for
the run of the show was only just over 3,000, which is low compared to the Company's most
popular shows. One contributor distances herself from what she sees as a consensus of taste
represented by the Library's programme but sets this in the context of proximity and ease of
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access to the Theatre. She is from Skelmersdale and is attending as part of a trip with
transport provided by a singles club, and retirement has given her time to participate that she
would not have had before. Asked about memories of other visits to the Library Theatre, she
replies:

Professional productions and busy bar. Sorry I don’t remember very much but
that’s no reflection on the performance. The plays were always a bit too
esoteric for me so I didn’t go much. Esoteric might not be the right word but I
seemed to think the plays were more for very discerning, arty people. I didn’t
often consider even looking to see what was on when I was working as I live
quite far away.

Most respondents value a quality of performance that allows a concentration
on stimulating subject matter, intellectual challenge and innovation.

Educational content; Entertainment; Informative interpretation of texts....

(a) the opportunity to imagine (b) getting acquainted with unfamiliar works of
literature (e.g. if an adaptation) (c) satisfying my curious about how aspects
of particular works can be performed (d) learning about theatricality...

Live, unpredictable, never sure what you might see/experience. A unique
experience.

Respondents enjoy being introduced to new theatrical forms; there are
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positive comments about the promenade style of Hard Times, and the site-specific
performance of Manchester Lines, both new to the contributors concerned.
In answer to the question about what might improve the experience of
watching the play, 6 respondents refer to pre- and post- show workshops and talks, which the
interviews also suggest play an important part in the enjoyment and interpretation of the show.
Not all of these opportunities are taken up; note the second contribution from a student who
missed the offered workshop.

I feel that I gained a great deal from the study session / workshop in the
morning.

The director came to talk to us at MMU [Manchester Metropolitan University]
this week, and it would have been beneficial to hear what he said about the
challenges of directing Brecht before seeing the show (though I could ask
better questions having already seen it!).

Some kind of debrief, discussion or question and answer session to
understand what they were trying to convey. It would be interesting to see if
what I felt and understood agreed with their intents. To have insight into
scenes which created issues or those which had parallels in today’s society.

2 people wished they had bought a programme and 2 wanted better
programme notes, one in relation to the translation of the play. 4 people wanted to be able to
take a drink into the auditorium, especially to a play by Brecht. A couple complained of
uncomfortable seating and some regretted the intimacy and comfort of the old Library
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Theatre in contrast to the Lowry's Quays Theatre, the Library's temporary home.
One respondent found that filling in the questionnaire enhanced the evening’s
entertainment.

Of course! I had an enjoyable evening and get to fill in a questionnaire!

This group of respondents sees their theatrical experience as part of an active
intellectual life, incorporated into the process of learning and teaching about the world, in
which over half of these respondents are engaged either as students or teachers; and they use
the Library Theatre Company as an accessible source of theatrical and artistic innovation.
The extent of commitment to this research process is itself a demonstration of a hunger to
engage in debate and exploration both of the content and style of the plays presented, which
we will look at in more detail in analysis of the interviews.
In the following account, the respondent translates the idea of 'being
transported' into an active metaphor.

It appeals to me in many ways. Going to the theatre is an adventure for the
mind! I love the immediacy of live performance, sitting on the front row to
intensify the experience; I love my sense of involvement in the play; the
thoughts and emotions which can be provoked during a play; I enjoy entering
into the world of the play which may challenge me to look at something in a
different way and I enjoy the theatrical devices used by the Library Theatre
Company in particular, to convey ideas.
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5 Interviews

5.1 Method

As with the questionnaires, all respondents' names are changed to protect the
anonymity of our contributors.
We conducted 13 interviews with volunteers of whome all but one had
completed questionnaires about their experience of watching Mother Courage and her
Children, in the Library Theatre's production. There was no selection process; we
interviewed everyone who volunteered, offering a choice between face-to-face or telephone
interviews.
There were two sets of interviews with audience members who had seen
Mother Courage and completed all or part of the questionnaires; 8 face to face interviews and
5 telephone interviews. Both sets had their own script of questions.43
The eight face to face interviews were conducted by second year students
from the Department of English at MMU working in pairs or with the project manager. Five
'phone interviews were conducted by project interviewer Sophia Hatfield. Sophia is an actor,
a recent graduate of the Manchester Metropolitan School of Theatre, and also has
professional experience in interviewing for an Art Marketing agency.
The students helped to test out both the original questionnaires and the
wording for the interview scripts; they also participated in a trial creative workshop based on
inventing a theatre ghost which might inhabit the new theatre building which helped us to test
out the 'ghost' question included in the interview.

43

The interview scripts are attached as Appendix 4
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Oral History expert and MMU Associate Lecturer Fiona Cosson and Julie
Wilkinson together delivered a lecture to the second year class who participated, outlining a
joint approach combining oral history techniques and interview techniques that Julie had
developed to support her own playwriting.44 An example is her writing for New Perspectives
Theatre Company, when it first became the East Midlands’ touring community theatre
company in 1982. The students were also required to attend two further training sessions, to
practice interview and transcription techniques, with Fiona Cosson and then with Chris
Bridgman, the Project Manager. Student interviewers followed a model script of agreed
questions. The training emphasised the need to probe for answers to these questions, with
interviewees; some students did this more effectively and objectively than others. The
students interviewing Harry and Janet both tended to move away from the script. Student
interviewers generally found it harder to develop or explore respondents’ answers beyond the
exact wording of the script, which means that there are sometimes answers that are not fully
explored or explained. There is one direct comparison that illustrates this, where in her
interview with Claire, the student interviewer worked with Chris Bridgman. Here questions
are more fully investigated. In the interview script there is a set of prompts to help
respondents develop an imagined theatre ghost (age, gender, etc). In all but one student
interview, this set of prompts, which are intended to be introduced gradually, as the
respondents think through their invention, were actually given to the respondents as a list, all
at once. The effect of this was inhibiting for a couple of the respondents; but all the
interviewees but one whose time was limited, did try out the ghost idea. Some particularly
enjoyed this part of the questionnaire.

44

Julie Wilkinson: ON THE PLASTIC. New Perspectives Theatre Company, 1986.
Earlier plays for New Perspectives: TROUBLE AND STRIFE (devised with the Company),1985, MOLE
CATCHER BODY SNATCHER, 1984, PIECE AT ANY PRICE, 1983, NEVER ON OUR KNEES, 1982.
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Interpretation relies on answers given to the scripted questions. Where the
nature of the encounter with the interviewer seems to have affected the responses, this
material is either explained, or excluded from consideration. It is sometimes relevant to the
position the respondent takes in the interview or to their invention of an imaginary theatre
spirit,
The five telephone interviews were shorter, at 30 as opposed to 45 minutes
and the script for these differed very slightly from the model script for the face-to-face
interviews, due to the time constraint. The same themes are covered. Sophia Hatfield
conducted each of the phone interviews. This batch of interviews offers a clear consistency
of approach, allowing for a useful comparison with the face-to-face interviews.

5.2 Other interviews

We conducted three further interviews to address different aspects of the
research brief, two of which are included as appendices.
Karl Barry contacted the project as a result of a related student project, to try
to contact actors who had worked at the Library Theatre in the past. This group of students
placed requests for contributors in The Stage and in the Equity (the actor's trade union)
newsletter. Karl responded to one of these invitations. Julie Wilkinson and Sophia Hatfield
conducted an interview with Karl in May 2013; some of the material from this interview is
used in our description of the history of the Library Theatre in Manchester, but it does not
form part of the analysis of audience responses to the production of Mother Courage and her
Children.
Julie Wilkinson conducted an interview with Ernst Ter Horst, the lead
architect responsible for the design of the new arts building, 'Home', which will house both
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Cornerhouse and the Library Theatre Company, on its completion. In relation to the Spirit of
Theatre research aims, this interview is used to provide further background to the story of the
Library Theatre Company's relationship to the people of Manchester, and the City Council's
vision of the function of arts provision. Extracts are in Appendix 3.
Julie Wilkinson also conducted an interview with Artistic Director Chris
Honer, in October 2013, in order to put to him the main themes emerging from questionnaires
and interviews, and to ask for further information, about the production of Mother Courage
and her Children, the Library Theatre Company’s history, and programming practice and
ethos. An edited version of the interview with Chris Honer is included in Appendix 2.

5.3 Interview Questions

The face-to-face interview script begins with a prompt referring to the
repertory theatre system established by Annie Horniman, and sets the context of the research
by explaining that Manchester City Council is building a new home for the Library Theatre
Company. We then ask the respondent to expand on what they have written in their
questionnaire about their first visit to the theatre.
Both sets of questions then go on to ask:
- what first sparked the respondent's interest in theatre
- what are the most striking experiences of Library Theatre shows (following up on the
answers in the questionnaires)
- how the respondent would describe the Library's programme, and whether it's changed over
time
- whether any particular individuals working for the company stand out in their memory
- whether going to the theatre has an effect on their life or ideas
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- what it is about the experience of watching a play that most affects them
- whether the Library Company's work has been important or valuable to them.

We then lead the respondent through a creative exercise in which we prompt the invention of
a ghostly character which might belong in the new theatre currently being built at First Street.

5.4 Interviewees

Total number: 13
Women: 6 = 46% (total sample: 62.5%)
Men: 7 = 54% (total sample: 37.5%)
One of the interviewees did not complete any of the questionnaires and so is not included in
percentages in relation to age, qualifications and theatre attendance.

The interviewees include a significantly higher proportion of men than the total sample of
those who filled in questionnaires.
Proportionally more of our interviewees are retired and from the older age groups. The
interviewees group includes more people with professional and post-graduate qualifications
than in our sample overall.
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By age group and gender in comparison with overall sample:

Number of

% in total

interviewees sample

% of

Female

interviewees

(interviewees (interviewees) group in total

group in

)

sample

total sample

by age group

Male

Female by age

Male by age

16 - 25

0

23.0%

0.0%

0

0

15

7

26 – 35

1

7.0%

7.7%

0

1

5

2

36 – 45

2

12.5%

15.0%

2

0

8

4

46 - 55

1

19.0%

7.7%

1

0

14

4

56 – 65

6

20.0%

46.0%

3

3

11

8

65 plus

3

19.0%

23.0%

0

3

7

11

Qualifications of respondents:

Total sample

Interviewees (1 no

including

answer) number

% (out of 12)

questionnaires
None

2.0%

0

0

GCSE

9.4%

0

0

A level

14.6%

0

0

Degree

23.0%

1

8%

Professional

7.3%

5

42%

43.0%

6

50%

Qualification
Post-graduate
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By attendance at the theatre:

Number of theatre attendances

Total sample

per year

Interviewees (2 no answer
available)

0 to 1

3

0

1 to 6

22

5

7 to 12

22

0

12

20

1

More than 12

21

4

Number of interviewees who say they have retired = 6
Number of interviewees who say they have a disability = 2

In the whole sample including questionnaire respondents, most people
estimate that they go to the theatre at least once every two months, and 41% go to the theatre
at least once a month if not more frequently; as noted in the questionnaire section, these are
people with a great deal of knowledge and experience of watching plays. We have roughly
the same distribution of estimated theatre attendance amongst our interviewees as in the
sample overall.

Our self-selecting group of interviewees seems to be characterised by
gender (the sample is disproportionately male), free time (nearly half the sample are retired
people), and by their level of professional, semi-professional or amateur engagement in
theatre, in comparison to the group of people who filled out the questionnaires.
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Both the interviewees who declare a disability are female. This may be
significant in terms of the opportunity for engagement which participating in the interview
and the research process as a whole offers, since it was possible to take a call at home.

5.5 Pseudonyms

In quoting and writing about these interviews I am aware that the
respondents will recognise themselves, but each has a random pseudonym throughout, except
James Quinn the actor, who gave permission for us to use his real name since he is easily
identifiable from his casting. James's interview is quoted at length, since his experience gives
us a valuable picture of the Library Theatre's history in the city from a performer's point of
view from 1987 to the present day. Sauter45 regrets not quoting his interviewees at length;
with this number of participants we are able to offer substantial extracts, allowing our
contributors to speak for themselves.

5.6 Interpretation

Where it helps to support the material in the interview I also quote here from interviewees
answers to questionnaires.

5.7 Our cast

45

Willmar Sauter, The Theatrical Event: Dynamics of Performance and Perception (Iowa City: University of

Iowa Press, 2000) p. 179
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The group as a whole gives us a picture of the value they attribute to theatre, and how it
figures in their lives, which confirms and deepens the evidence from the questionnaires about
how the professional company's work supports a network of artistic activity and debate, and
plays a crucial role in the cultural life of the region. We must bear in mind that our
interviewees are particularly interested in the work of the Library Company and three have
professional interests in its work. But the level of engagement in theatre that we see here is
hardly covered by the term 'spectator' at all. Here is a snapshot of our cast of interviewees
including the theatre ghost characters they invented, which in each case bears a close
connection to how the interviewee presented themselves and their feeling about theatre to us,
in their interview; avatars of their theatre experience.



Bill was a member of an amateur company at work many years ago and now in
retirement has had his first play performed and is writing a play which the Library
Theatre have committed to reading. His is a working class ghost, which stalks the
performance, challenging the audience to take the content seriously.



Graham is a retired solicitor who participates in Bolton Little Theatre; his theatre
ghost is a kind spirit; not flamboyant. 'There's no point in having a ghost that drives
people off back stage.'



Frazer is a writer and director with decades of experience of putting on school plays
as a teacher, and of running a children's amateur theatre group in Bollington, near
Macclesfield. His theatre ghost is a child character he wrote for a play of his own,
named White Nancy after a local beauty spot.
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Liz started going to the theatre as an adult and has now become a professional writer.
Her figure is Dickensian, a story-teller, but is emphatically not stuck in the past.



Denise runs a mental health drama group; as someone affected by brain injury herself,
Denise uses Augusto Boal's theatre techniques, therapeutically. She warns us that her
memory does not necessarily work sequentially or to order; for example, she doesn't
remember which of the vivid memories she has are of Library shows. Her ghostly
character is an older woman in flowing garb, a benevolent witch who protects and
helps younger women.



Lorraine is a retired nurse who shares her interest in theatre with her family; her
theatre ghosts are themselves a family, threatened by a storm at sea.



Philip was a pharmacist by trade and has been interested in theatre since being in
school plays. As with Lorraine, Graham, Bill and Harry, theatre is important in his
family life. He conjures the spirit of Annie Horniman.



Janet is a retired maths teacher, for whom the theatre is about continuing to feel part
of life. Hers is a ‘trendy’ ghost, an actor who cannot bear to leave the stage.



Ida is an accountant who appreciates the ingenuity of the Library Theatre's financial
planning and connects her theatre-going with a new interest in studying literature. Her
imagined spirit is T.S Eliot’s McCavity, the mystery cat.



Damian is an accountant who studied drama at A level and keeps up his interest in
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theatre by seeing plays, buying scripts and researching writers. He imagines an
actress, 'thirty seven with tied-back brown hair; not a stand-out beauty, but she's got a
look about her', who wants the attention of the audience.



Claire, a risk manager keen on the unpredictable in theatre, has been a guest blogger
for the Library Theatre, contributing to the website. Claire has also sat in on
rehearsals to see how the Director works with actors. Her spirit is mischievous and
makes unexpected things happen.



Harry is one of the older age group, which according to the Arts Council's Taking Part
survey is less likely to engage with the arts. He shares a deep life-long knowledge of
theatre with his young interviewers and imagines a Jane Austen-type figure, who dies
of heartbreak after being rejected by an actor.
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5.8 Themes

I picked out the following themes from the interviews: Theatre, family and
community; The Library Theatre Company - plays; The Library Theatre Company programme; Public role of the theatre; Value of theatre and the role of the audience; Theatre
Ghosts and the future of the Library Theatre at First Street (Home).

Theatre, family and community

Seven of our interviewees recall first going to the theatre as young children.
Five say that their first memory is of going the theatre while at secondary school. One, Liz,
now a dramatist, first went the theatre to see a Simon Stephens play at the Royal Exchange,
On the Shores of the Wide World, in 2005 or 2006, as an adult.

Of those who recall theatre trips as children, the shows they went to see
include pantomime, children's plays, Gilbert and Sullivan, ballet and variety. Sometimes this
establishes a particularly strong connection with the adult taking the child. Often it is a habit,
which is then passed on to children in turn, and continues to be important in family life
between partners, with grown-up children, and grandchildren.
Lorraine remembers how her mother established the importance of going to the theatre; later
she describes the Library Theatre as 'one of the jewels of Manchester' for her whole family.

I first went to, well I would describe the first time of going to the theatre at
age of 5 to see the Mikado, so it was actually to see sort of like comic
opera, so although it was musical I wouldn’t describe it as going to listen
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to music, as really it’s performed as a play with music, so I would say that
my mother was very keen on giving me an early introduction to theatre and
it’s played an enormous part in my life and I would say it’s the…my major
source of pleasure and enjoyment as a leisure interest… and I’ve got two
sons who are both now in their early twenties and, and it’s something that I
have been keen to share with my own children as well.

Claire's early experience of theatre is intimately connected with her
relationship with her mother.

I’ve just always liked theatre. My first memory bizarrely enough, is going
to see Paddington Bear when I was 6 or 7 on a school trip but probably
around that time is also when my mum naughtily used to take me out of
school to see the ballet when it was in town. I suppose those were my first
experiences of theatre.

Claire's sense of sharing a thrilling secret with her mother, and the bond that created,
influences the picture she gives us in her interview of her sense of the value of theatre to her
now. Readers will notice the aspirational impulse, as Claire's mother breaks what are clearly
rules that her daughter is normally expected to obey. A trip to the ballet is worth taking time
out of school; but it is also fun. What she looks forward to now is 'a sense of excitement and
intrigue'; and the spirit that Claire invents, re-captures that spirit of playful conspiratorial
misrule.
Maybe they would be a bit mischievous again and want to make unexpected
things happen.
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Philip’s family also went to the Pantomime.

Well the first ever anywhere I would presume was – my parents, or my mother
took me to a pantomime...

There is a strong sense in the contributions that the love of theatre is
something which women share and pass on to their children, sometimes as part of educational
aspiration, and that it is something which women take a particular pleasure in. Though
fathers and grandparents are also involved, and friends, as we will see later. Ida thinks she
must first have been to pantomime but her strong memory is of her father taking her to
Gilbert and Sullivan.

Well my father used to take me to Gilbert and Sullivan operas and I have a
really strong memory of that and I enjoyed that because he enjoyed it so much
and part of my enjoyment was seeing he enjoyed it so much and it made me
understand how you relate to things on stage....

Her early experience of musical theatre carried on and opera is now her favourite artistic
form.

I suppose being taken as a child erm...but…for me a stage or opera
performance is much better the best form of entertainment because you are...
it's that much more immediate...
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Later, Ida takes her children to the Library Theatre's Christmas children's
plays; an important part of family life for several of our interviewees.

it [The LTC] really broadened my experience of produced theatre and it’s a
breadth and...the types of production; they don’t just do... I mean when I used
to take my children to their pantomimes and I haven’t been for a long time but
I think it's important for children to bring them to bring them in, and the first
thing I remember is a pantomime and their pantomime isn’t a pantomime it's
more a Christmas play and drama...

Philip's daughter, aged 27, still has not forgiven her parents for the scare she
had when they took her to a children's show, although Philip assures us that this was not a
Library Theatre show; and it's clear that they are still on good terms. But this is a reminder
that we do also carry into adulthood a rationalised version of the power of pretence to
challenge the security of perception; to unsettle, to disturb, to mobilise fear and awe. Philip’s
story recalls the power of the mask.

Probably the most striking experience was again the Christmas show...we had
two children and the younger one...used to get really scared by you know the
wicked witch or the villain of the play, or whoever it was. And there was one
show I can’t remember what it was but...it was a very, very blue sort of wicked
wizard who came up out of, out of the stage from...underneath the stage...she
was absolutely petrified – practically jumped out of her skin. ...we always
had to take her out...and one of us took her outside while the other stayed in
with the other child. I remember we brought her when she was a tiny baby,
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she was in a basket 'cause we wanted to bring the elder one. She woke up and
started crying and ...we brought her outside and one of the attendants said,
Oh let me look after her, you go back in, so my wife came back into the theatre
and left the baby in the care of the, the usherette so that was really nice. ...but
so, that, it was so vivid for my daughter she got completely involved in what
was happening, it was absolutely terrifying. I mean to this day she’s 27 now
and...she hasn’t forgiven us. It wasn’t a Library Theatre production it was
another production where there was an actress playing a doll so part of her
face was covered with sort of a doll's mask and she was making sort of doll
movements. She hated it absolutely was terrified, she never liked dolls
particularly but she’s never forgiven us for that, it was our fault that we knew
she was going to be traumatised for life so I, I mean I think that reinforces
what I said earlier what I feel about theatre. It can give you the most powerful
experience.

This is also a story of a family, and how they connect with each other through the experience
of going to see a play. The usherette herself is a sort of good spirit of theatre, stepping into
role as part of the family and allowing the parents and the older child to share their pleasure
in the play, without neglecting the baby. The argument about being exposed to fear speaks of
both affection and distance, trust and criticism, as the adult daughter continues to tease her
parents; so that it is possible to read Philip's response to the theatre as a framework for
expressing his feelings about the tensions involved in helping a child to grow up.

Two other contributors mention sharing their daughters' interest in the
theatre, Graham's daughter was studying Theatre Arts at Birmingham University until a year
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ago, and so if something good was on in Birmingham, he would drive down, to see show and
daughter at the same time. Bill's daughter has completed a PhD in Theatre Studies. He jokes
that her interest in Arthur Miller must be genetic.

Janet and Graham also both first went to the theatre as children. Graham also
remembers pantomime, and Gilbert and Sullivan.

In common with many people and in common with many of my
contemporaries the quantity of theatre widely available but open to things was
panto. We used to go every Boxing Day to the panto the Apollo in Manchester
in Ardwick and (then next was the) beginning of Gilbert and Sullivan and that
would all be before I was ten or eleven.

Graham has a strong sense of the relative offer of serious theatre and popular
theatre, a theme he develops later in a discussion of the Library's programme. But he really
got involved through school, as a teenager. Graham did some stage management of school
shows.
I didn’t do any acting at school but I did do some stage management work...a
couple of years doing that and rather enjoyed that and from a performance
and a participation point of view I enjoy the cameraderie of a well-run
company, that’s from a participation point of view. I started going to the
theatre more widely in my late teens and early 20s...

Later, this early experience also seems to affect how Graham evaluates theatre and the
Library Company in particular.
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I go to the theatre quite a lot on my own and enjoy it. It’s… I mean I don’t
much like the theatre, the big show business theatre. But I enjoy production
ideas and I like the content and the meaning of the play and I like seeing good
acting too.

...it’s a very well-run organisation and has been historically.

Denise was also involved in a school production, but she associates her
teenage interest with an interest in boys. This is a more vivid memory than the first play she
sees, a Shakespeare, at Stratford, on a school trip.

When I was at school, I was at secondary school at an all girl’s school. The
boy’s school down the road were going on a tour of Denmark and needed
some girls to play some of the parts, so I volunteered and so I ended up
touring in Denmark with a bunch of boys. My first experience of theatre was a
tour in Denmark. I can’t remember what play it was. I can remember the
names of the boys but not the play. I had no idea what it was.

For Frazer, James, Bill, Damien, Philip, and Harry the first real interest is
sparked later, at school, or at University. Whether or not they went to pantomime, or
children's plays, and however they describe their class background, for each, getting
interested in the theatre represents an independent decision and something that marks a
change, a transition, a break with the family. This is also something that Claire experiences,
but in a much more self-conscious and long-drawn out process.
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Frazer remembers going to see Wind in the Willows as a small child, in London.

Well, I remember going to London on a steam train and seeing Wind in the
Willows, particularly remembering a song by Mr Toad… No it was the mole’s
song, I am a mole and I live in a hole which very much appealed to a four
year old boy, and then… that may not have been my very first experience of
theatre but I remember it, and when I lived in Cambridge we were round the
corner from the Arts Theatre and although the family only really went to the
pantomime every year, I got into theatre in the teens and went a lot to nearly
everything that was on.

Frazer was influenced by the teaching methods and by a particular teacher at his school. The
patterns of learning through drama are ones he tells us that he goes onto use throughout his
working life, as a primary school teacher and in running a children's youth theatre group, for
which he writes and directs. Since retiring, he has moved back to Fallowfield, (a suburb
close to Manchester city centre with a high proportion of student housing) in order to be
'closer to the culture'.

...when I went to secondary school they had quite a revolutionary teaching
method which was to do most of the English teaching in the first two years
through drama, and so we only had one formal English lesson a week, the rest
of the time we were doing various drama sort of things, putting on little plays,
doing speeches I remember, and the school did productions every year,
normally Shakespeare and I got involved in those, and I think really it was
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later in the sixth form … we had three very different English teachers which
was a brilliant thing really, and one of them, who was very inspiring was very
much into theatre-going. I mean he organised theatre trips and we went to
Stratford to see Macbeth for example, we also went to Aldeburgh… I can
remember seeing Britten’s Midsummer Night’s Dream there, when it was
pretty new, and also looking at Cambridge, it wasn’t just the Arts Theatre but
college productions and they did Shakespeare outdoors in the summer and
those were the formative things really.

James, the professional actor, remembers seeing Ken Dodd when he first went
to the theatre, and it is the performer's skill that he recalls for us.

I...yeah the first time I went to the theatre ever, anywhere...would have been to
see...Ken Dodd I think...in the Palace Theatre46 in a show...I can’t even
remember what the show was. I remember he entered by cycling along a sort
of tight rope at the top of the stage, yeah.

More formative though, was George Bernard Shaw's St. Joan at the Library Theatre seen on a
school trip as part of 'O' level study. James implies here too, how important it will later
become for him to develop knowledge and expertise of the personnel of the theatre world; the
names of the actors in various shows and the work of the directors who might employ him as
a 'jobbing' actor.

46

The Palace is a major commercial theatre which hosts touring companies and acts, on Oxford Road in
Manchester.
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...it (LTC) obviously gave me a taste 'cause I’m... now an actor by trade and a
writer so obviously it...sort of seeds in that respect... The first time I went to
Library Theatre was to see ‘St Joan’ when I was a boy, when I was at school,
we went on a school trip cause we were doing ‘St Joan’ at O-Level. ...and so
that was an interest... interestingly I found out who was in that play, but
nobody particularly famous, but... in those days I was just a kid and wouldn’t
have known anybody. ...but...watching live theatre in my case made me want
to have a go, not as, I was too shy to be an actor when I was young I never
was in the school play or anything like that, I ended up being an actor by
accident really, but it’s certainly I remember, I had that in me, that interest;
more in writing when I was younger, but when I saw the actors on stage...I
often thought about how you might do that...and so in that respect, yes it was
very powerful and I’m...obviously seeing Brecht plays at the Contact
Theatre...in the sort of mid to late 70’s and er, go quite political and
passionate and er, so it was always, quite an exchange of political ideas as
well which...I was very interested in politics as I was growing up so that
helped with that as well.

For Bill the theatre represented access to experience from which he was
excluded, as a working class boy at a secondary modern, and his account suggests a
deliberate break with class expectation, as he decides to go to the theatre with a friend who is
at grammar school. What begins as aspiration or perhaps defiance, turns into a passion for
writers he later finds deeply relevant to his life, including Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams,
Brecht, Pinter. At that first theatre visit he sees Vanessa Redgrave perform in an adaptation of
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George Eliot's Daniel Deronda47, which in fact was part of the first season performed by the
'69 Theatre Company at the University Theatre. It makes an indelible impression on him. Bill
makes the point that enjoying theatre requires acquiring knowledge of its conventions; the
'ground rules'.

It’s not in my background. I’m a working class boy so the only theatre I’d ever
been to was pantomime and I had a friend at a grammar school, as I went to a
secondary modern school, there was a theatre trip to see Vanessa Redgrave
‘Daniel Deronda’, and my memory is it was at the Royal Exchange [sic] but it
might have even been in the original Library Theatre and I saw this play and
didn’t really understand what was going on and my memory was what
happened when Vanessa Redgrave walked on the stage and she was already a
tall lady anyway and she was… kind of emanating something, giving
something out, and I was quite fascinated by that and I thought ‘I’ll do this
again’. And with experience you get used to the ground rules of going to the
theatre and you can understand the information a lot better than the sensory
barrage you get when you’re inexperienced at it.

47

The production took place at what became Contact Theatre in 1968 or 1969 before Michael Elliott responded
to an invitation from 'the burghers of Manchester', including Bob Scott, to build a theatre in the old Royal
Exchange building. Actor Rosalind Knight refers to the production in her interview with Alec Patton,
recorded and transcribed for the British Library's Theatre Archive project. ‘So then Michael Elliott moves up
to Manchester – which he hates as a city unfortunately – and starts doing some wonderful work at the
university theatre. And that's called...that was started in 1968. But it was called the 69 Theatre Company, in
order to match with the 59 Theatre Company ten years before. And they felt that it would make its mark in
1969, which is exactly what happened, because they did a very jolly production of She Stoops to Conquer in
1968, which suddenly London managements and people wanted to bring into town, because Tom Courtney
was in it, Nigel Terry, Trevor Peacock, myself, Juliette Mills.... There were other wonderful things in the
university theatre too. There was Hamlet, fantastic production of The Tempest, Mary Rose, Daniel Deronda,
a story by George Eliot... Vanessa Redgrave as Gwendolyn Harleth, I mean you can't...oh, she was
magnificent’. British Library Theatre Archive Project <http://sounds.bl.uk/relatedcontent/TRANSCRIPTS/024T-C1142X000192-0001A0.pdf > [accessed 17/11/13]
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Damien first went to the Library Theatre in July 1994, on a school trip, and
saw a revival of Andrea Dunbar's Rita, Sue and Bob Too by Max Stafford-Clark's Out of Joint
touring company. Estate Affair was a devised accompanying piece based on the actors'
research, when they went back to the estate, which Dunbar had used as her original
inspiration. The production entirely changed Damien's expectation of what he might expect
to see at the theatre. He was hooked!

It was through school really...you know doing a bit of drama there…strongest
memory would be goin' on a school [trip] and it was the first time I’d really
been out to see a play, you know, live theatre, and I think it was the Library
Theatre to see Rita Sue and Bob Too which you know when I was 12 it was a
bit of a shock really...you expect it to be all fuddy-duddy and quite serious and
seeing something quite contemporary and the production we saw you know
the guy on stage you could see his arse and it was woah this isn’t what you
expect from theatre at all so hearing that and the other part of it, Estate Affair,
it was like a two-parter lot of debating theatre, so hearing people talk about
real life experiences...again just very shocking…I mean after...I mean I had to
go out and get the script because I was [fairly up] for that…

Philip's interest in theatre really develops when he comes to University in
Manchester and plays became easily accessible and exciting. He goes on to mark the changes
in his family life through the story of his theatre-going.

I grew up in London and we didn’t go to the theatre very much so it was very
exciting for me when I came up to Manchester in..'65 and there was the
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Contact Theatre and...it was right by the university...it was very, really
exciting for me to have a theatre so close, and the Library Theatre in town,
not far away so, it was so much easier to get too in, living in Manchester. ...so
yeah I used to go quite a lot and when we had children...in the 70’s and
80’s...and then, the first thing we took them to was the Christmas shows at the
Library and we always wanted to avoid the glossy, er… tv personality shows
cause we didn’t have a tv at that point...and they used to have one at the
Library and one at the Wythenshawe Forum...so we pick, pick usually one out
of those.

Harry is revisiting, by going to the theatre now, an interest he first discovered
in his twenties. He conveys a sense of making up for the limitations imposed by the
responsibility of raising a family; but more than this, the value of theatre is that it gives
access to experience in a concentrated form, flying in the face of passing time.

I, I went a few times in London when I was nineteen, twenty, that sort of thing.
Shortly after that, I got the education bug, went into jobs and stuff and there
was never time for the theatre, and marriage and children, there was never
time for the theatre. So I er...theatre is, in a sense, me going back to when I
was twenty, when I retired. So when I retired, suddenly there’s all this time to
do what I like; I’d go to the theatre and I go a lot, since I’ve been retired now
for 10 years.
(Theatre)...gives you the experience you would never be able to have yourself.
Especially as you get older. There’s a limit to the amount of experience you
can get in...there isn’t time. You go to a play and you get someone else’s view
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of the world, someone else’s view of personal relationships and a set
designers view, all that...

Claire also links her theatre-going with important transitions from one stage of
life to another, but hers is also a story of personal change and the marked development of an
independent inner life. She marks these changes in terms of the decisions she makes about
going to the theatre, beginning with the conspiratorial trips with her mother as a child; then in
her teens, starting to go on her own initiative, but always with companions. Then eight years
ago, in middle age, she faces her fear of standing out and goes to see, appropriately enough,
local playwright Simon Stephens' play at the Royal Exchange.

I’ve always enjoyed it and I’ve always gone lots and since age 16 I’ve gone
regularly, but the thing that triggered me going more often is I’d always gone
with other people, never on my own, and then about 8 years ago there was a
play I really wanted to see and no one else was interested in going with me,
and I booked a ticket and I thought everyone would stare at me but I turned up
and I kind of realised that loads of people go to the theatre on their own, so I
probably went a lot more after that. It was ‘On the Shore of the Wide World’.

This is the same production, which persuaded Liz that she wanted to write drama.

I can remember clearly. It was in either 2005 or 2006 and I went to the Royal
Exchange to see ‘On the Shore of the Wide World’ by Simon Stephens and at
that point I was writing and I’d started writing novels and I remember
thinking ‘this is what I want to do’. I’d never been to that theatre before and it
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had such a profound effect and that was one of my outstanding memories of
theatre.
I think the fact it was a very compelling story, but just seeing it live. I’d not
been to the Royal Exchange before and we had stage level seat and was
almost like we were part of the play or in a live film if you like.

Claire is welcomed by the Library staff including director Chris Honer, and
digital marketing designer Matthew White.

When they were in their old home the bar staff were always really friendly.
I’ve met two people from the Library Theatre Company, Matthew White used
to do digital marketing and I was involved in a project to be a guest blogger
for 'Hard Times' a few years ago and I’ve also met Chris Honer a few times as
well, so I guess those would be the three people. Matthew was just a really
nice bloke and very enthusiastic about theatre and very encouraging to me
about my blog and prompted me to start up my own blog. Chris I don’t know
very well, but I was lucky to sit in on a rehearsal. I was fascinated by the
whole process and by how collaborative he is with the actors and how he asks
them for a lot of their own thoughts. It was the first time I’d see a proper
rehearsal and I was surprised how much input he gave the actors as opposed
to a director just saying ‘do this, this and this’.

Denise has been to the workshop on Mother Courage run by Chris Honer, but
says she gets nothing from it. Frazer on the other hand says that the workshop was brilliant.
Although he's seen several Brecht plays, this clarified Brecht's use of estrangement.
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...this sort of feel that you do get with Brecht that you are a bit detached, that
you don’t get, I mean To Kill A Mockingbird at the moment at the Exchange,
anyone who goes there needs their hankies, because it’s a real tear-jerker...
with Brecht, terrible things happen, but it’s almost as if you’re...I don’t
know...like journalists who cover war zones and things aren’t supposed to get
emotionally involved, they see it and they report it, and they have to try to
remain detached to a great extent... And the other thing was about the way he
uses this device of telling you what is going to happen: I noticed at Stratford,
because I saw that the day before, and they put up Galileo Recants...

These audience members, like the respondents to the questionnaire, expect the
Library Company to take on an educational role, in an extension of the learning, which they
see as a valuable part of the experience of spectatorship. The Company is a source of
information about plays, the production and making of plays and the history of theatre more
widely.

The Library Theatre is seen to be supporting the development of talent and
skill, locally, as well as offering routes for emerging artists to reach potential audiences. Liz
describes a welcoming and supportive relationship with the LTC staff members, who have
taken an interest in her stage writing.

I have met Chris a couple of times and he has always been charming and very
willing to talk to you and the Library Theatre were very kind when I has a
fringe play on in February and they came to see it, Rebecca Jenner came
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along and they were generous with their time to look at new writing, which is
good for me as it’s one way of getting your work known. They’re always
willing to hear from new writers and theatre companies and that’s always
impressed me about the Library Theatre.

Bill too credits the Company for their encouragement of his writing.

I went to the Kings Arms once to meet someone and I’d never been before but
there was an advert up for Endgame… and I love Beckett. And I thought
‘Beckett in a pub - that’ll be good.’ And it introduced me to the power of
studio theatre. And this year I co-wrote a production called ‘Kafkaesque’ that
the Library Theatre chose as a Replay prod(uction). So going to studio theatre
I’ve ended up writing it and being involved in a production. And I’m just
going to work on it at the moment and send it to him (Chris Honer).

As a locally based actor, James sums up a relationship with the theatre, which first inspired
him to become an actor, over more than 25 years.

Well, obviously in my own case er, I’ve worked there many times so it’s helped
my... development of me as an actor...Chris Honer...you know when a director
gets to know you they, they will stretch you out, they will let you go into areas
that aren’t like yourself...most actors want to do that...want to be given that
opportunity...I think it’s great. I’m from Manchester and so it’s great to work
in your own town 'cause...people you’ve known, people you know will come
and see you more readily and you know there’s a connection with...the place,
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you know it isn’t always the same when you work in London or elsewhere.
In terms of my own sort of existence the Library Theatre has kind of been one
of the anchors...

The evidence of these accounts shows that the Library Theatre company, in
various ways both stretches and anchors our respondents' lives; its work provides both
structure and inspiration for an active local theatrical culture.

The Library Theatre Company: plays

Both Graham and Frazer mention Chris's 1996 production of Brecht's The
Life of Galileo, with John Branwell in the title role; Frazer also mentions the Christmas
shows and Tom Stoppard's Arcadia. Bill discusses Arthur Miller's The Price, which has been
done twice at the Library, firstly in 1981; but Bill is clearly referring to Chris's 1995
production. Liz cites Stoppard's Rosencrantz are Dead, 2007 also directed by Chris; Jackie
Kay's Manchester Lines directed by Wils Wilson in 2012; and Oscar Wilde, without naming
the show. From a thirty year experience of the Company's work, Lorraine picks out Tom's
Midnight Garden, 2007-8 directed by Roger Haines and Liam Steel; A Christmas Carol,
2012-11, directed by Rachel O'Riordan; and Macbeth, probably not the touring production by
English Touring Theatre and the Lyric in 1995; more likely, Max Stafford-Clark’s Out of
Joint production in 2004.48 Philip picks out Robin Soans' Talking to Terrorists, 2005, another
visiting production by Stafford-Clark and Out of Joint. Ida and Claire both particularly
48

I remember Banquo emerging right through the middle of the table in this production and then standing on it;
Lorraine talks about Banquo standing on the table. I can find no reference to a production of the play by the
Library Theatre Company itself. Lorraine is unsure if this was a Library production; the Out of Joint production
played in an empty local mill. (JW)
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remember Sondheim musicals, representing another important strand of the LTC's work. Ida
mentions the 1983 production of Company, and Claire, Merrily We Roll Along, in 1984. Ida
also talks about Chris Honer's 2011 production of Charles Way's adaptation of Hard Times,
another site-specific piece, performed in a mill. Damien mentions Rita, Sue and Bob
Too/Estate Affair, the third reference to a Max Stafford-Clark visiting production.
Harry, like many of the respondents to the questionnaire, refers to Samuel Beckett's Waiting
for Godot and Happy Days.49 Frazer believes that Chris Honer's production of Galileo was
one of the best he's ever seen, of any script. John Branwell outshone Ian McDiarmid playing
the same role, at the RSC.

...it’s something I went to not knowing the play, not knowing what to expect
and I can remember vividly the set...they’d got a black box basically, but
raked up, the floor was raked up and they put in like a black ceiling which
was raked down so it was very claustrophobic and lights came out of holes in
the ceiling and out of the wings, and it was...what I felt it had that Stratford’s
didn’t, was an air of menace and claustrophobia that he was sort of...you got a
real sense of danger and the closed world and the closed mind(s) that were
there.

Both Frazer and Bill talk about their affection for the intimacy of the
auditorium in the basement of the Central Library, Bill saying that 'there was no bad sight49

It is not clear from the transcript of Harry's interview whether or not he is referring directly to Library Theatre
productions of the Beckett plays. Chris Honer directed a production of Waiting for Godot in 2008 which many
other respondents quote in the answers to our questionnaire. John Blackmore directed an earlier production of
Waiting for Godot at the Library Theatre in 1971. Happy Days was presented at the Library in 1964. Harry says
that he has only been going frequently to the theatre for the last ten years since he retired, so it is most likely that
he is thinking of Chris Honer's production of Godot.
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line in it', unlike theatre-in-the-round, in which he 'can't help but notice false moves'. Like
Graham, he is sad to see the theatre go.
Bill describes how the realism of the production of The Price is intensified by
an implied threat to its dramatic credibility from the proximity of the audience, a conceit that
the old theatre space was well able to support. In his account the cluttered set echoes a fear
of intrusion into private territory – as embarrassing as being with an arguing married couple.
The intensity of the drama is important to Bill, and that relies on the quality of conviction that
the actors bring to the play. He chooses to pick out a show, The Price, which includes several
themes characteristic of Miller’s work; a poisoned legacy, passed on or withheld; a father’s
betrayal of his sons, standing in for a country’s betrayal of its citizens; competing but
affectionate brothers, speaking of the brotherhood of all men. Bill offers a memory of a play,
which reminds us of his own story. The character of Victor, in The Price, is cheated out of
his education, and separated from his brother. Bill tells us about the first time he goes to the
theatre, with a friend from whom he’d been separated, when this boy got into Grammar
School while Bill went to the local secondary modern. The thematic resonance between the
plot of the play and the story of Bill’s first theatre trip lends emotional intensity and gravity to
the real event; in the narrative of the interview he allows Miller to weigh in, on the side of
his, Bill’s, experience. Miller’s play, or Bill’s reading of it, speaks to and for the kid who did
not make it, pass his exam., come into a fortune, or sell his way to the top. Bill also shows us
here what theatre allows him to do. It offers stories and actions, which both shape and
express his life.
I’m a fan of Arthur Miller and one of the greatest experiences I had was going
to see ‘The Price' about two brothers following the death of their father. And
it was a superb set, a very cluttered set and rightly so and… it’s making my
legs tingle now just talking about it… And it was so well done I felt as if I
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was… Have you ever been with a married couple who are arguing and you
don’t want to be there? Like a 'Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wolf ' situation… and
I found myself uncomfortable, embarrassed and entranced as well.

Bill vividly captures the affective power of theatre to recreate the drama on stage in the
bodily reactions of the spectator...it's making my legs tingle..

Liz also enjoyed the design of Rosencrantz and Gildenstern Are Dead.

I felt I was here with them... it was a very encompassing performance, feeling
like I'd been taken back in time.

Similarly for Claire, who finds it hard to select from many memories of the company's work;
it is the feeling of proximity and involvement with the action on stage which she highlights.

My first memory of Library Theatre Company was seeing ‘Merrily We Roll
Along’ years ago and I remember being blown away by that as it’s such a
small intimate theatre and it felt like you were almost on the stage watching
it...

Claire, like Liz and Ida also mentions how much she enjoys the company's recent sitespecific work. Liz found that her familiarity with the setting of the site-specific show,
Manchester Lines leant power to the transformation of what had been a work place like her
own, into a site of communal celebration.
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It was in an office block, a kind of office block I’m very familiar with as I used
to work in one just like it, and just being taken into this fantastic space, which
was an office on the outside and then right at the end being taken out again
and the view of the tram lines and the very last bit of the play the choir came
and sang and came through the audience...that was a very memorable
experience.

Liz’s movement through the spaces of the play, brings her into unexpected
relation with boundaries which imply but no longer dictate a commercial topography, or even
a secure inside and outside, nor any limit to how far one might travel. '...the view of the tram
lines...' The choir too confound distinctions between audience and performers as they sing,
and intermingle with the audience, enacting a mutability of role and position, which delights
the spectator. The fact that Liz tells us about how she has recently become a writer, in the
same interview, adds to the sense of release that her description evokes. Certainly she
presents her experience of the play, in the context of improvements in her working life,
showing how the experience, but not in this case the story of the play, allows her to situate
her own associations in the settings of the play, and to present herself as someone taking a
playful journey, courtesy of the Library production, to her interviewer on the phone.

For Ida the production of Hard Times is enhanced by a sense of risk, in going
through the building where the drama was staged on different floors, with the poorest
characters confined in insanitary and dusty conditions in the basement and the well-off
inhabiting furnished and carpeted spaces above.

...it was because...there was even more than theatre because you went in...did
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you see it ? Well the first thing that happened...the building wasn’t terribly
safe you see...before you even got to the performance space proper, you went
past these tableaux of local people as if it was in Victorian time; so you were
taken into the times and you were part of it as well as being part of the scene
‘in the mill’ before they even started on ‘the’ script proper...

Lorraine, who would be hard pressed to choose between going to an art
gallery and seeing a play, responds to what she sees as the imaginative staging of Library
shows.

...for Tom’s Midnight Garden it was a clock face, kind of tilted so the audience
could look at it and lots of action took place around this clock face, and so…
The visual aspect has really stayed with me as well as the sort of chiming of
the clock and the ticking of time...

In her description of A Christmas Carol Lorraine demonstrates how her familiarity with the
inner mechanisms of dramatic structure allows her to appreciate the rhythm of the story, with
an informed critical awareness of the emotional journey of the play. She is watching theatre
with an expert eye; or rather, using all her senses.

I think I love A Christmas Carol in itself because it’s a story that is significant
for a person of any age really, and when I think about the, sort of, turn around
that Ebeneezer Scrooge experienced...seeing the ghosts of Christmas Past,
Present and Future...it’s kind of like a telescopic view of someone making
dramatic change but it all happened in one night for him, whereas in the
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course of many other plays we see a slower journey of change and I love the
changes that come about. I love the way Scrooge is stopped in his tracks by
the way he has been thinking in the past and I love his forward movement and
I think it was performed in an excellent way including the use of music as well,
which was good, and I find the Library Theatre as a company… they seem to,
they seem to convey those messages so well in a way that I’ve not seen other
companies do that.

Lorraine remembers and is curious about spectacular theatrical devices she has seen used,
particularly in the Christmas children's plays. She remembers an image of actors using their
bodies, props and sound to form the body of a golden eagle.

I seem to remember that the Library Theatre had been doing this for years in
many ways, in ways that make you gasp or really take you aback. I’ve got an
isolated memory...it might have been from Tom’s Midnight Garden of lots of
actors in umbrellas in trench coats50 and I’d been thinking about this and I
can’t even attribute the story to it, but it was the physical activity that was
getting across the point and moving on the plot in really unusual ways, in
ways that if you read the play it wouldn’t come to my mind to do it in that way.
Do you know the sorts of things I’m meaning? Sometimes it’s hard to hold on
to what they are and what you’ve seen and I don’t even know… do those sorts
of those ideas... Do they come from the director or the producer?

50

This image comes from The Ghosts of Scrooge, 2003, directed by Roger Haines, choreography by Liam Steel.
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Philip, who particularly enjoys the children's shows with his family, also
responds to the political argument of Out of Joint's Talking to Terrorists.

...it wasn’t a Library Theatre production it was a – I can’t remember who it
was now – one of the London companies...and that’s very, very interesting,
very thought provoking because the thesis was that...because the British
government has always said they would never negotiate with terrorists...well
negotiation means talking; if you don’t talk to these people then you don’t
achieve anything...I think that the concept of that stayed with us...'cause it
really made you think, you just have to talk to terrorists, I mean there is no
other option; otherwise they’ve won haven’t they?

Frazer contrasts two experiences of seeing plays by Tom Stoppard. He
struggles to come up with an example of a weak production by the Library Company. He
remembers going to see a Stoppard play on a Monday night when he had been working all
day and had also had a difficult weekend and was probably too tired to do it justice; he cannot
recall the title.

...but then when they did 'Arcadia' a few years ago, that was one of the ones at
the Lowry, and that was knockout...that was again a play I'd never seen
before...that was one of the ones, if I'd had time to, I'd go back and see it
again straight away, and actually they've just done it in Bolton, the amateur,
Little Theatre, and you know you can tell the difference with amateur
productions compared with the Library Theatre, but they did a very very good
job of it, and it was lovely to see it again.
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Harry explains why he relates particularly to Beckett's work. In his interview
he jokily positions himself as being of use to the student interviewers. I've come in handy to
you young people, 'cause most of my acquaintances are 70 plus. And he generously shares
his extensive knowledge of the theatre with them and so with us. Harry frames his analysis
of Beckett's attitude to language with self-deprecating comments showing concern about his
own verbal recall. Although I say two things, I'll have forgotten the second altogether... and
if I knew I was talking about it, I could say more. He goes on to present a clear and structured
argument, which seems entirely consistent with his years of teaching experience. Here it is in
full.

...two things; although I say two things, I’II have forgotten the second
altogether...but Beckett didn’t trust language so he thought he was... it was
impossible to convey your meaning in language...and that is why his plays got
shorter and shorter. So I got that from him, a lively awareness of...the
problems in language. Language wasn’t an accident, it was made by men, so
that’s the Jane Austen angle, and you have to express your thoughts in a
language made by people for other purposes. I think they prove it and that’s
the first thing I got out of Beckett. Second thing is that he looks from the
inside of his characters, out. So it’s like being in someone else’s brain,
looking out at the world. And so, I got that from Beckett, and if I knew I was
talking about it, I could say more.

Harry picks up this reference to Jane Austen again later, when imagining his version of a
theatre ghost.
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The Library Theatre Company: programme

There is a clear consensus amongst our contributors on the Library Theatre
Company's programme, that it presents a good variety of style and genre, catholic in taste.
The interviewees describe a mixture of comedy, musicals, and serious plays, with an
emphasis on modern and American writing. Frazer says,

I always feel there's a very, very good variety of stuff there and especially
when they're doing more plays than they did they cover a very wide range of
historical times and a very wide range of tastes.

There are several approving references to new writing. Liz says I think that they are very
good at putting on new writing. Philip mentions local playwriting. ..they keep coming back
to the Manchester tradition...so, Manchester playwrights.

Graham believes that the Company responds to a wide customer base, and
discusses the inclusion of plays that have an Ayckbourn character to them. Up to a point, he
enjoys plays that are less demanding, although he knows others in the amateur theatre world
who argue that Alan Ayckbourn’s writing is limited.

It doesn’t stimulate the mind or the emotions quite as much as other
(playwrights). He is a thoughtful playwright but that does not come across on
stage.
This is perhaps the only hint of a possible hierarchy of taste in the response to the programme,
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but it is not a criticism; Graham recognises different expectations of a theatrical experience,
and carefully avoids applying a hierarchical judgement. On the contrary, we can see in the
interviewees' responses, an active consensus of tolerance for a range of taste. Bill puts it this
way.

They are very good at Brecht. I don't completely agree with his philosophy
any more, but we should be reminded...I like American drama, Tennessee
Williams, Miller of course...Pinter...and I do accept that there is a need to
do some main stream and popular theatre...

Damien, our youngest interviewee, mentions particularly enjoying the
Replay Festival of local new writing. This recent innovation to the Library Theatre’s
programme has allowed audiences to see a selection of new plays chosen from the preceding
year's fringe productions, curated by guest directors. It is worth noting that Cathy Crabb's
play Beautiful House gained a full production on the Library stage, through this route. First
produced in an amateur performance at the experimental Studio Salford venue, the play was
then included in the Replay Festival; and finally presented at the theatre in April 2012, in a
production directed by Noreen Kershaw.

The Library's programme wins unanimous praise for its consistent and
reliable quality. Philip's comment is typical.

I think it (is) a very interesting range...and the production standards have
always been exceptionally high. The ones that I’ve seen... this ‘Mother
Courage’ that we went to, we chose to go and see it, feeling confident that it’s
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a Library Theatre production – it’s going to be good, and it was. So er, I don’t
remember ever having been let down by, or feeling let down by a
production...which is nice you know. If you feel you can book in advance for
something and whatever it turns out like, it's going to be well done.

Ida looks at the plays with an accountant's eye.

A lot of the things they’ve done...I’ve really enjoyed. I think that that they
seem to have a knack of...really bringing a play out without thinking 'oh they
must have done this on a shoe string'.

She recognises the economic pressures on the Company.

I'm quite content that if I want to see Shakespeare I really will have to go to
the Globe or Stratford... The thing they do very well...is to use the cast in a
number of different roles and so they manage to put on a variety...given what
must be financial restrictions. I should say at this point that I'm an
accountant so there's always a temptation to look around and say they haven't
made a profit again...

Lorraine believes that the Library fulfils an innovative artistic role.

I would say that the Library Theatre always seemed to be at the forefront of
doing things in a different way and so I don’t get the impression that it’s ever
been a company that’s sat back and just trotted out things for the sake of it.
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They’ve always been things with a purpose and well-chosen to be very varied.

Several of the interviewees have particularly enjoyed the recent site-specific
work, which they see as innovative and exciting. Frazer and Claire both regard this as a
benefit of the company's current homeless state. Here's Frazer's response:

But I think things like that (Hard Times) are absolutely brilliant, and that’s
possibly come about through losing the Library Theatre space. And the other
one was at the top of Number One, First Street which was about the Lost
Property Office, which was again with John Branwell who was so brilliant in
Galileo and that was also a really great experience to sort of go into
somewhere where you wouldn’t expect there to be theatre happening and go
and see some new drama that was local, and different and unexpected.

Frazer is also concerned that the Company gets back to providing the number of productions
it has presented in the past, something that is an important theme in James Quinn's interview.
James is able to chart a decline in numbers of productions since the early eighties. But this is
not only about the Library; it is the story of regional theatre throughout the country. He gives
an example of the 1979 - 1980 season, when the Library Theatre Company were presenting
plays both at the Library Theatre and at the Forum in Wythenshawe.

Well it has changed...in the late 70’s which is when I first started going
regularly as an adult...for a start they had two theatres, and certainly in the
'79/'80 season they think I did eight plays in both theatres, virtually all round
the (year), starting rehearsals in the August, the first play in September going
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right through to July, early August the following season...so for a start off they
had more opportunity er, 16 plays. You’ve got...if you like....a real mixture of
quite obscure plays... I’m trying to think of that season...there was Tom Jones
which was kind of...a period adventure story...that opened the season at the
Forum. There was Funny Peculiar which was a comedy, a Lancashire, a
modern day, by Bill Stott...very approachable for anybody, you know, and then
you get Volpone which is another period drama, and then...(sic)Howard
Brenton.51 You’d always get a traditional Christmas show but basically you’d
always have a breadth, a real breadth cause they had more space. I think
that...what the theatre has done over the last ten, fifteen years has probably
been a fairly effective balancing act given that...they’ve only been doing six,
seven shows a year; even less than that now....you might get an Alan
Ayckbourn play, Shakespeare plays, maybe a Brecht play and something less
well known, some new plays as well. I think that...now they don’t have the
funding to do as many plays I think new work gets a bit more squeezed out.
But the last sort of new play that was done at the er, Library Theatre before
the...Oscar Wilde play that finished the season, this is in the old (theatre)
was...a new play so you know, there is a mindfulness of er...
it’s also size of cast as well, this is not to do with the Library Theatre you
know, there were more actors employed in the old days...

51

From Library Theatre’s web site records: 1979 – 1980 season.
Abigail's Party, Mike Leigh. When the Actors Come, Don Taylor. The Shadow of a Gunman, Sean O'Casey.
Bedroom Farce, Alan Ayckbourn. An Englishman's Home, Stephen Mallatrat. The Diary of Anne Frank,
Diana Harker. Butley, Simon Gray. A Streetcar Named Desire, Tennessee Williams. Tom Jones, (Henry
Fielding). The Return of A.J.Raffles, Graham Greene. Knuckle, David Hare. Kidnapped and Christmas,
Willis Hall. Aladdin. Play it Again, Sam, Woody Allen. Roll on Four O'Clock, Colin Welland. The Case of
David Anderson, Q.C., John Hale. The Bells of Hell, Diana Harker. The Old Country, Alan Bennett. Whose
Life is it Anyway?, Brian Clark. The Homecoming, Harold Pinter. Funny Peculiar, Mike Stott.
<http://www.librarytheatre.com/whats-on/?decade=1970> [accessed 28 September 2013]
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Lorraine mentions discussing the questionnaire with her husband, with whom
she saw Mother Courage. He mentions John Hale's The Case of David Anderson QC from
this season, as his strongest memory of a Library Theatre show.

It was a long time ago, but the play that made the most impression on my
husband was David Anderson QC; (he) remembers it in much detail and he
liked the (shows) that make...political points and things that are very
controversial. I explained to him; why doesn’t he come to the interview?!

Although two of the female respondents pick out Sondheim musicals as their
most striking memories of the Library Theatre's programme, no-one speaks directly about the
loss of that strand of the company's work. Some of the differences of taste in relation to
music in the theatre, which we noticed in the answers to the questionnaires, also emerge in
the interviews. Harry has a broad taste in music; he enjoyed Les Miserables, and takes part in
the interview on his way to a Wagner Society meeting. Ida's favourite art form is opera; but
she was surprised by the use of music in Mother Courage.

I had no idea that Brecht had put all those songs in and in fact I didn't
object...I can't remember the other plays having that much music...I didn't
realise the play had such musical aspect.

Claire enjoys music and musical theatre, but is aware that 'not everyone likes that stuff '.
Graham and Philip both question the role of the music in the show.

However, Damien, the youngest of our interviewees in his late twenties,
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says that his favourite art form is music. What surprised him most in the production was the
use of live music; with the unexpected humour a close second. He makes the point that
musicals have to appeal to everyone, and are relatively convention-bound, whereas theatre is
an art form that allows for much more individuated and personal expression.

It's nice when someone can have their own feelings and project that out

In the production of Mother Courage, he is delighted with the unusual orchestration, the
eclectic mixture of styles and the actors' musicality.

I don’t mind musicals but find they can lack plot and the songs and reprises
can drag on and become dull. Mother Courage wasn’t a musical but did have
songs, they were well written and performed and I enjoyed the variety of styles
and instruments used from brass, flute, guitar, harmonica, drums. It was
beautiful. I especially liked that the cast played the instruments; it wasn’t
expected and made the experience feel so much more intimate rather than
having separate musicians.

What Damien's response suggests is that the Library Company's use of a new, specially
written score for Mother Courage was striking and surprising not because it introduced
popular forms into 'straight' drama; but because the style and the dramatic function of the
music directly challenged mainstream musical theatre conventions, especially what Dan
Rebellato refers to as ‘McTheatre’.52 It is most definitely not 'Les Miz'.

52

Rebellato, p. 40.
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The public role of the theatre

Liz puts the case of the theatre enthusiast.

(The Library Theatre has) allowed me to access work I wouldn’t necessarily
have gone to see. Living in Manchester, unlike London where you’ve got all
the choice in the West End...being up here it’s not necessarily, you have got the
choice but it’s how to get to it. There’s only a couple of theatres in Manchester,
you have the Opera House, the Royal Exchange and the Palace, but again
that’s more musicals, if you want to see a decent play it's down to the Royal
Exchange, the Library Theatre and the Lowry, and I think the Library Theatre
are not afraid of putting on contemporary productions and a wider range. I
love the Royal Exchange but you always know what you’re going to get
whereas with the Library Theatre there’s all sorts of work I’ve seen that I
wouldn’t have been able to elsewhere.

The interviewees tell us that the Library Theatre's work is valuable because it
allows them to see plays that they would not otherwise have a chance to see, and because it is
accessible geographically and in terms of price.

Several respondents to the questionnaire refer to making use of facilities for
people with disabilities. Three of our interviewees mention some difficulties with longer
plays such as Mother Courage, because sitting for a long time, or concentrating for a long
time can be challenging or sometimes painful. Seating is important, but so is the length of a
show, or in Janet's case, access to transport from Skelmersdale.
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Frazer speaks for several of the retired interviewees when he talks about the
challenge of continuing to see theatre and concerts on a limited budget.

...although there are savings with being retired because you don’t end up
spending so much on petrol and transport and things like that when you can
buzz in on the bus for nothing, but I mean going to theatre and concerts is a
big part of my life...I like to see as much as possible for as little as possible
really, and the only time I tend to splash out a bit more is if I go say to London
to an opera or something, and sometimes then I’ll get a more expensive seat,
but...I think if I had to cut back on something it would probably be on going to
other places...because there’s so much in Manchester...

Transport difficulties combine with a disappointment with the venue to keep Bill away from
the Lowry, except when there is a play by a writer he really enjoys.

I don’t like the Lowry. I think the Lowry’s a missed opportunity. I’m from
Salford and was born about a mile away from the Lowry site and so unless it’s
a play I really want to see, I’ve not seen much of the Library Theatre in the
Lowry. I also don’t drive and it’s a monkey to get to on public transport.

Harry has to save up to see Wagner; he is always aware of the cost of theatregoing.

I keep a check on how much it costs...So for example, what did Mother
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Courage cost? Sixty quid, by the time we'd eaten and had a coffee at
Piccadilly...

Janet remembers her pleasure in visiting the theatre in the basement of the
Central Library.

(It was) bigger than I expected...I expected something tiny in a Library...I
remember it being warm and entertaining and packed, busy. Really the place
felt furnished and the performance was very professional...it was a very
completing experience.

Most of the interviewees describe learning from their visits. Claire feels that
she has learnt about different writers and plays; like all the other interviewees, she describes
how visiting the Library's shows, provokes curiosity and a thirst for knowledge.

It's made me very enthusiastic about the theatre and made me want to find out
more.

Graham describes how the casting of a Christmas show formed his attitude
towards integrated casting. The terms Graham uses is ‘colour blind’. In its policy on
integrated casting, the actors’ trade union Equity calls for casting that ensures that a whole
cast is multiracial in composition.

One of the things I’ve always been impressed by in the Library Theatre
Company is colour-blind casting and it struck me in particular in the
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production ‘A Christmas Carol’…about ten years ago…the Library’s attitude
or approach always seems to me to have been to make the question an
irrelevant question. I keep seeing those mentions of Ray Fearon playing
Henry V and it’s just an irrelevant question for me.

The educational aspect of the Company's role is also evident in the interest
in workshops and discussions. There is a strong sense of the educational value of the
theatre's work, in the broadest and most open sense of the word. Damien believes that
theatre
makes you question yourself, and society as a whole...

Lorraine describes the importance of the Library Theatre's contribution to the
cultural life of the city, linking it closely to family life.

I think for my family it’s been an important part of Manchester. It’s been
something that was...sort of intimately bound up really. My husband and
myself - I was born in Manchester, my husband was born in Salford. We’ve
spent most of our lives living in this area and we feel it has been one of the
jewels of Manchester really, that we’ve had the Library Theatre. We’ve
actually… I know we’re about to have the experience of going to the new
Library Theatre when it’s all completed but we’ve actually loved it being in
the setting it’s been in because for it to be in the Library, for me, that’s sort
of….because I love to read as well and there are just echoes of it things that I
think are important, so from the time my husband and me were sort of going
out together before we were married, then going to the Library Theatre was
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really enjoyable and has continued to be...

Graham places the Library's work in the context of a vibrant and competitive
regional theatrical culture.

There's a hell of a lot of good theatre within an hour's drive... You're
concentrating on the Library Theatre but I live the other side of Wigan to
Manchester, so I have Manchester theatres and Liverpool theatres and West
Yorkshire Playhouse as all part of my domain and part of my interest provider
and sometimes the Library Theatre or any theatre thinks that it is...people’s
centre of interest whereas it’s...in common with many others and in part
competing for the same audiences. If it’s allowed to call itself a regional
producing theatre, it’s very good and it’s not quite so grand as the Royal
Exchange, in terms of production sizes, as it’s physically constricted, but the
stage is not all that large, the stage pretty much takes up the whole of the
performing space, takes up the whole of the backstage areas, so it can’t do
flamboyant productions which the Royal Exchange and West Yorkshire
Playhouse can do for instance.

Philip makes an argument for continued local public subsidy of the Library
Theatre. He traces the Company's unique role in the community, its accessibility, its
responsiveness and its ability to innovate artistically, back to the source and system of
funding.

...because the standards of the (company) have been very high and the range
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of production has been such that they put on plays that I would never have
seen if it hadn’t been for them. I think it's wonderful that it's supported
through our local taxes, that we pay our rates to Manchester Corporation,
City Council or whatever they are called now and some of that money goes to
the Library and I think it's brilliant, absolutely superb. This is how theatre
should be supported...and I think they have always ...taken that role. The
theatre company knowing that the money is coming from the taxpayers – some
money...they’ve always been very responsible so it's...again I feel there is a
connection because some of my money, apart from ticket money is going
directly towards funding the company... Every major city should have a
Library Theatre.

The value of theatre and the role of the audience

For Denise,
Going to the theatre is integral to my life.

In addition to going to the theatre two or three times a month, Denise runs workshops based
Hon the work of Augusto Boal. Her use of theatre as a therapeutic and political tool is goes
hand in hand with watching professionally produced plays. Boal applies theatrical
techniques to problems in everyday life including intervening directly in political situations
and his work gives participants the opportunity to rehearse scenarios, and try out strategies
for challenging their oppressors. Denise's uses Boal's techniques to promote self-advocacy in
therapeutic settings.
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I'm actually embracing theatre as a way of exploring and addressing issues
that different people encounter... Good plays help you explore and look at the
different people's realities.

Frazer too enjoys working out what drives characters; what else they might do;
what they might do next. He especially enjoys characters who misbehave.

I think the most important thing for me is getting involved with the
characters...you get some really vile characters in the theatre that you
empathise with in some way, or ...you sort of will them to do things or not to
do things... you don’t watch Macbeth and think what a monster, you think
about the influence on his life and how he got into that state and how things
could have been different...if I can’t sort of like a character however
unpleasant they might be, in some way, that’s when I tend not to enjoy them...

Frazer found Chris Honer's Director's Talk about Mother Courage directly relevant to his
interest in exploring motivation. In his description, he makes no separation between the
exploration of characters inside the theatre and people outside. What is notable here is how
Frazer as spectator, and Denise as therapist are using cognate skills of empathic identification
and vicarious experiment.

You’ve got an insight into people’s lives and the way their minds work and the
way they react to what’s going on and the decisions they make, whether
they’re right or wrong, and in Brecht it was very interesting from Chris
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Honer’s talk about what the characters are trying to get, what their aims are
and trying to work that out.

He enjoys ensemble acting as opposed to seeing star actors.

...it's the team work...especially in a play like that where actors are playing
multiple roles, you keep seeing them again as somebody else, in a different hat
or suit, that’s something I really love in theatre to see something that doesn’t
have a big star and a lot of underlings but something that is a real team effort.

Damien feels the same.

...everyone works together...

Just as Denise connects her dramatic activism to her theatre-going, Graham links his
participation in amateur theatre with his enjoyment of professional productions.

I got involved with the amateur theatre group for about ten years in the early
part of this century and thoroughly enjoyed that to the extent that going to the
theatre and being interested in theatre and liking theatre and that
participating and connecting had a serious effect on my life.

He searches for a good analogy.

You might as well ask me 'does reading have an effect on my life?' As close a
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relationship as that is, I suspect.

For Liz a comparison with reading misses the special nature of a theatrical
occasion.

If there was a night out at a restaurant or bar or a night at the theatre, I
would choose the theatre. These are opportunities, it's not like renting a film
or reading a book; they're special occasions and if there's a play I want to see,
that comes first. It's well worth it.

James Quinn values the combination of content and entertainment. The sort
of drama that affects him most is

alive...dynamic...passionate. I always like things that have something to say...
I like being entertained, but...like a Ken Loach film...
...it's something that has a bit of meat, a bit of content, substance.

One of the few areas in which our interviewees differ is in their descriptions
of the relationship to the rest of the audience; to each other. This is an area of interesting
discomfort; even paradox.

Lorraine, like Philip, invests the Library Theatre, the old auditorium and the
Company, with shared family memories; her idea of the theatre has something ceremonial
about it, although, like most of the interviewees, she is also looking forward to the opening of
the new building. Lorraine says that what affects her most when watching a play is its
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meaning and the questions it raises in her mind.

But I think it's a lovely social thing to do. I've enjoyed doing it with my family
and my friends. I think it's a great thing to share.

For Ida,

one thing which is important is the feel of the audience around you

Graham says that the social aspect is less important to him than the content of
the play.

I go to the theatre quite a lot on my own and enjoy it...

Janet, who likes to feel part of live entertainment, was with a group of people
who enjoyed Mother Courage much less than she did, and clearly did not enjoy the
conversation.

The people I went with, one said to another afterwards, 'did you enjoy it?' And
the other muttered, 'no' and then the other people in the group said they didn't
really enjoy it. I said how wonderful it had been. They asked if I'd enjoyed
it...I don't think 'enjoy' is the right word. It was enriching and wonderful and
I'm really glad I went... I think they wanted something a bit more light and
fluffy and humorous. They didn't really appreciate the music... It is not to
everybody's taste. I think some people prefer a fancy set, bright and breezy
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and pretty people dancing around, The characters weren't particularly pretty.
Well, I'm sure they were but when they were done up in the costumes... It was
heavy going...

Bill puts the paradox neatly:

As a personality I'm not particularly social and essentially you're watching a
play by yourself even if you go with a group…

Theatre Ghosts and the future of the Library Theatre Company at First Street ('Home')

Several of our interviewees used the opportunity to invent the figure of a
ghost to make sense of their contribution; to gather together themes they had been thinking
about during the interview. Sometimes the character becomes an embodiment of their own
role not only in the interview but in relation to the Library Theatre Company and its move.
In Janet’s interview she invents a benevolent ghost; an actor who comes back to haunt the
theatre. But she believes he should let the young ones in… She goes on to explain to her
student interviewers how she sees the future of the theatre:

…you’re asking me about the theatre and theatrical experience and speaking
about ghosts. You’re asking me about life and living because the theatre’s all
about living life… Saying that, I know you just sit there in the dark and don’t
fidget, but actually what’s being present is a larger than life picture… and
seeing you two and the questions you’re asking and your obvious knowledge
of the theatre and of Brecht…I see that you’re both injecting I would say a lot
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of dynamism into the modern day. As you can see I’m quite a bit older than
you…when I see you I realise that older people like the ghost, would learn a
lot from you…there’s no harm in referring back to the past, but don’t get
caught up in it…

Denise’s spirit is equally concerned with looking after the next generation.

She’s had quite a lot of bad experiences in her life...she wants to help the
young women value themselves and not get drawn in by men who don’t value
them.
.
She is pleased with what she’s invented; it’s the right kind of ghost.

I suppose I see how theatre can be used to explore a whole load of issues
which affect us in different ways and make us stronger and more self-reliant
and I’d like to see the ghost reflecting that. Giving theatre a really important,
positive role in our lives. It is very easy for television to take over our lives.
The theatre gets frittered away into silly soap operas of life. I think it’s
important to keep the value of theatre.

Graham is concerned that the loss of the brand name risks losing the
connection with the older audience who know the name well. Despite his own earlier change
of attitude towards integrated casting, he warns about the possible conservatism of the regular
audience.
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You’ll never change the mind of people like that who perhaps have the same
thoughts I do.

Liz thinks that strong storytelling is at the heart of good theatre, and this is
what she wants her character to convey.

Someone with old fashioned values of storytelling….I’ve got a picture of
Charles Dickens imprinted on my brain at the moment. I see red
velvet…someone in Victorian garb, but something modern about it. I know a
lot of people are uncomfortable with change and think that the Library
Theatre is going, but it’s not gone, it’s going to a brand new home and by all
accounts it’s going to be amazing. The ghost needs to be someone who can
encompass the old and reassure theatre-goers that it’s not going to become
too modern but have a modern twist about it.

Philip is concerned that a ghost by definition might pull us back to the past.
But he thinks that Annie Horniman is someone worth remembering.

…this theatre here, the Capitol Theatre53, used to be called The Horniman.
So in a sense her ghost is still at the Library, wherever the Library Theatre
exists. And in a way that would be what I would want, so that she becomes
the link from the past through to the future…so there is some continuity, and
the things she stood for…women’s rights and….some sort of environmental
concern and recycling and being her own woman and all that kind of thing

53

The Capitol Theatre in Manchester Metropolitan University is the home of MMU’s School of Theatre.
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would be the kind of spirit you would want in the Library Theatre.

Lorraine, with her passion for art as well as theatre, is already imagining the
sorts of ‘cross-over projects’ which might happen in the new building.

If I’m going to put an art form into the new theatre I like the thought that
some of the imaginative things I’ve seen would be reflected…through works of
art or mementos of threads of continuity. I say threads. There could be wall
hangings, there could be tapestries. One thing I did look at on the website is
the work of the costume department and that’s something, in the past we knew
less about but now with the benefit of technology, we can look at different
aspects of the work of the theatre, can’t we?

Bill proposes a new form of critical engaged spectatorship based on his
analysis of what ghostliness stands for, in the theatre

It’s a struggle to express this present, powerful, kind of ‘in your periphery
vision’ and a player can conjure up that magic. It makes the hairs on the back
of your neck stand up. It’s there, but not there,. Carlos Santana used to have a
spirit guide and that kind of ‘in your peripheral vision’ but if you turn it’s not
there. The way a ghost should be. Your imagination does the work. If you see
it, the nice thing about plays is, it’s what happens in your head.

I would want it to be a kind of political and working class Certainly lower
middle class. I don’t want any royal ghosts in there, not like Hamlet’s father, I
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would like a working class ghost with a point of view, with an attitude.
Dissatisfied. And demanding. And kind of turning its mouth down and shaking
its head if it didn’t like something, if they did a Noel Coward! …poor and run
down, but casually dressed, jeans and a checked shirt Silent. Looking.
Watching. Shaking his head if it’s not good enough.

Interviewer: What is the spirit’s reason for demanding attention of the living?

Because it’s got… a thing about the audience… I’ve worked on some writing
now and been involved in production…I (am) astonished how the same play
within three days (can) be so different with a different audience; with our
production … it could be so different with a different audience. (The Ghost is)
demanding that the audience engages in it. And stop analysing it or sitting
back. It doesn’t bother me if I see a bad play, as I sit and think ‘why was that
bad for me?’ And this ghost walks around the play whilst it’s on and says to
the audience ‘Work harder.’ ‘The players have done all the work that needs to
be done’ and the audience would be astonished to see what’s involved, and it’s
saying ‘We’ve done our work. Do your bit.’ - As I said ‘Do your bit’ then, I
stabbed my finger into to the air! As if to say ‘Get on with it! Take this
seriously!’ You know Sarah Kane - alright you’re killing a child on stage –
live with it! It’s not inconsequential tosh. You’ve got me going now.
I’ll go away thinking about the theatre ghost…
All public performers, footballers actors, have got to be superstitious, as
there’s so much that can go wrong. Superstition… and I speak as an atheist…
is a kind of stiffener. A ‘lets concentrate and get this right’. Like talking about
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the ‘Scottish play’ backstage. Although I’m not superstitious personally,
there’s magic in theatre. You’ve got this blank stage that suddenly turns into
something else that suddenly turns away again. That’s magical and it happens
before your eyes and you’re present when it happens and you’re contributing
to it as an audience, as there’s not a play without an audience, there can’t be.
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6 Summary of findings



In our qualitative investigation of the work of the Library Theatre Company, we found
that audiences who went to see Mother Courage and her Children make serious
claims for the effect on their lives of the experience of watching a play, and in
particular of the experience of the work of the Library Theatre Company. For this
group, theatre-going is an activity which provides an imaginative framework over
time in which to locate and then interpret personal and shared histories. Participation
in theatrical culture bonds one generation with another and through a pleasurable
conspiracy of pretence, allows the individual spectator vicarious access to the
experience of other people, irrespective of distance in time, place or social condition.
The activity provides structure for the articulation of personal and to some extent
civic identity. Memories over decades of the Library Theatre Company's work mark
key moments in personal, family and working life, and the content of plays is
deployed in recall and interpretation of transitions between one stage of life and the
next. This is something that flows from the continuity of the city's support of the
Library Theatre since 1952.



When we looked at how audience members process the vicarious experience of
watching a play, we found that there is a theatre of the mind that carries on the stage
drama beyond the auditorium. Spectators are engaged in active use of the dramatic
material offered by the Company in a variety of contexts; artistic, intellectual,
personal and therapeutic. Spectators use theatrical methods, imaginatively testing out
the possible consequences of various actions and choices, in which stage characters
stand in for the audience member. This has consequences for personal well-being, but
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it is not shared in any forum mediated by the Library Theatre Company.



Considering the role of the Library Company in the city; our evidence suggests that
the company is extremely successful in providing for a wide range of theatrical taste
and interest, including tastes different from those of our contributors. In addition,
these audience members appreciate and enjoy a range of activities which set the plays
into context, from reading the programme to participating in educational workshops.
In terms of access to cultural experience the Library Theatre's work is exemplary and
highly valued by this group of respondents. However, the audience's response to the
work of the company, their expertise and the quality of their engagement represents an
untapped resource. The picture we have been able to present of how spectators make
use of the stimulus of theatre suggests the need to revisit the way in which subsidised
theatres and other arts organisations define their own public role.



The Library Theatre Company has a pivotal role in wider theatrical practice and
engagement in the region. It operates as a broker between non-professional theatrical
practice and professional theatre. This is important in terms of developing and giving
voice to locally based artists, particularly actors and writers. It is also important in
terms of artistic innovation, access to theatrical culture and the development of
aesthetic fluency. The theatre's programming has a particularly powerful effect
because of the pattern of theatrical engagement. Most spectators in our survey, over
decades, engage with theatre regionally. There is an indication that the Theatre’s
policy of promoting some new writing by women has had the effect of broadening the
regional theatrical culture. This particular group of audience members values artistic
innovation highly and look to the Library Theatre Company for this. For example,
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they see the development of site-specific theatre, while the Company is 'homeless' as
exciting and interesting.



Audience members in this survey do express their sense of loss of the old Library
Theatre space in the basement of the Central Library. But by far the greater concern
is that others might not fully appreciate the artistic opportunities offered by the new
building.



Our research suggests the possibility that critical conventions come into play for
spectators not immediately, but sometime after seeing a play in a way that evens out
or excludes responses, which do not fit into a recognisable critical vocabulary. This
theory needs to be tested in comparison with other audience surveys.



The Library Theatre's audience's response to the way that music was used by Chris
Honer and his artistic team in Mother Courage and Her Children is one of the most
surprising findings to emerge from this survey. There is some evidence here of the
idea that the boundaries of taste operate to distinguish membership of a higher status
social group, but this has to be seen as operating in relation to aesthetic conventions
and the audience's understanding of these. The Library Theatre has not been able to
continue its musical theatre programming for the last decade. In terms of the local
theatrical culture this means that this audience's expectation of musical theatre is that
it is exclusively commercial, as if serious material can no longer be dealt with in that
form. This is something that funders as well as the Library Theatre and its successor,
GMAC Ltd should investigate further.
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Where we attempted to test a new and distinctive research method, the technique of
using an imaginative prompt to access otherwise inaccessible material was effective
even in those cases where participants did not want to elaborate the idea of the
‘theatre ghost’ in particular, because it gave respondents the chance to shape their own
response to the research. Every interviewee created a narrative of their relationship to
the theatre, using the opportunity to invent a character that embodied their key ideas.
The technique appears to offer a new way of recognising the agency of the contributor
in the research process consistent with the re-visioning of the spectator as an active
participant in the construction of value. The claim is made tentatively with a view to
the need for further testing of this approach.
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Appendix 1:
EXTRACTS: from interview with Karl Barry. Recorded 9th May, 2013. Interviewer Julie
Wilkinson; with Sophia Hatfield.

[Karl Barry tells how his father left him and his mother when he was 5,6 or 7. He and his
mother moved around 15 times, to addresses in Manchester and London and he went to 7
schools. I had no education. He was a ‘love child’. The ninth of his mother's children; she
had left her first husband for Karl's father but the relationship did not last. His mother was a
bespoke tailoress; skilled work; a Jewish immigrant from Russia. She and her sister married
two brothers; his aunt's husband was a successful bespoke tailor. His mother worked for her
brother-in-law until she retired, and so supported Karl and herself. He left school at 14 with
no qualifications at all, and ‘finished up at 16 or 17 taking over my uncle's shop when the
older men were called up in 1939.’ He hated uniforms; his uncle was making uniforms for
the forces... He didn't want to go in the army; and was seriously short sighted. When he
received his call up papers he 'faked my eye test', claiming that he exaggerated the eye
problem, and was exempted. He could have stayed working in the shop but the war... Karl
makes a gesture indicating the spread of the war. Many local Jewish lads were training as
radio operators for the Merchant Navy; he signed up for the training. His uncle made his
uniform for him out of black doe skin – they had to pay for their own uniforms, although they
rarely wore uniform and had civilian status, being free to change ships. ‘In the Merchant
Navy, if your ship is attacked and sunk, that's when your wages stop. You're no longer
employed. No pension, nothing.’ He would not describe himself as a Jew; ‘now we come to
this perennial problem: what is a Jew?... I'm certainly not religious. My mother very
definitely not.. and with all the blood shed in the name of religion....’ They took the Daily
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Worker 54. ‘The International Brigade55 is part of my background, because people my mother
and I knew, some of them from this house went and came back, some were killed. The house
was always full of interesting strangers. I used to dangle on the little finger of one who was
killed in Spain – nice man, Alec Armstrong. She left Russia – she came from a little village,
away from Vilnius. She told me a story about how she and her sister hid under the wheels of
a waggon, and the Cossacks came down the street with their swords... it was more or less a
ghetto... My mother belonged to an amateur theatre group and they were going to America.
With Paul Muni...56 he was a famous actor; and for some reason that didn't happen.... ‘
Karl served on Norwegian and other ships throughout the war as a radio operator, coming
under attack on several occasions, and was finally de-mobbed in 1947. He was the third
operator; it was in America during a switch from one ship to another, aged 19, that he went to
the theatre for the first time. In Manchester they had not been able to afford it. He responded
to an advert for student actors to join Andre Van Gyseghem's Intimate Theatre Company in
Manchester.]

KB: This business of danger... we didn't think about it…I say we, I suppose we're all the
same..
They called me Dizzy…because I was the only one on the ship who did exercises on the
ship...barre work; and skipping, lots of skipping, skipping. I got the others involved for a bit...
I'm a fitness freak, I think..

JW: So, you'd applied for the Intimate Theatre...
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Contemporary Socialist newspaper.
1936-9 Spanish Civil War. The International Brigade recruited volunteers opposed to Franco's Fascist rebels.
56
Paul Muni born in Lvov and brought up in Chicago became a successful Hollywood actor. He began his
acting career in Yiddish Theatre.
55
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KB:..I was taken on as a non-paid student...

JW: And where was this? Where did the company work?

KB: In the Library Theatre...

JW: The basement?

KB: It's a lecture theatre; that's what it is really. That was the cause of a lot of trouble
because scenic flats would be 15 feet tall and have you ever been back stage there? ...The
entrance to the stage is about 7 feet high, big square tunnel, so we had to tip all the flats over,
run them on, throw a cleat we learnt all that sort of thing it was lovely... lovely time.
I remember being in a rehearsal in the back row of the auditorium it must have been about
three in the morning a stage manager looking at the plans on his knees I think he was asleep...
we were setting up. A wonderful time a wonderful time, and then you get paid.

JW: [LOOKING AT PHOTOGRAPHS OF COMPANY] Was it wonderful because of the
friends you made?

KB: You know, I don't think so, no... I was quite friendly with Tom Leybourn.. at this time
I'm living here...57 and I'm very involved with Leigh she's living here and I'm not the type of
person, if I'm involved with someone... to look at other women.
This little photo was taken Lower Moseley Street. Parallel with that…was back Lower
Moseley Street. And in the back in the basement there was an art studio Midday Studios and

57

Karl lives in Salford in a house first rented by his mother, which he bought on her death.
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it had quite an international reputation, and when the Intimate, the season finished the studios
gave us a party and that's the whole party, and there's me with a great mop of sideways hair.
Am I wearing specs? I should be... Everything's a blur without them.

JW: It's a very young company? Are these the students or the professionals?

KB: I think some of the girls are there, and I think Tom Leybourn is there, he's the blonde
haired boy, sharp nosed… the rest of them, the professional acting company, 1947, I think.
After that they all dispersed except for myself, who was taken on again.

JW: And what sort of season did you present? Were you performing the whole year round?

KB: Six months.

JW: Then you played in Treasure Island 58– can you remember what you went on to play
after that?

KB: I don't think I'd many parts of consequence. If I'm not mistaken, it was three weeks on
monthly rep, so it was a very high standard. I understudied Van Gyseghem59 in The Seagull.
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Karl played the part of Ben Gunn in Treasure Island. Illustrations of programmes and photographs can be
found in the appendix to the Spirit of Theatre report.
59
According to Colin Chambers, in The Story of Unity Theatre (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1989), Andre
Van Gyseghem had won a London County Council scholarship to RADA, and worked as an actor and
director including with a south London Co-operative drama group. In 1930 he went to The Embassy theatre
at Swiss Cottage and there directed plays on social issues including two with Paul Robson in the cast. A lifelong communist, he spent a formative period in the Soviet Union and became the first president of Unity. He
worked in both non-paid and professional theatre, founding a professional company, Left Theatre Company,
in 1934. Unity took pride in its 'amateur' status. Within the wider political theatre movement the idea of a
distinction between amateur and professional theatre was challenged as a way of rooting dramatic expression
in the working class; an idea that was still current in the late 1970s. To professionalise was seen by some as
a political compromise with an exclusive class-based hegemony. Van Gyseghem trained many of the
politically committed actors who volunteered for Rebel Players and Unity productions and seems to have
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Fortunately I didn't have to go on..oooh dear me; it would have terrified me It was a lovely
play I love Chekhov. I played Vanya... years ago.

JW: Where?

KB: Later on...

It was probably with a travelling company.. we toured Ireland...

with a company....it doesn't exist any more... called Theatre North.... It was Jimmy Tomlinson
started it... Sybil Thorndyke was attached with its foundation...Sheffield based; he saw me at
Oldham Rep. He offered me a job... We took Enemy of the People...I had very grave doubts
about going to Ireland...

JW: This was when? In the seventies, when there were the troubles in Ireland?

KB: I didn't want to see any more bullets... However I was glad I went. [KARL
DESCRIBES THE PLOT OF IBSEN'S ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE] ….the set was designed
so that there was a big chair... and I was in the background... and the attendance at the
meeting was the audience... we addressed the audience... and one occasion in Northern
Ireland... it was wonderful... this pretend I put to the vote... they voted! Wonderful! Talk
about audience participation.. it was marvellous...

brought the practice of running a trainee student company whose members learnt technical skills as well as
acting and worked alongside the regular performers, to the Intimate Theatre Company in Manchester. This
is an example of what Colin Chambers calls Unity's 'open university' approach. It was this student company
of which Karl Barry became a member. Van Gyseghem went on to become Artistic Director at Nottingham
Playhouse, but he continued to contribute to Unity Theatre, directing in 1956 a living newspaper production
which made connections between the crisis in Suez with the Soviet invasion of Hungary, to the anger of the
Communist Party. When the author studied at the Bristol Old Vic Theatre School in 1977 -8, the then Head
of School Nat Brenner (Bliss) mentioned Van Gyseghem as one of the directors who was influential in the
development of the post-war subsidised repertory theatre movement. Nat Brenner is credited in Colin
Chambers' account of Unity Theatre, as finding a companion piece to the play A Plant in the Sun, which
Herbert Marshall directed for Unity in 1938 with Paul Robeson in the ensemble.
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JW: Can you remember who they voted for?

KB: They'd be on the side of the goodies, surely. After the play we always met the audience
somewhere in the building... that's not something that happens very often...
You've reminded me... doing a play at Oldham Rep… I think it was Oldham Rep. With
somebody, a bloke who...we weren't getting on very well. I said let's go and have a coffee in
the little cafeteria attached to it... And I said whisper it to me…and we said our parts
together.... one of the cast came past and said, oh sorry is it private? I've used that, many
times; I've done a little bit of directing... it's amazing. Very intimate. All the inhibitions go
away. And really makes it alive and all you have to do is keep that and project it...

JW: Do you think think this was why the company was called Intimate?

KB: I would guess so... It is an intimate little place, 270 or something like that... Joan
Littlewood came with a season and they were one of my heroes… I remember going to
Liverpool to the merchant navy office for whatever reason.... and I saw a sticker on a lamppost 'Uranium 235 Theatre Workshop.' 60 Uranium 235 is a constituent of the atomic bomb.
And they did that... David Scase... Yes, no?

60

Uranium 235 was written by Ewan McColl with the Theatre Workshop Company in 1945 as a response to the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, with atomic bombs on 6 th August 1945. Howard Goorney in his
history of Theatre Workshop quotes Ewan McColl: ‘In the end, I decided, you couldn't just write a script
about the Atom Bomb. You needed to explain the whole history of Atomic Energy. So I did this; in may
scenes, in a whole series of different styles. Energy as a gang boss in a Hollywood gangster movie, Max
Planck and Niels Bohr explaining the quantum theory as a couple of knockabout comics with phoney
German accents. Einstein as a comic figure.’ Howard Goorney, The Theatre Workshop Story (Eyre Methuen:
London, 1981) pg. 50.
The company performed in Liverpool twice in 1946 in January and June, with this play as part of the
repertoire. However it was not played during the company's first season at the Library Theatre from 4 th
August to 13th September 1947. It was performed at the Library Theatre between July 16 th and 28th 1951.
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JW: He was Littlewood's stage manager I think61.....

KB: ...that's right, yes, yes. They were doing they did it at the Library Theatre I think, and I
managed to get a job with them back stage and of course I wanted to go with them, and I
spoke to Joan Littlewood, and you know they worked on less than a shoe string; they were
prepared to take me but they could only pay me two pounds a week, by which time I am now
married, so I couldn't go, and I regret it to this day... because I think she was marvellous,
marvellous... I remember seeing a play of hers there, which had about 6 people, the first
three sitting on a bench the others sitting above and they were in a railway carriage and all
you had was conversation and some music from a panatrope do you know what a panatrope is?
No? It would be a tape deck nowadays. Two gramaphone records side by side and a needle
and marks on the records where you dropped the needle down on the appropriate cue and
there was music coming from this and the people jigging around and you could feel the
railway and you were on the railway... wonderful, she was magnificent, I do regret not being
with her.
Next?

JW: I'm thinking about the Library... Van Gyseghem didn't take over.. David Scase did...

KB: It was set up in '47...

JW: But in '52 David Scase took over...

61

David Scase joined Theatre Workshop in 1945. According to Howard Goorney, he had met Joan Littlewood
when working as a sound technician at the BBC, after being wounded and invalided out of the Merchant
Navy. He took responsibility for sound on at least one production, and also acted, taking the role of Johnny
Noble in the play of the same name, which told the story of a young man in the Merchant Navy. He went on
to become Artistic Director of the Library Theatre Company from 1952 to 1966 and again from 1969 to 1983.
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KB: Everybody left! The Intimate Theatre Company for whatever reason, finished.. I don't
know.. You're asking the wrong person. The person who could tell you, a small man..
dapper; Peter Carpenter the house manager an ex paratrooper. I'm only twenty three then,
I'm the only one who's seen war service....
...Later I went back to the School of Theatre and I was twenty five years older than
everybody else... I've lost my fencing partner, Richard Griffiths...62

JW: You went on to train after you'd been working for a while?

KB: Oh yes, I'd had my Equity card for a long time... I've drifted.. my own worst enemy..

JW: You didn't go with Joan Littlewood; so what happened then?

KB: I drifted. It was a very, very bad time.. I was out of work for a long time... I had to go
to the Labour Exchange, devastating experience. They were very bad times.

62

Actor Richard Griffiths died on 28th March, 2013, less than two months before this interview. Griffiths did
indeed train at what was then Manchester Polytechnic School of Theatre when Karl was also studying there;
they were both mature students.
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Appendix 2.

Interview with Chris Honer (CH), Artistic Director, Library Theatre Company by Julie
Wilkinson (JW). 7/10/2103. Edited from transcript by Julie Wilkinson.

JW: I think I mentioned to you before this point; that Mother Courage and Her Children
offers a particular opportunity to look at some ideas about audience response, because of
divided responses to the character of Mother Courage herself... After the first production in
Zurich Brecht re-wrote the play; but even after this, we can see in John Willetts' edition of the
play, evidence that Brecht continues to claim that audiences fail to understand how nefarious
and complicit Mother Courage is...this also happened in the response to your production,
where some respondents saw Mother Courage as an example of human resilience...
Brecht … says people who respond in this way are ….petit bourgeois; it's almost a litmus test
of the political validity of the response, the extent to which the audience identify with the
character of Mother Courage.... You knew all this before you started rehearsing, I suppose...

CH: More or less....

JW: How did you approach Mother Courage's relationship to the audience?

CH: I think it's very important that she is not played sentimentally which I don't think she
was in our production. The point is really.... whether you're petit bourgeois or not, you'd have
to have a heart of stone not to be at some level engaged and moved by the fact that here is
this woman, complicit or not, who loses all her children while trying to make a living off the
war. I mean I don't really know what she'd make a living from if not out of the war....
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JW: ...they're in a state of war...

CH: That's right. But it's quite important, it's very important that it's clear in the re-written
first scene, where she loses Eilif, she suddenly sees a chance of doing a good deal on selling a
belt, through to the loss of Kattrin when of course she's not around because she's trying to do
a business deal in the town that's about...to be attacked...but because she's absent then, you
don't really see it as, well she could have done something differently... but that's the really
the point it's seems to me; she needs to keep her business going and that's how she loses her
children. I don't think people should worry too much about...his very precise ideological
view of what the play says. In that way I think the play is perhaps a bit bigger than he really
understood or got...

JW: ...in fact the play relies on...the notion of the slashing of the last taboo, which is the
mother's bond with her children; it doesn't work if you don't feel as if that's being deeply
offended against... so he's using that idea...

CH: ...there's that scene where she doesn't go with the Cook; she decides to stay with
Kattrin...

JW: …which isn't logical, and doesn't fit...with the Marxist...

CH: ...doesn't fit the scheme. I don't remember where I read it but somewhere there's some
interview with Weigel where she says, actually I don't mind the audience feeling sorry for me.
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JW: You could think about Brecht's relationship to women... certainly your audiences were
very much aware of the position of the women as women in a man's world; because...that's
changed... the way we construct the interpretation of the play will have changed most in the
way we think about how women make a living independently...

CH: Yes, maybe, maybe, I can see that.

JW: When you talked about the audience not worrying; about the play being bigger...than
Brecht's ideological prescription of it…there's a significant number... of the audience who are
looking for ideological...purity. In fact one man left because it wasn't sufficiently, in his
interpretation, Brechtian; now I would dispute that... and so did other audience members...
some of the Lecturers said...they thought this updating especially the use of music was
intensely Brechtian... You've done a lot of Brecht... are you aware of sort of...dealing with
people who come in with a certain sort of expectation; a certain sort of Marxist view?

CH: ...you do get that... I think some people have a very limited view of what being
Brechtian means. The main thing is always I think...it's true of most plays, but it's
particularly true of Brecht... is to tell a story. That may seem easy but it may not be that easy,
just to tell the story, in terms of something which is a complex as Mother Courage; but in a
sense if you tell the story clearly, you identify what is happening moment to moment in each
scene, I think that's doing quite a lot. And various sorts of devices like music, like telling the
audience what's going to happen next… they're useful for... oh I see this is a song now, or...
That's fine.

Sometimes people have a very rigid idea of what acting in a Brecht way should

be like; it's got to be, in my terms rather gross. When, you see... by the time you get to
Caucasian Chalk Circle he was so important that they recorded the rehearsals on a tape
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recorder and you can read the transcripts of the rehearsals and when you hear him directing
actors it's just common sense. He just talks about practical things that the characters would
do...brilliant... I think Lottie Lenya said, he could direct a donkey. So I don't get too fussed
about that really.

JW: When you're doing Brecht, do you think about what the story's doing to the audience; do
you think about the Marxist instruction....?

CH: No, not really at all. Except that it's kind of embedded in the text so what I mean really
by telling the story, you've got to understand … absolutely the economic interests that are at
work at any one point, the class interests that are at work, you've got to obviously take those
on board because otherwise you're not telling the story in any sort of detailed ideological way.

JW: So, when you're directing anything... because different writers construct different
relationships with the audiences...and we're talking about an entire long period of your work
as as Director with different companies and in different regions...

CH: Part of it as an Artistic Director...and in some ways it's the most interesting part of the
job outside the rehearsal room, is I think you want to take them on a journey. I mean I've
worked almost entirely in building-based theatre where you know there is an audience, and
what you want to do... you have to honour the evidence of what they like to see but also part
of your job is to try and take that audience to new places, where they might not have thought
of going... 'I wouldn't have thought I might have liked that but actually it was quite good'.
For instance in choosing a programme there are all sorts of considerations that come in; one
shouldn't be blind to the fact that there are often financial ones like we'd love to do that play
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but it will be too expensive to do, or if we're £50,000 in the red....

JW: ...you'll have to do a pantomime. [CH laughs] Although you don't do pantomime; a
Christmas play...

CH: Christmas plays usually involve so much investment financially we never make any
money on them.

JW: Oh really? Because most theatres actually rely on their Christmas shows to fund others.
Kenneth Allan Taylor did at Nottingham [Playhouse], but then he did Panto... which perhaps
is relatively cheap?

CH: Well not necessarily, but at Nottingham he had 600 seats whereas at the Library we only
had 312. At the Lowry we've got the rental to pay before we get the box office, so it's tricky.
We wanted to make sure that the family show at Christmas had proper investment and wasn't
done cynically which is what some companies do; but sometimes, you know... like I
remember, must be 5 or 6 years ago, when we were in financial difficulties; we need to find a
small cast play that we know will do well; let's do Private Lives, which really is a play that
would fall more into an Exchange63 remit... and indeed at the start of this season... I think
Educating Rita64 is a lovely play...it's got two actors, it's done really well at the box office; in
the face of, not that we've been badly cut, but we have been cut; it's more that GMAC65 have
siphoned money out of the theatre budget in order to pay for proper preparation for the
63

Royal Exchange Theatre, in Manchester. Established in 1976
Educating Rita by Willy Russell; first performed London, 1980. Produced by the Library Theatre Company,
September 2013 at the Quays Theatre in the Lowry, Salford.
65
GMAC Greater Manchester Arts Centre Limited; formed in 2012 to merge the Library Theatre Company with
Cornerhouse, Manchester's independent cinema. Funded by Manchester City Council and Arts Council
England the organisation is due to be housed in Home a new building at First Street, Manchester,
incorporating two theatres, five cinema screens, gallery, cafe and education spaces.
64
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programme for the new building, which is fair enough.

JW: …We're mostly focussing on the Library Theatre response... when you talk about taking
the audience on a journey where they are not expecting to go... The respondents say that they
like new work; but it's mostly American... the [plays] people quote from the Library, [include]
the only work done by women; that suggests that that [policy] worked. Was women's work
an area? Maybe Brian Friel? What's an example of an area where you've taken the audience
slightly out of their comfort zone and brought them something new?

CH: I think we did it with Frozen, the Bryony Lavery66 play... It was my colleague Roger
Haines that went on a bit of a journey with the Irish work, with the Brian Friel and Martin
McDonagh as well. We had to abandon for financial reasons doing any substantial musicals;
that was a great regret because the Library had a good reputation. We just couldn't afford to
keep it going.

JW: Are you able to tell me of anything that you thought might work but didn't?

CH: Towards the end of the Shipman enquiry a writer who lives in Stockport called Dennis
Woolf, mostly a television writer, contacted me and said wouldn't it be good to do a
documentary, and I went to a couple of days of the enquiry which was still going on and I
though yes it would be, because a story that is really about professional complacency in both
the police and the medical profession, is really worth doing. Actually I was quite pleased
with the result, I thought we did quite a good job on it, but nobody but nobody came to see it;
and a lot of the press was very hostile because they felt we were exploiting the suffering of
66

Bryony Lavery Frozen. First performed Birmingham Repertory Theatre 1998. Performed at the Library
Theatre in a production by Roger Haines, April 2008.
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the bereaved. And that was so far from our intention... and it was almost a Pavlovian
reaction; oh they're doing something about Shipman, it must be exploiting the bereaved.

JW: At that time, when you were doing that play, there was a great fashion for...at the
Tricycle in London, Nick Kent was doing... I don't know if at that stage he'd done the Steven
Lawrence one67..

CH: Yes he had...because they'd brought it to the Library.

JW: It seemed to be something to do with being very much on our doorstep. In the research,
I've been looking for a sense of regional identity connected with Manchester and the Library
[Theatre]. There are some patterns which are very important, for example the Library's
tradition of doing good young people's plays; by that I mean demanding, rich stories,
originality, not just formulaic stuff, at Christmas; everybody goes to the Library for that and
they have been doing for many, many years. It registers really importantly; there's this
intergenerational connection... it's fantastic...

CH: Yeah, yeah, yeah...

JW: ...and it's quite clearly there. But I was looking for a sense of Manchester, and there's
very little of it. [The respondents are] interested in American writers... there is an interest in
contemporary work but they're not saying why aren't we seeing more Caryl Churchill,
although you do do some Caryl Churchill; but they're not saying why aren't we seeing more
of these people who are put on at the National; they're not saying that, they're saying we like
67

The Colour of Justice: the Stephen Lawrence Enquiry, ed. Richard Norton-Taylor, directed by Nicolas Kent
with Surian Fletcher-Jones. First produced at the Tricycle Theatre, London, January 1999.
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to see Arthur Miller; we like to see Tennessee Williams. I kept looking for a sense of regional
identity; people refer to a sense of regional identity, but they don't actually express it in terms
of taste.

CH: Very interesting question...

JW: It's almost as if it's there by negative implication; what people don't say... it's there by
implication in the interest in Irish work because there are many, many people in the region
with Irish backgrounds; that's important. There's even a little bit of a connection with the
sub-continent; people liking Rani Moorthy for example, but there's nothing about wanting to
see Mancunians in plays, or plays about the region... When you did a play about Shipman...
we ought to own that.

CH: [Laughs]

JW: Clearly, objectively you can't say, 'we ought to own it', but you might have expected that
sort of response; 'why aren't we talking about important local issues?' People don't seem to
be demanding that.

CH: If you compare it with what they've created at Live Theatre in Newcastle you can see a
real contrast. I think it's partly to do with roads we didn't go down. I feel our big failure at
the Library was to fail to build up a second school of Manchester writing and playwrights.
When I came to the Library, there was almost a regular annual slot for a play by Dave
Simpson.68 Dave then went on to do other things and for me he was always a much better

68

Dave Simpson is a locally-based writer of stage, television and film drama and founder member of North West
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writer of one liners than he was at writing plays, forgive me Dave... But...though there were
a number of writers around of that generation, none of them really seemed to take on
anything like say, people took on the Pitman Painters.69

I was delighted that we were able to

do that new play by Cathy Crabb, which was Mancunian. And I would have liked to have
done one Beautiful House70 in every year.

JW: Ok. You did do a Bill Taylor71 piece.

CH: That was a long time ago. It was a long time ago and I should have directed it myself...

JW: The Royal Exchange have programmed Simon Stephens' work...

CH: The Royal Exchange kind of found Simon Stephens.

JW: [The Library] does have a relationship with Sue Ryding and Maggie Fox of Lip
Service72...and Manchester does have a sense of ownership of them; they have a following.

CH: That's true also of Rani Moorthy73 as well.

Playwrights. He was a writer in residence at the Library Theatre company; his plays for the company
include Cheeky Chappy (1985), The Pied Piper of Hamlyn (1986), The Prince and the Pauper (1987),
Huckleberry Finn (1988), and A Marginal Affair (1991)
69
Lee Hall, The Pitmen Painters. First produced Live Theatre, Newcastle, 2007.
70
Cathy Crabb Beautiful House. First produced at Studio Salford, the play was presented as part of the Replay
festival at the Library in 2009, and then given a full production directed by Noreen Kershaw at the Library
Theatre, in 2010.
71
Bill Taylor Making It Up. First produced at the Library Theatre, 2000
72
Lip Service: comedy double-act, presenting shows performed and written by Maggie Fox and Sue Ryding and
specializing in literary and entertainment-world parody. Lip Service is a national touring company which
has presented the following shows at the Library Theatre: Withering Looks, Move Over Moriarty, King
Arthur and the Knights of the Occasional Table, Women on the Verger, Very Little Women, Horror for Wimps,
Desperate to be Doris.
73
Rani Moorthy is an actor and writer; author of Pooja (2002),Curry Tales (2004), Too Close to Home (2006)
and Shades of Brown (2007) all presented at the Library Theatre. Rani is the Artistic Director of Rasa
Productions and is credited as a co-producer on all of the work which she has presented at the Library
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JW: I'm wondering whether the Royal Exchange have a role in this... A long time ago, I had
just moved back to the city [Ed. Note: 1991] and Paul Allen74 when he was still doing work
on Radio 4... he interviewed me and asked whether there was a new Manchester School of
Playwrights; but I said there's no regional identity; there's no such thing; and that was
before Red75 had started to commission work for the television which was very clearly
Mancunian again. In terms of theatre the Royal Exchange's policies could be said to have a
profound effect on the lack of regional identity; in contrast not only with Newcastle but also
Birmingham. It's also as if Manchester's audiences...right from the very beginning, reading
the Horniman papers when the first regional theatre was established in Manchester it was
about class aspiration; about how Manchester people are as good as London, it's about being
'posh' and having our own culture, just as good as everyone else's. It's a little bit like
Educating Rita; whereas in the North East they keep hold of the working class roots in the
artistic endeavours; I'm thinking of Peter Flannery as well as Lee Hall; there isn't that same
distinction from working class culture but here, we're going to have the very best and I'm
wondering if that's an important response for our research. Can we do anything other than
speculate on this? What do you think?

CH: In terms of theatre life in Manchester, the advent of the Royal Exchange in 1976 was a
key event. It's shifting now but ...certainly during my time at the Library, it was 'we are the
National of the north', and 'we have to have a London base'. For a long time, those not
entirely mythical things about if you were an actor and you're from round here, there was no
point in coming to audition; we might find you a small part. It's certainly not true now, but in
the past there was a kind of snobbishness. And certainly when you look at the Royal
Theatre.
Paul Allen, writer and journalist, was a regular presenter on Radio Four's arts review programme Kaleidescope.
75
Red. Independent Manchester-based television production company set up by Nicola Schindler in 1998.
74
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Exchange audience they're for the most part pretty well heeled... I think we've always been a
kind of citizens theatre... it's been a more sort of... it's a rather loose use of the word
democratic... but we've been a theatre for Manchester citizens wherever you're from. I'm
proud of that fact; proud that we use a lot of local actors.

JW: Do the city council reinforce that? Because they still are funding you separately, on
their own.

CH: Their main concern is that the work should be financially accessible. In other words,
even if you've got to raise the ticket prices you've got be able to add some nights or some
concessions so that people who don't have very much money should be seen to be able to
afford to go. They have never talked about the programme, not to any extent and I think
wisely so, because I think as a politician the last thing you want to get involved in is dictating
an artistic programme, because if it goes wrong who do you blame? Well, Councillor so and
so told us to do it. Much better to blame the Artistic Director.

JW: [Laughs]

CH: And fair enough you know.

JW: When I worked in community theatre, we spent a little bit of time discussing
programming with our audience; this may have been an idea that went out with the
experiments of a failed revolution in the seventies, but we did consult audiences. And we
found that...it's very difficult to know your own mind, about what you might like.
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CH: There's a famous season Robin Pemberton put together when in the early days of the
Bolton Octagon he did write to the audiences to ask what they wanted to see; he then did the
things; and very few people came. The top one was Look Back in Anger.76... In Oldham in
the summer they call one production 'audience choice', but I think what Kevin77 does is very
cleverly, give them a list.

JW: One of the questions we [the British Theatre Consortium] are interested in, is how we
expand or develop not participation as such but really deep involvement of the audience with
theatre. A lot of [the respondents] say the most memorable things are directors’ talks and
workshops and other sorts of engagement [activities]. You're already doing a lot of that, and
it is clear from the research how important this is to the audiences.

CH: I hadn't really taken that on board from reading the research so far, which is interesting...
But it's very heartening to know that...

JW: I really value this because I went to the talk. We didn't ask a question about this but it
came up unprompted... it almost like it's a bit of the extension of the University; possibly
because 46% or 44% of the respondents [who filled in all three questionnaires] have post
graduate qualifications.

CH: It's interesting; that's good to know. We've always done workshops associated with
plays, if we've thought it's worth doing. Not if you're doing Private Lives78 or Educating Rita.

JW: You could do it with Educating Rita.
76

John Osborne Look Back in Anger. First produced Royal Court Theatre, London, 1956
Kevin Shaw is the current Artistic Director of Oldham Coliseum.
78
Noel Coward Private Lives First performed 1930
77
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CH: Of course you could. I think Bolton do it with every production. We started the
director's talks ten years ago just on a hunch and it's been very successful.

JW: Over the time you have been at the Library, has the audience changed? Has their taste
changed, has the way they respond changed?

CH: I'm not sure. That's a tricky one. I can't really say.

JW: It might not be something you're aware of anyway; it's a bit like watching children
grow... If they're your children you can't see the difference.

CH: I know that both Roger and I were conscious of niche audiences. Roger did the Neil
Simon trilogy with great success and for Neil Simon there was a very particular audience. A
bit different, say from the Brecht audience; probably got a bit more of a cross over with the
Arthur Miller audience, but not that much.

JW: So since you've been at the Library, which is when?

CH: ..since '87...

JW: So since then you've been aware of people picking and choosing.

CH: Oh, definitely...
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JW: …because there's evidence from the research... certainly before the Royal Exchange
arrived, that earlier on people came to everything...

CH: Absolutely...

JW: It's interesting that it's before '87... I'm interested in whether that happened earlier than
is commonly supposed...

CH: Once the Royal Exchange was well established – and it didn't take very long, people
began to see we've got Contact which was doing more of a regional programme then, we
could go to Contact this week.

JW: When I went back through the Library's programme with my mother, starting in 1952,
she had been at least two shows and quite often the whole season in every season, until the
seventies. She remembers everything; the actors, everything. She is eighty four, but there is
a generation with a really deep memory... I remember though that you mentioned to me that
it was remarkable what influence the work did have when only ten thousand people could
possibly see a show...

CH: By ten thousand I mean that if you sold out a particular production; that would be ten
thousand.

JW: I need to ask you about music. This is about high and low culture. Lots of the
respondents were very surprised about there being music in Brecht; but Brecht ['s work]
always had music in it. So [some] people's idea of what Brecht is, is inaccurate; po-faced;
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rather serious....

CH: They don't expect there to be any jokes....

JW: They don't expect there to be any jokes... people said that they were surprised that there
was comedy – [some] think it's down to you; so they blame you or credit you depending
whether they like it or not. But I happen to know it's not anything to do with you. ...we
talked about the Library's musical tradition. This is a real marker I think, of class; [Perhaps]
because of the traditions of music hall and melodrama till the middle of the nineteenth
century - it's extraordinary how long these conventions seem to last - people still associate
music with lower class entertainment...

CH: Unless it's opera...

JW: Unless it's opera; which has [become] really high class. How peculiar. What do you
think about that? How does that come about?

CH: I think... I think that... I think it's an interesting one because obviously the stage musical
particularly from the sort of nineteen forties onwards largely coming from America,
extremely successful art form, theatre form, which is still really being developed it seems to
me, and I don't think that really falls into a high art category. I also think the Joan Littlewood
influence, which is quite strong in British theatre; [demonstrates that] you could do shows
which in a sense build on the influence of music hall; Oh What a Lovely War, most obviously,
but much of her other stuff as well. I think that kind of fits in. There may be an idea that if
theatre is being high art it shouldn't have songs; it's bizarre. But I think there may be an idea
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around that it's not really right...

JW: I'm wondering if there's been a change more recently... about not being able to afford
musicians. When I was a child and saw Shakespeare [at Stratford] there would always be a
band. But in Regional Rep people couldn't afford both 14 actors and a band, when putting on
Shakespeare. When you look at where people get their influences from... The audiences’
strongest memories are regional; except for Stratford, they don't travel to see their theatre,
they're expecting the theatre to bring the rest of the world to them; and they say that. So that
means that the position of musicians has changed again as people could afford less,
regionally…I think Manchester may have lost something crucial from its musical culture.
Are you aware of not being able to afford musicians anymore?

CH: Oh yes, Yes. It's all part of the...the ditching of largish scale musical productions.

JW: And when was that? Approximately?

CH: I'd say early nineties. Roger of course who was our musical theatre expert was dead
against using actor musicians because he thought that we would get a diluted result, and it
was the composer Richard Taylor who said no, no you've got to try it, and I think when we
did Oliver Twist at Christmas six or seven years ago, Roger at last acceded to the idea that
there could be actor musicians and actually was very pleased with the outcome.

JW: One of the respondents to Mother Courage complains [that] the use of actor musicians
[dilutes the quality of the acting]...so it could be that he [Roger] wasn't the only one who
thought that... Not a commonly held view.
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JW: How important was the...discussion with Eve[Polycarpou]79? How do you approach the
relationship with the actors...?

CH: Once we cast Eve – I had a meeting with her in London just to talk about it, just to share
some ideas. She talked about how she liked to work... Inevitably, you talk about how you're
going to approach it. In rehearsal, I think I probably discuss the meaning of the play...rather
less than most directors. I think we work very practically. Most of the time. We'll read
through the play and talk about what we don't understand and what we don't get... so much of
it is about simply getting the story straight...

JW: ...because acting is not an abstract activity and most actors don't work like that?

CH: Yes.

JW: Can I ask you about women's writing; did you have a policy about it?

CH: We made a commitment about six years ago, that we would try and get fifty per cent
women directors but also that we would try and programme a reasonable proportion of work
by women. We were more successful with women directors than playwrights.

JW. Until then there were something like three plays by women in thirty years [in the Library
Theatre programme]; in our survey the majority of the contributors are women. Do they not
complain?
79

Eve Polycarpou played the part of Mother Courage in Chris Honer's Library Theatre production at the Lowry
Quays Theatre in 2013.
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CH: No actually. Very few complaints about the programme. I remember a complaint about
the brochure. We announced a programme going from February to June and called it Spring
and we had a ferocious letter; that's not Spring... They've voted with their feet and not come
to stuff, but...

JW: Are there any things in [the research] which were surprising to you?

CH: I was interested in your pointing out the response to various engagement activities. I
was expecting more people to say we missed the musicals. But maybe I've missed that.

JW: You have to remember who that sample was...because they weren't expecting Brecht to
have any music in it... The sample can only give a snapshot of the Library's audience. But the
participants were enormously keen to do it.
It'll make more sense when we get the comparators; the Drum [Plymouth], the Old Vic, the
RSC.80 The most popular term for value was 'thought provoking'; possibly consistent with the
interest in workshops. [Library audience members are] looking for a really very challenging
intellectual experience; [our contributors] make big claims for what theatre does for them;
they say it changes their lives; they say that they use theatre as a marker of changes in their
own lives; they interpret relationships within their families and transitions in life with
theatrical experience.

CH. This is ever such useful material.

80

Refers to the current British Theatre Consortium's Arts and Humanities Research Council funded project,
Theatre Spectatorship and Value Attribution, for which The Spirit of Theatre was a pilot project. This
project samples audience response to 9 productions in three theatres, the Drum at Plymouth, the Young Vic
in London and the Royal Shakespeare Company at Stratford-on-Avon.
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JW I hope so. Particularly in the interviews; just how important it is - it's like breathing...
People describe their lives in terms of theatrical moments; so they use theatre as a metaphor
for their own lives but also they relate to other people and changes in their lives through it...
it's a way of accessing deep questions about things.

CH: Those comments just anecdotally, are very useful.

JW: We could have a meeting about how it might be used...[by the Theatre]

CH Yes.
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Appendix 3.
Edited extract from interview with Ernst Ter Horst, of Meccannoo, Architect of ‘Home’:
Greater Manchester Arts Centre Ltd.
‘Home’ will house two merged art organisations: The Library Theatre Company, and
Cornerhouse, in a new building at First Street, Manchester. The building is due to open in
2014.

Interviewer: Julie Wilkinson.
Summer 2013.

Ernst describes the origins of the idea of the new building and the brief from
Manchester City Council:

…the ultimate goal for the city in the brief was really to create a place, thanks to this Library
Theatre and Cornerhouse coming together, to create sort of complementary sets of buildings
and uses…that would create a new place, ultimately focussed around this new square. So
you had a mixture of retail, offices, hotels, corporate facility, and they all kind of complement
each other and create a new exciting place for the city and people of Manchester to want to be.
And thereafter, what would happen would be a generation of jobs in terms of businesses
wanting to move, oh well, there’s the corporate facility home, oh we’re near there, so let’s
locate our business there. The City’s ultimate goal is to create jobs and you know improve
the City in that way, so it’s kind of a very long term vision, but I think a very intelligent one
in terms of going well how can we do this to benefit that part of the city and regenerate it and
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invigorate it? So that’s, so how we’ve had to do it is to try and find a building , making a
building that people can recognise has some uniqueness to it, is special in some way so that it
sits in amongst a kind of collective of buildings that people know around the city….

He describes the process involved in designing the building:

…but that dialogue…would be used for the Council and stakeholders around the site whether
that be the adjacent developers for the hotel as well as Network Rail. That was really very
important for this project, and I’ve never had it as much as I’ve had it on this project; you
know I’ll have done a project where…there was a hotel, and the hotel operator will just have
a book of requirements and will go There you go – make it happen. But here you’ve got
personalities like Chris Honer, Dave Moutrey …and many more people …who have a
general interest in the building … you just need to constantly liaise with people, … bring all
these ideas together… then...the subtleties of everyone’s goals and ambitions, the wants and
needs for the project. … you can’t fulfil everything at the same time, so you need to kind of
guide it, and bring it into a cohesive whole, and accept it’s work in progress and keep
improving and improving it and revising it until you get to a point where everyone says, ‘well
this is what we really want…’
We’re into construction case now, it’s all detail that we’re going through that needs to be
looked at and discussed.
But I find that really special about this building in terms of the Library Theatre Company
with all, the Cornerhouse that’s merged and all the people within them that really cared about
what they’d be doing in this building and making sure that it really worked for them in terms
of the running of the building, this business model, the way the spaces interact with each
other, circulation, all sorts of practical things but I guess as well, in terms of the theatres
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particularly themselves…the Cornerhouse…was more driving the foyer spaces, they really
wanted them to be quite honest and warm and intimate and welcoming spaces, places where
you wouldn’t feel inhibited to come into the building for instance, or into the gallery where,
people are often scared to go to the galleries so they go ‘well that’s too highbrow for me’,
they wanted actively to make it very engaging, so that was a challenge, and then, so that was
sort of towards the front of the building if you like, when you enter it, and then when you
actually come into the theatres it’s a whole new world...

The actual theatre spaces are being designed by a company specialising in Theatre
architecture, Charcoal Blue:

That came from, Charcoal Blue; they really led on this and came up with a really good
concept in terms of how the theatre would be organised…the key thing for Chris and the
Library Theatre is this level of intimacy and getting as close to the actors as possible and you
can hear the actors breathe, that, you know, every seat was a good seat, and you felt very
inclusive, like we said earlier, within the audience, but also (that) the actors and the audience
could really feel together in this experience.
They pushed the inner walls of the theatre in, and on three sides, so that instead of having a
long rake of seats on the ground floor, they pushed that all in so they have to then put in onto
more levels, but that means that…the proximity of seats is much closer to the stage…
but also, when the actor is on the stage and looking out, the walls are lined with people so
you’ve got people at the high level and mid-level and low level, it’s not just all at low level or,
you know, two divisions. So that’s really great, and they’ve really worked hard to make sure
that we can all work to the constraints of being able to stand in those balconies but making
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them as close together as possible, and as close to the stage as possible whilst critically
maintaining all these sightlines, so it’s a huge, it’s a nightmare really. It’s a very complex set
of rules that you need to then model in a computer to make sure all the sightlines work… the
balconies work, where they are, they comply to fire regulations and all the other regulations
so it’s quite a complex task, but the overall look and feel of it is … fantastic now in terms of
how intimate it is and how, it does hark back very closely to the Royal Court Theatre in
London, Sloane Square…

…that’s literally… slightly smaller, I think that’s 400 seats, we’re going to 500 seats...and
that’s sort of refurbishment whereas ours is a new build, but, yeah the kind of qualities that
the Royal Court Theatre has have been brought to this project, because that’s been so
successful, in terms of its level of intimacy and the quality of the experience there… it is
something different for Manchester and something exciting for the theatre world I think.
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Appendix 4

Questionnaire and Interview model scripts.

Hardcopy Part 1
Email version 2,3
'Phone version
Interview Script
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Mother Courage and Her Children: Audience Questionnaire.
Part 1.
Dear
Thank you for agreeing to fill out our questionnaire about the Library Theatre Company's production of Mother
Courage and Her Children.

You are participating in a research project to investigate how audiences respond to the experience of watching a
play. This is being carried out by Manchester Metropolitan University with the Library Theatre Company and
the British Theatre Consortium.

The questionnaire is in three sections.
Part 1 asks about you and your expectations of the show. Please fill this out before you go to see Mother
Courage and Her Children.
Part 2 is about your immediate responses to the show. When you receive this by email please fill it
out immediately after seeing the performance (before midnight on that date).
Part 3 will ask how you respond one week after seeing the show.
We will contact you with email versions of parts 2 and 3, and reminders to fill them in at the appropriate times.
Please remember to tell us in reply to the question below which performance of Mother Courage you are due
to see so that we know when to contact you again.
We suggest that you fill in your answers in the body of this email to Part 1, and press reply. If you prefer a
paper version, send us your address and we will put a copy in the post to you.
On completion of the project we will let you know about exhibitions or other publication of our research.

The email address for completed questionnaires is: btctheatreghost@gmail.com
or by post to: The Theatre Ghost Project, c/o J. Wilkinson, Dept. of English, Manchester Metropolitan
University, Geoffrey Manton Building, Oxford Road, Manchester M15 6LL
If you have expressed an interest in helping us with an interview, a workshop or an on-line survey thank
you. We will contact you in a separate email about these opportunities.
By taking part in our survey you agree to our using your responses anonymously in educational publications and
other displays of our findings. Data collected will be held in conformity with the provisions of the Data
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Protection Act. You will not be contacted for marketing purposes. Your information will not be passed to any
third party.
PART 1. (To be completed BEFORE seeing Mother Courage and Her Children).
1.On what date are you seeing the performance?
Is it a matinee or evening performance?
About you:
2. Please put an x by the relevant answer:
Female
Male
Rather not say
3. Your age group. Please put an x by the relevant answer.
5 – 15
16 – 25
26 – 35
36 – 45
46 – 55
56 – 65
65+
Rather not say

4. What is/was your main occupation?

5. What is your connection with Manchester?

6.

Where will you travel from to attend the theatre?

7. Do you have a disability which is relevant to your trip to the theatre?
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8.. What is your highest formal qualification?
GCSE/OLevel or equivalent
A level or equivalent
Degree
Postgraduate qualification
Other (please specify)
None

9. What is your favourite recreational activity?

10. Roughly how many theatre trips do you make in a year?
First trip to theatre.
Less than 1.
1–6
7 – 12
More than 12.

11. How old were you when you first went to the theatre?

12. Have you ever been a member of an amateur theatre company or youth theatre? Yes/No

13. If so, which one(s)?
14. Why did you choose to see this production of Mother Courage and her Children?

15. Are you going alone or with other people and if so who? (Select all which apply).
Friend(s)
Partner
Family
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Other (please specify)

16. Which three words or phrases best describe what you are expecting of the performance?

17. Did you ever go see a play at the old Library Theatre?
Yes
No

18. If you did see a play there, what is your strongest memory of a play or a moment from a play in the old
Library Theatre?

19. What is your strongest memory of a play or a moment from any play you have seen in the theatre?

20. What do you value most about going to the theatre?

Thank you very much for your help.
From Julie, Chris and Sophia at the Theatre Ghost project.
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Part 2: Email and hard copy version.
. Is there an image, scene or moment from the play which comes to mind now? Why does this moment stand
out?

2. Is there a line, or lines from the play which you remember?

3. Did you sympathize with any of the characters? Which ones?

4. Did you recognize from your own life any problems similar to those faced by these characters? If so, what
were these?

5. What three words or phrases come to mind to describe this production of Mother Courage and Her Children?

6. Was your response to the play influenced by talking with anyone else about the show, and if so, how?

7. Has the play left you with any questions? What are they?

8. Was there anything which surprised you about watching the show or visiting the theatre?
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Part 3: Email and hard copy version
.What comes to mind now when you think back to seeing the production?
2. What was the story of the play, in a couple of lines?

3. On reflection, has the play left you with any questions? What are they?

4. Has seeing this production changed how you think or feel about the subject matter of the play? In what way?
5. Was the experience of seeing this production valuable? In what ways?

6. Is there anything that you feel would have added to your experience of watching the show?

7. If you were designing a poster for this production, what image would you choose?
(If you prefer to draw, please feel free to send us your pictures in any format to the address below).
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Library Theatre Audience Interviews. Spring 2013. Theatre Ghost Project.
Briefing notes for Phone Interviews.

17/04/2013

Interviews should be around 30 minutes long.
Date and time and duration of all interviews to be logged with the Project Manager Chris Bridgman before the
interview takes place. The interviewer will notify the manager when the interview has been completed and
duration, by email to [Project manager email] .
Digital recording equipment can be borrowed from MMU.
Once made, recordings and transcripts to be delivered electronically in an MP3 file to the Theatre Ghost project
at btctheatreghost@gmail.com, and not otherwise kept, copied or transmitted. Once a copy has been received
by the project, original recordings and transcripts must be destroyed.
The content of recordings belongs to the interviewee. The interviewee needs to give verbal assent on the
recording indicate the terms of use of the recorded material.
The purpose of the interview is to invite Library Theatre Company audience members to record their memories
and feelings about the work of the company in the past, and to explore the significance and value of the
experience of watching plays.

1. Date of interview.
Name of interviewer.
Name of interviewee.
By taking part in our survey you agree to our using your responses anonymously in educational publications and
other displays of our findings. Data collected will be held in conformity with the provisions of the Data
Protection Act. You will not be contacted for marketing purposes. Your information will not be passed to any
third party. Is this acceptable?

If the respondent has not filled out a questionnaire, please begin with part A.
If the respondent has already filled out the first questionnaire after seeing Mother Courage please go to
part B.
Both sets of respondents should reply to part C.

Part A: about the respondent.
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2. Please put an x by the relevant answer:
Female
Male
Rather not say
3. age group. Please put an x by the relevant answer. ……………………………….
5 – 15
16 – 25
26 – 35
36 – 45
46 – 55
56 – 65
65+
Rather not say
4. What is/was your main occupation?

5. What is your connection with Manchester?

6Where did you travel from to attend the theatre?

7. Do you have a disability which is relevant to your trip to the theatre?

8.. What is your highest formal qualification?
GCSE/OLevel or equivalent
A level or equivalent
Degree
Postgraduate qualification
Other (please specify)
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None
Prefer not to answer
9. What is your favourite recreational activity?

10. Roughly how many theatre trips do you make in a year?
First trip to theatre.
Less than 1.
1–6
7 – 12
More than 12.
. How old were you when you first went to the theatre?

12. Have you ever been a member of an amateur theatre company or youth theatre?
Yes
No
13. If so, which one(s)?

14. Why did you choose to see this production of Mother Courage and h Children?

15. Are you going alone or with other people and if so who? (Select all which apply).
Friend(s)
Partner
Family
Other (please specify)
17. Did you ever go see a play at the old Library Theatre?
Ye/No
18. What first sparked your interest in theatre?

19. What is your strongest memory of a play or a moment from any play you have seen in the theatre?
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PHONE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
Part B.
The respondent:
If you filled out our questionnaire you may have told us about the first time you went to the theatre and a strong
memory of seeing a play. Tell us more about this. What first sparked your interest in theatre?

Part C.
The Library Theatre.
If you have been more than once to the Library Theatre, tell us more about your experience. What are the most
striking experiences you’ve had of LibraryTheatre performances?

How would you describe the programmes of plays the Library theatre has put on – what sorts of plays? Has this
changed over time you’ve been going to the theatre?

What about the people working with and for the Company – performers, designers, writers, directors, technical
staff, front of house staff? Do any individuals stand out in your memory, and why?

Sense of value.
Has going to the theatre had an effect on your life or your ideas?

What is it about the experience of watching a play which most affects you? The social experience? The
meaning of the play? The quality of the production? Anything else?

Would you say that the Library Company’s work has been important or valuable to you? And why?

Is this value something you can put into monetary terms?
For example, given limited funds, what sorts of things might you cut back on, in order to be able to go to the
theatre?

The Theatre Ghost.
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(Please use following script as written).
You’ll know that there are many ghostly characters in plays. You might think of Hamlet’s father who appears
to tell his son to revenge his murder, for example. Whenever actors perform they are conjuring up characters
which are only present in our imaginations.
Most theatres have resident ghosts or stories about ghosts which shift and change with every new influx of
actors. Our new arts centre in Manchester does not yet have a ghost
If you were to devise a resident theatre ghost for our new theatre, what would the ghost be like?

(Character questions might include: age, gender, background, history, appearance, occasion of death?)

What is the spirit’s reason for demanding attention of the living?

Review.
Looking back over the questionnaire and the interview, is there anything the interviewee has realised that had
not struck him or her before?

Thank you very much for helping us with our research. Would you like us to send you details of workshops we
are offering on the theme of The Theatre Ghost? Creative Writing workshop? Artistic workshop? Combined
workshop?

(In the event of emergencies only please contact Julie Wilkinson on
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INTERVIEWER’S SCRIPT.

Library Theatre Audience Interviews. Spring 2013. Theatre Ghost Project.
Briefing notes for Interviewers: final draft.
Interviews should be around 40 minutes long. You may find that interviewees have a lot to say. Try to get the
interviewee to choose one or two key incidents which are typical of their responses. If the interviewee has more
to add encourage them to respond to us more fully by email or via the BTC (British Theatre Consortium)
Theatre Ghost website.

The time and place of all interviews must be logged with the Project Manager Chris Bridgman before the
interview takes place. The interviewer will notify the manager when the interview has been completed by email
to [project manager email].
Interviews will take place at Manchester Metropolitan University or at the Cornerhouse by arrangement with the
Project Manager. No interviewer must visit an interviewee’s home or other private venue.

Interviews should be recorded. Digital recording equipment can be borrowed from MMU by arrangement with
Julie Wilkinson and must be promptly returned.
Once made, recordings must be delivered electronically in an MP3 file to the Theatre Ghost project at
btctheatreghost@gmail.com, and not otherwise kept, copied or transmitted. Once a copy has been received by
the project, original recordings must be destroyed.
The content of recordings belongs to the interviewee. The interviewee must sign the attached release form to
indicate the terms of use of the recorded material.
The purpose of the interview is to invite Library Theatre Company audience members to record their memories
and feelings about the work of the company in the past, and to explore the significance and value of the
experience of watching plays. All interviewees should complete the first page of our Mother Courage Theatre
Questionnaires with information about themselves. Please use the first five minutes of the interview to check
that you have this information.
Using the prompts suggested, try to cover each area listed below. You do not have to give equal time to each
area – be guided by your interviewee and your own curiosity. Two sections of the interview have scripts which
should be used exactly as written. Introduction:
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Please use following script exactly as written.
Thanks for agreeing to help us with our project. Here is the background to explain why we’re doing this
research now.
The Library Theatre Company was founded in 1952 following the model established in Manchester by Annie
Horniman who invented the Repertory Theatre system here, with her Gaiety Theatre Company, between 1907
and 1921. Annie Horniman was a believer in women’s rights, before women had the vote. She also
commissioned a number of local writers to write new plays, establishing what became known as The
Manchester School of Playwrights. She rode a bicycle and cleaned her own theatre with an early sort of vacuum
cleaner. She also believed in Ghosts.
At the moment, Manchester City Council is building a brand new theatre and arts centre to house both The
Library Theatre Company and the Cornerhouse Cinema on First Street near Oxford Road Station. This is a
good time to investigate what it is that audiences get from their experience of watching theatre, and the work of
the Library Company in particular.

The respondent:
If you filled out our questionnaire you may have told us about the first time you went to the theatre and a strong
memory of seeing a play. Tell us more about this. What first sparked your interest in theatre? Has going to the
theatre had an effect on your life or your ideas?

If you were only allowed to watch one sort of art or entertainment, what would it be? (eg Boxing, Cinema,
Painting, Football, Sightseeing including natural environments – Lake District, BirdWatching)
Why would you choose this particular activity above the others?

The Library Theatre.
Tell us more about your experience of going to or working in the Library Theatre. What are the most striking
experiences you’ve had of LibraryTheatre performances?

Can you pick out one typical experience which you’ve enjoyed at the Library Theatre – one play, perhaps or one
occasion? What were your feelings about the experience? What was the significance of the experience?
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Did this experience leave you with any unresolved questions?
Have you seen a play or show which did? What was the show and what were the questions?

How would you describe the programmes of plays the Library theatre has put on – what sorts of plays? Has this
changed over time you’ve been going to the theatre?

What about the people working with and for the Company – performers, designers, writers, directors, technical
staff, front of house staff? Do any individuals stand out in your memory, and why?

Sense of value.
What is it about the experience of watching a play which most affects you? The social experience? The
meaning of the play? The quality of the production? Anything else?

Would you say that the Library Company’s work has been important or valuable to you? And why?

Is this value something you can put into monetary terms?
For example, given limited funds, what sorts of things might you cut back on, in order to be able to go to the
theatre?

The Theatre Ghost.
Please use following script exactly as written.
You’ll know that there are many ghostly characters in plays. You might think of Hamlet’s father who appears
to tell his son to revenge his murder, for example. When actors perform they are conjuring up characters which
are only present in our imaginations.
Most theatres have resident ghosts or stories about ghosts which shift and change with every new influx of
actors. Our new arts centre in Manchester does not yet have a ghost
If you were to devise a theatre ghost which might haunt our new theatre, what would the ghost be like?

Character questions: age, gender, background, history, appearance, occasion of death?
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What is the spirit’s reason for demanding attention of the living?

Please offer the interviewee the chance to sketch or draw their ghost.

Review.
Looking back over the questionnaire and the interview, is there anything the interviewee has realised that had
not struck him or her before?

Does the Ghost the interviewee has invented, represent anything of the legacy of the Library Theatre Company,
or is the ghost figure offering something for the future?
Thank you very much for helping us with our research.
Would you like us to send you details of workshops we are offering on the theme of The Theatre Ghost?
Creative Writing workshop? Artistic workshop? Combined workshop?
Final thing: don’t forget to offer interviewees £5 flat rate expenses for travel to the interview.
Ask them to sign your receipt for this money.
In the event of emergencies only please contact Julie Wilkinson on
Good luck!
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